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M. D. L. X^ANE,

Attorney
No.

ISO Nassau Street,
V«8K,

NEW

_wum

Street,
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary Store.
administered
when
desired
and thought
{ks^Fthcr

on

SHAYIlSa
AND

Meerschaum Pipes,

hair-dressing room,
IN THE

Jc

fcucrcMcra

Manuiacturers and

Cor. Middle &

L. J. Hill A: Co#>
Wbolesa’c Dealers in

COFFEE & SPICES,
Cream Tarter, Cayenne, <&c,
Engle .Tlills, Office 1761'orcSt,foot Exchange,
PORTLAND. Ml-j.
n. H. KBVEKS
ft n SI«L\
(jcn20Itfl

~~G.

A J. T. DONNELL.

Oppoaite Uarria, tbc flatter.

Cordnsro Manulacturers,

SjfTlicy respectfully solicit

to

exam-

ine tbeir stock.

January 9,1®C8.

dtf

WOOZsJEJVS,
Tailors’ Trimmings!
AND

WEBB, FOGG & FREEMAN,
Commercial St., Portland, 31c.,

AGENTS FOR THE

Ne Pins Ultra Collar Comp’y,
RSODEFOBP, DIE.

£50

IN

Union

Street,

(First Door from Middle.)
Fcaitgis O. Thornes. je20Tx&stf Geo. H.

COHN,

Mom*, Meal, Oats,
lu Largo

public

the

Smardoi^

undersigned
Shorts, Fine Feed & Cr. Corn THE
the
nership
flour
barrel

by the single

or

OHAS. RICHARDSON,
134 Cumberland St.

For Sale—Oac Mile from Portland.
rSiHT! beahtiliil residence "occupied by Rev. W. P.
A Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Bbck
Cove road, known by the name of the
Machigotmo
The
are

Villa,
grounds
tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and F’uade
trees; about :?00 pewr, apple, idatn and cherry trees
in boaring; plenty of currents and goosebeirn ;s;
ftlMjnt >n atio ot st raw berries—raised 1,000 quarts
tins year. The lot embraces nearly lour acres, with
streets 410 feet wide all round iu The buildings—a
fifle house with 16 rooms, French root ahd cupcla,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in .cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, aud. good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price ol $7,500.
Terms easy. .For pa rt ieulara e you ire on the premises, or ul .«HU.TE»OHK ^31'AKBfED, on
Comiubrc'tU stfoet: or FERNiLD ,& SOlS, corner

sfroefc.'1 i

wuj

I

sell ontavoiabje terms as.to
payment, or let fur a term of years, the lots vn
the corner ol Middle and Franklin Ftreets. and on
Franklin street, including tkecorner of Frankllnahd
Fore ef re«ts.
to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor
or SMITH & BLED, A ttorneys. Portland. iy12U

Apply

To be Sold

RICHARDSON, HARRIS & 00.,

H. 0. FREEMAN.

Foaa,

copart-

a

In

bags.
J. L.
S. II. WEBB,
Dec- 28, l.%7.-dlf

formed

have this day
name of

under

a block of two bouse3
thoroughly built of
aud convenient; tvyo stories with French roof,
bard and soft water brought in the kitchen; containing twelve flnished rooms each, on Myrtle st. For
fur ther particulars enquire on the premises or to

NOTICE.

2fo tice.

Cop ar tnership

ALSO,
EcT’ChoiceF'aniily

a

brick,

dcl8dtfis

T^Oirmifiesnnd
House
MO.

Immediately.

In Oitr. Price♦flOOnnd $l.
in Cape Eliialietli $5,1 to $100.

lofe

lets

JOSEPH

WRIGHT & BUCH,
Proprietors of Greenwood

C.
Timber and Bhip

BV€K,nM<E,
Pine
DEALERS
Stock. Orders solicited.
in

Yellow

Uei R'NCER—R. P.
Wjui. McGilvery. Esq.,
Portland.

G.

C.

Co., New York;

Scarsport; Ryan

Davis,

&

mari'GUtl'

DOWSES,

mercmAwt tailor,
HAS

THE

dtf

n

Gray, Lufkin & Perry,
AND JOBBERS

Commission

-IATS, CAPS.
FURS,
-ANDStraw

G-oods !
over

Woodman,True & Co's,

PORTLAND.

iU A I N R

HOME

S>BEKING, MiLLIKEN & CO-,

THE

JOBBERS OR

f> 11 ¥

« O €> B S

,

NO.

WOOLENS,
and spacious
new

store

08 anti 60 MXddle

St.,

On the Old Site occupied by them previous to the
th e.

March 16.

will he settled

Portland Jan. 1,1SG8..
copy.

tf

of Plum
iu Lewis*

Stree‘,

ST.,

Casco Bank,

near

New Block,

on

(he

Boot & Shoe Business

is this day dis- |

Iff ALL IT* BBAIVcnrs.
Special attention given to manufacturing custom
work, and M’Carthy intends to do his own cutting,

and have his work made by the best workmen hi the
State of Maine,
(jive him a call and see if he don’t
intend to keep his word.

M

M’CA^ftT \

(Lato of the Arm

TAMES B. DODGE lias been this day admitted
y member of the firm of James Bailey & Co.
JAMES BAILEY,
JAMES B. DODGE.

elegant store

and

Whore he intends to carry

Partnership Notice

erected lor them

new

10* MIDDLE

Opposite head

TIMOTHY SULLIVAN
J.H. KEMP.
feb3-dlw*
Portland, Feb. 1,1868.

and

Bavo this day romoved to the

3I’CARTHY

And

Firm ci Sullivan dr Kemp,
solved by mutual ctnsent.
A11 accounts against the late firm,
by I. W. Parker, Exchange St.

AGAIN.

has removed to the

Dissolution of Copartnership

Arr 9-dlf

P

Merchants,

Wholesale Dealers In GROCERIES, FLOUR
FORK, LARD, FISH, &c.
J. B. DONNELL,
JUSTUS GKKELY,
A. BUTLER.
auRcodtf
Portland, Aug. 1,1SC7.

22-d&wti

oct

KEMOVALS.

31.

Douncll, Crecly & Butler,

07

will annexed.

copart-

a

And taken the store No 31 Commercial st., corner
of Franklin and Commercial, where they will continue the business as

MANUEACTUBEBS

Land for Sale.
A PART of the late Mary S. LunFs Estate, near
Portland, via Tukoy’s Bridge; in parcels to
suit Purchasers. Enquire in person or by letter of
JAMES JOHNSON,
Stroud water, Westbrook Adm’r of said Estate >vith

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the tirm name of

OS OiUSSIKNT

34 & 5S ITZiddletS:,

taken the store No. 143 Commercial Street,
heretofore occupied l>y Richardson, Dyer & Co.
It. M. IUCUAUDSON,
BENJ. F. HARRIS,
J. W. DYE It,
HENRY LITTLEFIELD,
December 14. d&wtatt
and have

Copartnership

REMOVED TO

JSTo. 233 1-2 CoHffress Street,
COUNER
August 20, ISG0.

Flour Business,

i.

Back &

KKK11,

Era! Estate Agent. Oak and Congress sts.
Octobe»2. Jtl

Mill,

a

NO.

oj‘McCarthy &

,

Y

,

Berry,)

lOl HUDDLE ST., PORTLAND.

REMOVAL I

JOHN E. UOW, Jr.,

Dissolution of Copartnership. Mr. Oeo. W. II. Uroolis
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
Inform his patrons and tlio public that
lie has removed to his
copartnership heretofore existing under the WOULD
and
And Solicitor in
THE
firm
ot Bonson &
is this
Bankruptcy,

jAraejsir couitT,
43 VPnll Street, ... Kcvr Torh Cltr.
’^'Commissioner for Main© and Massachusetts.

new

name

dissolved by mutual con-eut.

firm will be

dan. 2i) dtf

2Vo. CO 1-i Commercial Street,

(Thomas Block,)
Wiilatip T. Brown, i
Valter II. Brown, J

Copartnership

_

Portland.

And Ship Joiner.
EP“Oirtalar anil Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Mortlohius oi'all kinds, Doors, bash aud Blinds made
furoitihed to order.

Commercial St
__

,

(foot of Park §t.,)

roaTLAyD> Maine,

We have purchased the stock and stand of Benson
Houghton, and have admitted Mr. A. M. Benson
a copartuer.
Our ftyle rrom this time will be
Clement, Good ridge & Benson.

&u23dti

WEBB,
C ounsellor and Attorney at Law,
«?.

Exchange

St.

FRESCO

FAINTER.

’T'HE Firm of Lamb & Simonton is this day disJ
solved by mutual consent. Mr. Lamb is to
settle all accounts.
G. H. LAMB,
A. H. SIMONTON.
Jan. 17. atf

subscribers have this day formed
nership under the name of

THE

Evans

_Owe door above Brown.
Charles 1*. Mattocks,

Attorney

o^d Counsellor at

&,

And will continue the business of

the old Stand
£81 Commercial tit, Klend Smash’* Wharf.
We have on hand and ofier tor sale at the lowest cash prices, the different varieties of Hard and
Soft Coal?, all ot the first quality, and delivered in

possible order.
HARD AND

the best

Delivered

Also

SOFT

in any

Portland, Nov 1st, 1SG7.
TTl
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Hill
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Law,

CAAXl I5AIVK ISIILDI1VG,
IV®. Js?J M/jdte Ntreet
Portland.

NOTICE.

Cl. A. & US SKUA VT,

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

IH PCETEE,
MANTJEACTUREE

Furs,

AND

the Stock of Boots. Shoes and

DEALER I3t

Mats an«l

Caps,

Hid Middle Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
ESjf'Oash paid for Shipping Furs.
tcpSOdtf
...

HOWARD A

314 (

would invite the public and bis former customers in
particular to give him a call at 314 Congress street,
opposite Mechanic's Hall.
CALEB H. SMALL.
Jan 22, 18G8.
Jy23eod3w

Nathan Cleaves.

WALTER. COREY &G(X,

MARKED

20 per cent.

Great

Looking Glasses, Mattresses,
Sirring Reds,
.m3lilf

PORTLAND.

R.vjitn:!. KnitrtiAjf, I
E. I). AprLETON. )
NEW VORE.
wfrPaiticolar attention given to the purcUasiii,
'•
Of i ionr and Grain.
Hi! rcnces—David Keazer, Esq E. McKcnney &
So., W. & C. l;. Milliken, J. IS. Carroll, Lsq.. t:h,
•n <5t Co,
jtnclldtl

A. A. KOYES &

Car.

&

.^TOCIC B1SOICEM.
Exchange

Street,

ETERY

Eli WELL
have

Office FitmUur*

EXPERiEN’ctD

II. BLAKE’S,
»•. 1« Cress fit., Portland,

H. M.BBB

Has removed

and
All
persona who believe it is hard times, and wish t o purchase goods accordingly, are particularly invited to
cart at No. 8 1 Marhvt Square, nearly opposite

T

IS

I

X

February

MERHILh,
Counsellor nnd Attorney at Law,
has removed to 114] Exchange Street, opposite present Post Oflice.
julyOdtf
Ji E M 6 r A L

!

dlw

1.

92 MSJDDL13 STREET,
Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may bofeund a
full assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, ami
equal to any in Now England. Belting and Loom
WO.

T~

JZ>i'u.g Store

IVJa.i-lis?

A.

CHEAT VISCOVEli 1’7

HYDRO-CARBON BURNER.
Petroleum

machine
any
the largest steam
THIS
Oil. It can be adjusted to
to boil
biscuit,
tea-kettle. It
to bake

engine,
bekind’ed

can

out

IVo. GG

or

a

or

loss ol fuel.

extinguished in
Maybe seen at

a
an

Counsellor at Law,

Commissioner of Dcc«li,
Has removed to Clapp’s New Block,
COR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STREETS,
Jan 15.
dti
(Over Sawyer’s Fruit Store.)

Notary Public

S*

A

JS M

instant, with-,
w.

Federal Street, Portland, Ittaine*

AGENTS
December 0. «od3ui

(VDONNELE,

JAMES

with

WANTED

!

Belting,

to

Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Ti mornings. Lace Leather,
Boll Hooks, Copper Uivcts and Bur*.
jylddtf

it you dan’t l now what It I., as’* at

KEAZEB,
Commercial Street, up stairs.

No. 80
d3w

tJ.

si.

O

z

curroiiB,

Counsellor
Ami

'Vr~A~x7
at

Law,

Molicilor of Patent.,
lias Removed to

Corner of Brown and Coiictsss Streets.
J»10

BROWN'S KIW BLOCK.

IT I

GOT

Davis’ Celebrated Catarrh Remedy!
WHITTIER,

M. S.

it:

tkv it:j

CLOTHING

BYstreet,

well

as

California Flour from
Now Wheat.
! .'iOO Barrels Wisconsin Extra*
«
“
800
Double
Extras*
400 Barrels White Wheat Floor.
100 Barrels Superfine Flour.
5,000 Bushels High mixed Corn.
Sacki

Cleansed and Hejiaired
WLLIJAM BROWN, formerly at 01 Federal

WEB,

Manufacturer of Leather

BOOTS & SHOES,
arc now selling them at hard times prices.

ieb7d3w_J.

dU

is now located at his new store No G4 Federal st, a icw doors below Lime street, will attend
to liis usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds with liis usual promptness.
fcgfV^Second-band Clotbiug for sale at fair price*.
Jan 8—eodtf

i*7
The Furlong Paper Manf;g Co.,
prepared to supply the market with
their improved
ARE
now

CORDED EDGED

GOODS I

Consisting of Ladies Corded Edged Co lars, Paper
Trimming lor Ladies’ and Childrens’ under garments, &c.
These Collars aro Warranted as
strong as Ctoth upon the Edge*)
And wl'l not burst or break, cut or chafe the neck.
These superior goods may be found at all the
jobbing house* in Fancy Goods, &c., at wholesale,
and at retail by Fancy GooJs Dealers and Milliner*.

Furlong Manufacturing Coinp’y,

TIM TYPES,
twentv-five cents per bozbs
At A. S. DAVIS’ Photograph Galletlea, No. 27
arket Square, opposite Preble Street.
iySlt
Persons aro
mo.

Jan 22. dtf

IIVDSON,

WHOLESALE

Fancy Goods Mouse!
desire to inform our customers that we have
associate!! ourselves together under the firm of

WE

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO,
(Late Merrill Bros. & Co., Boston,)
Asd have leased ono-hall ot tho store occupied by
Jijhn E. Palmer,

146

No.

Middle

Street,

Over Lsne ft Little's,
Whore

we

hare

a

large

FANCY

and

well selected stock ot

DRY
such

GOODS !

as

GLOVES, HOSIERY,
YARXS,
Small Ware?,
which

Trimmings,&c,

offer to the trade at the

we

Lowest Market Prices!

February

8.

dtf

LECTURE,^.
A

new Course ot Lectures as
being delivered at the
New York Museum of Anatomy,

•*H»w to live and what to live
l'or.—Youth, Maturity and old age.—Manhood geucrallv reviewed.—
Ihe causes ot ic-ligestiou, flatuleneo and Nervous
diaeases accounted for.—Marriage philosophically
considered, &o.”
Pocket volumes containing these lectures will bo
forwarded to parties unable to attend on receipt of
tour stamps by addressing: “SECRETARY, New
Museum of Anatomy and Sciexob, C18
ilttOADWAY, NEW YORK.”
December 8. cixl3in*

A New Base for Artificial Teeth!
The preparation ot Rubber now
used bv dentists for setting Artificial
Teeth is prepared by melting
together
one pound of Rubber, one-half
pound
and one pound and four ounces of Vermilion.
The Vermilion is what gives to the
Rubber its red or £ uni-like appearance.
This new preparation contains no Sulphur whatever, and omv six ounces of the coloring matter to
one pound of Rubber, therefore it is as pure as Rubber can be used as a base to set Artificial Te$th
om;
being also stronger than the vulcanite, the plates can
therefore be made very much thinner.

Sulphur,

IW. JOHXSOX, DEXTIST,
Has been to tho Inventor,-Hr. Newburgh, of New
York, and bus received ad the necessary instruction
as to the manner of putting up Artittcial Teeth on it.
He can now bo Ibuua at his office,

Notice.
forbid purchasing any

|

NIB.’

pay-

Ingratilnrie l* Vallau,liahain.
WlifD Valiandighara returned from a temporary residence in Canada during the war
breathing defiance and revenge,President, Lincoln remarked that the great Copperhead had
sethis heart upon being made a martyr, bnt
that he had set his heart upon disappointing
him. So thecoveted aureola that flashes on the
brow of the faithful in wood-cut illustrations
of fox's Book of Martyrs has never adorned
the head of Valiandigbam, and the Clement
who was thrown into the Euxine in the reign
of the Emperor Trajan is still the
only saint
of that name in the calendar.

But the hour of triumph has come to Vallandigham. The blow that must entitle him
to great consideration in any revision of the
tyrologies has just been given by his own

mai

friends. He wanted to be Senator from Ohio,
and came very near it, but Judge Thurman
beat him by a small majority. This defeat
was not pleasant to the great soul of the Canadian exile. When therefore, at the late
election in the eighth Ohio congressional district, Gen. Beatty, Republican, defeated

Burns, Democrat, by a very large majority,
Yallandigham rejoiced exceedingly and sung

editorial Te Dwms in the columns of the
Dayton Ledger. He not only rejoiced over
the disaster to bis
associates, but predicted
their total overthrow in the coming Presidential campaign. Thereupon the leading Democratic paper of the country at once declared
that Yallandigham had placed himself beyond the pale of Demorcratic sympathy. It
gave him notice that he had always been despised and hated, and that it gave his party
associates uncommon pleasure to bid him
farewell. The lesser journals have follow ud
in the same strain, and soon from one end of
the country to the other we shall hear nothing but Down with Vatlandigham! A contemporary, indeed, cannot forbear a tribute ol
admiration for In's noble conduct in the little
affair with Burnside and a lachrymose
expression of “the kindest sympathy” for him in
that contest with the minions of despotism.
But he mu3t walk—instantly. There is no

delay, no hope

ot

pardon.

undertake to prove most conclusively that this summary ostracism of the
man who has furnished whatever of brains
there may have been in the Ohio Democracy
since 1861 is a piece of consummate
hypocrisy. The New York World and its satellites
attempt to give the impression that he Is ignored on account of the obnoxious political
sentiments which have rendered his name a
synonym for treason, and that his voluntary
defection from the party hi the local election
only furnishes a long sought occasion for
throwing him overboard. Nonsense! Since
his return from Canada and since every treaswe

onaDle act ol his

life has been committed the

Democrats have hugged him to their bosoms
and, until they found him too heavy a load to
carry, conferred upon him every honor in
their power. Did he not give laws to the
Chicago convention of 1861? Was not the
national platform of Democracy in the last
Presidential campaign ot his building? Has
he not been the most prominent of the cam-

paign slump-speakers at every election since ?
How long since his principles became distasteful to his false friend3? The exact date
of the change of feeling toward Vallandigham
is the moment when it was found that ib the
Presidential election of 1868 it would be impossible to succeed so long a3 there was an
indorsement of him and his principles, and
when the plan was conceived of imposing upon the people the idea that his doctrines were
dismissed at the same time with hirpself.
But the outcry against him means nothing
and the people know it. The opinions of
Clement L. Vallandigham are as dear to his
party to-day as they were when he was the
the regular nominee for governor of Ohio.
This can be demonstrated. Vallandigham,
unhappily, is not alone in his gross political
heresies. He only happens to possess more
character and ability than most of his sympathizers, and has therefore become obnoxious to all American patriots. But there are
many others who are his peers In recklessness
and indecency. Why are these lesser yipers
still cherished? Henry Clay Dean has just
been brought from Ohio to help in the New
Hampshire campaign. There is not so much
as a greenback between him and Vallandigham. Indeed he claims to be the author of
the greenback repudiation scheme.
He is
widely known as the man who called President Lincoln an “ignorant babboon.” Agaln>
let the relative popularity of the La Crosse
Democrat, edited by Brick Pomeroy, and more
moderate Democratic papers be considered.
That infamous sheet bolds ail the heresies
which are associated with the name of Vallandigham in an intensified form, besides
many peculiarly hideous and shameless dog.
mas of its own.
The fact that the Democrat,
with all its prurient abominations, utter lack
of ability and more than Satanic mendacily,
bas a larger circulation than any other “Conservative” paper In the country, is a measure
of the increased purity of the Democratic party by reason of expelling a single man from
its ranks.
Presentation

of the British JTlinlatcr.

On Friday, npon being presented to the
President, Mr. Thornton, the new English
Minister, said:
Sir,—I have the honor to deliver into your
Excellency’s hands a letter addressed to you
by her Majesty, tjueeu Victoria, accrediting
me as her Majesty’s Minister to your Excellency. I have also received her Majesty’s
orders to assure your Excellency of her sincere friendship and of the deep interest she
takes in the welfare and prosperity of the
nation ever which you so worthily preside.
Her Majesty’s government and the English
nation are deeply grateful tor the warm sym-

pathy

shown

by the people

of tbe United

on

HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT!

ers.

For sale at the depot and by druggists and grocers.
Agents lor Maine W. F, PHILLIPS & CO., Portteb7-oodlw
land,

The

Cooking

Miracle of the Age.

ZiaiMEJJMAX’S

Steam Cooking

Apparatus.

DINNER COOKED for twenty porson. over
ONE lioloof the Stove. Can bo pot on any
Stove or Range really for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire bouse tree troin offensive odors In
cooking. Its results astonish all who try It.
gP*Send f or a Circular.

A

rale,
Bights in the Mate, by

__

CHARLES SAWYER.

10.18S8.

the occasion of the death of my
States
PREPARED TO
lamented predecessor. Allow me to assure
your Excellency that I shall do my ray best
Fit Arti/lei a■ Teeth
to take his place in their affections snd to
on this new preparation, and guarantee every set to
strengthen the relations of cordial friendlit better and last longer than sets fitted on the vulship which happily subsist, and which it is our
canite.
earnest desire and our duty as kinsmen to
Letters pat on t have been granted to the discoverer
In
maintain between the two countries.
ot this new cum, to which he has given the name oi
Iodized Rubber, and he has authorized Dr. Johnson
this pleasing task 1 am confident that I may
to furnish licenses and give instructions to any Dentcount upon the support and assistance of
ist in tho State of Maine.
your Excellency, as well as the distinguishDr. J. will also take (his occasion to sw, that
ed statesmen who compose your Cabinet and
while in New York, ho spent much of his time with
the Champion filler of Teeth of (ho United States,
tbe legislature of this nation.
Dr. Atkinson, from whom ho received some valuable
The President replied to this address as
which
those
who call on him to have
information,
their teeth filled shall have the benefit of.
follows:
31.
eodtf
January
Mr. Thornton,—Your Queen enjoys more
highly than any other sovereign the respect
and sympathy of the American people. The
ONWARD! ONWARD!!
people of the United States will believe that
she is entirely sincere in the kindly messages
Onward, beverage ofhealth ;
which under her command you have deliverIn thee shines the surest Fountain of the
Soul’s and Body’s wealth J
ed to me, and this belief will encourage them
to hope for a speedy and amicable adjustment
Its popularity is known to every being in Europe
of matters in difference between her Majesty’s
and many in America—its use is not confined to any
and the government of the Uniparticular clsss; in Europe Emperors and Rings government Your late
ted States.
predecessor, Sir Freddrink it as well as the people. The first have conferrerick Bruce, without any disobedience to ined upon Mr. JOHANN HOFF numerous decorastructions or any want of regard to British
tions and diplomas, and the latter have sent him
interests, won the respect and esteem of this
thousands ol letters in which they laud in the high- j
government and nation. Sir Frederick’s sudoft terms tho benefits of this tonic beverage on the
den death revealed to ourselves the fact that
stomach; and physicians both here and abroad unite the friendship we cherished for him had even
in pronouncing it a sate and efficacious remedy tor
acquired the intensity of fraternal affection.
Dyspepsia, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Hoarseness, It will be a pleasing duty for me to extend to
etc. At the depots in Europe hundreds of letters, in
you the same consideration and confidence
six or seven different languages, are received daily,
which he so eminently enjoyed.
while Mr. Leopold Hoff, No M2 Broadway, N. Y.
In regard to the political relations of the
alter his immense success in this City aud State, has
United States and Great Britain only one
extended the husiuess to the West, where HOFF’S
thingseemsto be necessary, which is, that
the statesmen and people ol the two countries
BEVERAGE has met with the most unboundei
may carefully and coustantly study to consuccess, is creating a special agent in every city in
form their measures to the political logic
tho Union, and finds his resources taxed to their
which in every region where the English
utmost to snppty the demand from private consum-

for

notoa

PORTLAND,

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

KiEcnA.ue fai.es, me.
Dec t-eoU3m

ALLable to

B.

N E W

B. P. EUGO, Agent

February 1. J3yv»

(Successor te J. Smith & Co.)

MARKED DOWN their entire stock of

EES“01d Fnrnitnre Repaired in Clood
style and at Fair Prices.

NO. 13 FREE ST.,

30.

STREET.

AT LOW PRICES.

Fl©ns.B and Com!

trt

REMOVAL.

FREE

All kinds ofFnrniture

Raisins,

JUNCTION FREE AND CONGRESS STREETS

Machine.

FREEMAN’S,
.11

Those who have been trading with me at L ANCASTEll HALL, and all others, will do well to call
be*>i'e purchasing, as I can furnish

LANCASTER HALL Z

I’VE

Oollai* I
With Cloth at the Button Hole, and
Gray’s Patent Molded
Collar

P.
NO.

Primes,

Yellow Corn.

SUTLER

W.

embracing the subjects

[T

Finish

ncbsof,

may be found at

For further particulars
doing a large
enquire of True & Haskell, South Paris, or
SXEYENS, LORD & HASKELL,
Portland.
Jan27dtf

January

Sixty Days!

Sawyer’s Building, Market 8t., Porlisud.
Bohruapy 7. .glfm Mtm b-.ila I

j. b.

Monday Morning, Februa-y

Now

RGPAlBIhG OF AU, KINDS
attended to at short notice, aad warranted.
Don’t
target tbs.place I

Store,

DAVID

Maine for the World-renowned

select stock of

Eeducsd Prices for

Greatly

Chance for Business.

For sale by

Goods,

a

which will bo sold at

RECEIVED A FINE LOT OF

tlti

with

u

Watches & Jewelry,

Federalist.

\ BUSHELS TELLOW COEN, In
store and for sale by
V/V
WALDRON & TRtTE,
29-d4w*
Nos 4 and 5 Union Wharf.
jan

Singers Sewing

>

Tea!

AND SMALL WADES,

for

Sawyer’s Building, Market Street,

LEFT AT THE

Cask

temporary placeffor business in

a

Merrill, Prince & Co.

Haro this day removed to Woodman’s Block,

Line 11

opened

■ulil announco to bis former
-..Irons and customers tbut he liaa

OPTHAT

Tea

case,

W. F. HILL,

Jan 9 dtf

Doila?

morocco

and ('rosmun Sc Co, Agents.

Svreetsor

a

Japanese

large rials,

dc6eodly

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Pittsburg,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Mil waukie,Charleston.
New Orleans, Louisville, Memphis, St. Loui#, and
London, England. DUN. WIAlAN & CO., Toronto, C. W Montreal, C. E., and Haliiax. N. S.

GOODS!
Furnishing

2i
32

F.

ASSOCIATE OFIOEH.
E. RUSSELL & CO., Boston, and Portland* R. G.
DUN & Co., New York City, Albany, Buffalo,

IN

WOOLENS,

63T*Town and County Bights for sale.
Me.

DEALERS

and what

run

Of Every
Dcucription,
Slado irom (he be=n nicri.ikir.d by

O.
,eytlW«

A

burrs water

Coffins, Caskets, Desks
khetv Cases ami

IMPORTERS AND

"

eases.

ENGLAND REFERENCE BOOK, and a
WESTERN REFERENCE BOOK.
All of the three last named are included in the
first, and cither can be supplied to a subscriber according to the wants of his business.
We shall bo pleased toexliib t tho RetcronCo Book
and other ficilitica of tho Agency, and to answer
such questions ns may bo asked
respecting our system and terms of subscript ion, Upon
application peror
letter.
sonally by
EDWARD ROKSELL & CO.
January 1, 18G3.

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,

Agents

Times!

ONEsiyo it is hard times,”
everybody fajs must be true.

I'ur2Mzeea3

U. JJr. FAY
SON,

Street,

WOO OMAN, 1RIJE& CO.
Portland, Dec 2d, 16ii7.
dec3dira

od State* Hotel.
R-—Custom Work and Repairing done
aJ* at any place in Portland.
aw
?hz!Jlc
PwnUfryl. dtf

t0 Bea 6,1 toeir forraer
orders as usual.
augl7dlf n

Exchange

_

Hard

Agency,

NEW

—ALSO—

Dry Cioocis,

SI Middle St.

SBW SCIi,OIN« ON H.fSIB
BT.j
(Opposite the llariet.)

Ko. SO

Bale

Mercantile

47 Congress and 4*5 Water Street,
Boston,
trill have an Office First of March in Jose Block
BTo. 88 Exchange St., opposite the Custom
House, Portland.
This institution was established by*Lewis Tapt.au,
in r.cw York, in 184!; by him and Edward E. Dunbar m Boston, iu 1843, and subsequentlyby them and
their successors in each of the principal cities
of^ the
United States and Canada; and is believed to be the
first and original oi ganizat on In my part of the
world, for the purpose of .procuring in n thorough
manner, recording and preserving fbr its patrons detailed information respecting the home standing, responsibility and credit of Merchants, Manufacturers,
Traders, &c., to aid in dispensingcredit and collecting debts.
During tlie twenty-sir years (hat the Mercantile
Agency has been in opcration.there has been no time
that it has not enjoyed the confidence and pattonage
of the most honored and sagacious business men in
each community where one of its offices has been located.
With a determination, adhered to Irom the
first opening of this office to thepresonttime, to secure theaid ofrellahle and painstaking
correspondents, men of character and integrity, competent
assistants and clerks iu all responsible positions, and
to be strictly impartial in our report* without, fear
or favor, the husiuesa has grown to an extent corresponding to the increased teritory and extended business of the country; and never lias the
agency been
in condition to render such valuable service to its
subscribers as at the present time.
In addition to 1he recorded reports, revised
systematically twice a year by correspondeuce and travelling, we have, for the past three years, issued to
subscribers who desired it, they paying au addilional subscription for the nse thereof, a REFERENCE
BOOK, comaiuing names of individuals and firms in
Mercantile, Manufacturing, Mechanical, and other
business, arranged in alphabetical order in their
respective towns or cities, with a double rating appended, (as per Key furnished with tho book,) skowing, first, approximately the pecuniary strong; h,mrd
secondly, the mercanlUo credit. This work, now issued in January and July of each year, is kept useful to subscribers by tbe issue oi weekly,
(yt rnoro
frequent) notifications of important changes which
affect the ratings.
Besiilcs the GENERAL REFERENCE BOOK, o(
whole U. S. and Britidi
.Provinces, weia-de a
BOOK OF PRINCIPAL CITIES, some 70 in num-

J ulv 23.

are

f*

Humphrey's Specific
HOItHEOPATHIC! HEOICINE COxHP>lT
Office and Depot No 5C2 Broadway, New York.
DR. H UWPHKKY is consulted daily at his
office,
personally 01 by letter as above, tor all forms of dis-

IS Market Square.

Prices reasonnlila.

Nearly opposite their old site.

J«d20-<12w

bo found In their

■ueiBanq receive

Coal,

I*Ue., hiiny or Weeding,
Oplhaftssy, and sore or weak eyes,
Patarrh, acute or cionic, Influenza,50
Whooping Cough,violent Coughs, 50
A«tbma, OppressedBreathing,
60
Bar dlscburces,Impaired
Hearing,ro
»cv ofuln.en in rgedGlands,Swellings, 50
(general Debiliry.PLysi alWeakness/0
dropsy, :,nd scanty Secretions
50
icaticLnca, sickness from riding, 50
Kiduey-li l.easc, Gravel,
50
Nervous debility, hcniiiinl
Enilssiont, luvoiuntary Disclairges
j 00
Sore Month, Canker,
50
JXriiiary Weakness, wetting bed, 50
Fainful Period*, with Spasms,
50
Nntierings at Change of l\fe.
1 00
Epilepsy .Spasms, St. Vitus’ Thrace,t 00
diphiberia.ulceraled Sore Thro:50

sent to any pai t of the
Country, by mail or express,
free ot charge on receipt of the price.
Address

PLllIIIIIK,

Jan 1G-J3W

REMOVAL. 1.000

Agents tor

vni

SOU,

MajnPscturcr, and dealer, In

itovcst Jxarujes

Closing

Winter

S.

FBEEJttAN & CO.,
Commission
merchants /
1»1 Broad
street,

Out

II.

LI VERY STABLE!

Corner of Middle and Pearl Streets,

OF

Ac.

Clapp's Block, Kennebec Street,
< Opposite Foot of Chestnvt,)
„.v
..,

Below llie Aclu.il Cost,

Q. LEACH’S

A.

Mascfactubebs asd Dealfhs is

^flSSNlTUKE S

amine

Gents'

DOWN

Choice Brand* St Louis and Western Common.
es the lowest and
delivered.

Extra, and Extra Superior, a» tow

one

respectfully requested to exthe stoves and prices.
dec30d3m

FIMF CitOlMS

PORTLAND, Iff’JKE.
O/Jice No. 30 Exchange Street,
jyS’67-ly

134

C~F~The public

DRY

LADIES’

CLEAVES,

Honeys & Counsellors st Law.
_jyset.lt Howard,

BERRY,
ongreMH, opp. Mechanic7* Building

FLOUfi I

COOK k PARLOR STOVES,
or

Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
Fever A- Ague, Chill Fever, Ague,

25
25
25
25
50
55
50

containing a *pcci«c for every
ordinary disease a family i* subject to, and a book of directions, $10,00
Smaller Family and Travciina cases,
with 20 to 28 vlah;.from $5 to 6S
Speciilos tor all Private disense*, both
for Curing and for Preventive treatment, in viais and pocket case?,. ,.$J to $3
Ciflueae Remedies by the car eer single Box are

&c.

BOAKWNG AM) BAITING

Wood

fthcKni,Ervsit'.eles.Eruptlotis,

Of 35

now

SSuailley,

White*, too piofoso Periods,
Cough, difficult Breathmg,

( roup,
Wait

FAillbV CASES

Pickles, Ketchups, Gorkius, Canned Fruits, Snips.
Tobacco, Buckwheat, Oat Meal, Raisins, Currant*,

By the subscriber, in the stable recently occupied by
Samuel Adams, rear of

JTo.
bought
Rubbers of McCarthy &
HAVING

Si MS E 8.

SALE—stock and store situated in
of the
FOR
best locations for trade In Oxfor 1 County, and
buainesp.

a" 17.

“

“34

other goods in my line as cheap accordingly.
J&fr* Call and examine tor yonrselvts.
febltfAVAL L. WILLSON.

Have removed to

lebHcMl

8 U

Tlis

25
ought*, Coi'i;, Bronchitis,
25
Neuralgia, Toothache, Fuoer.che
M eatlacbes.SicI'-Ueiuiaelie,
Vertigo,25
dy-pcpsin, Billious Stomach,
25
Suppressed or painful Period?,
25

*: 2

DEALERS TH

For

•

the berry, ground to order anti warranted
Bomilit
STRICTLY BURK.

J.

Ckiolcra-.ytorbu*>iausea,Voniiiiug,25
«:

"

22
“SO

In

Six Pounds for One Dollar.

dtf

Swell &
III

SUdAHS^-All Kasids !

All

febl

city.

■ 11 II

our teas with the utmost
care, receiving
a largo importing
tymse, and as we
eommission
p ty
to brokers, and no profits' to
“Middle Men” can make a raving of ten to twenty
cents per pound to the purchrscr.

25
25
25

item oi cbildrtn or adult',
dysentery. Griping, Billious Coiic,

;

no

&c

CryinsOolicorXccihingotinlants,

diari

18
“19
29
21
22
“23
“24
25
38
“2?
*

We select

New

Opposite Brown’s Hotel.

WM. H. EVANS.
GHAS H. GREENE.
noldtf

pound.

them direct lrom

Ko. 107 MIDDLE STEEET,

ai o v

pound.

Five Pounds for One Dollar.

GOODS,

is

90,

pound,
pound

tea, and the strongest, pest
and most fragrant ia tlie market.

^

have removed to their new Store

n

per
1.20 per
1.00 per
1.30 per

1.10,

New Turkish

WOOD,

of the

part

*

of recent

mixed

a new

JUST

Manufacturers, Jobbers and Retailers of

COAL AND WOOD!

is

This

A.» £?• ES££iIi &

FURNISHING

Greene,

Japan, (uncolored,) 90, l.oo,
Eng. Breakfast,
70, fco,
“ORIENTAL”

Choice

oYXiT.

TVX XU TV

advantage

fw, so; $1.00 $1.10

now

K E M

tho

5
11
4
“• 5
*■
6
I
11
8
I)
1U
11
“12
13
“14
15
!6

NEW

decline in prices.

A~SMA1.L j70T

prepared to furnish tho best grades of
Family Flour at its most reasooab'e rates, delivered
free ot charge.
Jan22-lwedieod3w
am

copart

a

Street,

SSSr*All goods delivered free of cbaigo in any
part
J 1
of the city.
o. w. II. JSROOKS.

Notice.

Copartnership

Brackett

79

where he will be pleased io serve his old customers
and such new ones as may‘favor him with a* call for
the Stall' ot Lite in all the branches that art!
usually
found in an establishment ot the kiud.
All orders
prompU.v attended to from tne shop or his carts.

1

resolution.

Oticeattlie Drug Store of Messrs. A. Q. Sehiotterbeck & Co.,
ttO.-? Congress Mi, Portland, He,
—

No.

FLOUR.

Portland, JaH. 14, 1868. Jan21d4w

At

SCHC/MACfllilK,

Spacious Bakery,

KDWIN CLEMENT,
GEO. GOODKIDGE,
A. M. BENSON.

NATHAN

No. <31
July 8-dtt

Notice.

and

Co._
W. H. PHJ1LIPS,
CABF ENTER, BUILDER,

C.

day

as

Sole Wholesale Agents for tho Boston Match Co.
tor Maine.
By permission reierto Dana & Co., J.
v.. Perkins & Co., Josiuli H. Drummond,
Burgess,
l ohes- &
june2Cdt!

__

Houghton,

Tlic affairs ot the late
A. hi. Benson.
A. M. BE.V-'ON',
E. B. HOUGHTON.

Portland, Jau. 14,1864.

W. T. BBOWK & CO.,
General Commission Merchants,

cr

adjusted by

AND

No. 1 Cares Fever*, OSjtogcstlon, Indentations, 25
2
Worm*. Worn;-Fever, Worm-Colic, 25

TEAS.

ber,

Janaary 23. coJ3tv

lobldlm

lon.

SPICES

block or tlu*ee, on
r»|ll CuinberlandjCOrnerof Pearl street; two stories
with French root, gutters lined withjukivanize«l iron, cenujnt cellar floors, with brick fijlcrns.
OuAcftntiiiMing lA finished rooms^ainl tli4e1het nine
rooms—all above ground—with hard and soft water
brought 1n the kitchen—thoroughly built aud con-

ol Preble And Congas
Sept. 3., dtt

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Small Quantities.

or

cash with

Oolong,

SALIM

Also

JOBBERS OF

(Successors to A. WEBB & Co.,)

janS&llt

venient.

liiciu m.- FuII Gnngg, Fishermen's Hawsers, Bolt^o; C, Point Hope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yarn, Ac.
Orders policited.
jau8U6m

DEALERS

Exchange Sts.,

HOMES, SMAEDON & CO,

BATH, ME.,

AGS

FQll

Two Brick Houses in

NEYENS,
to

W\T. s. MILEIKEN, Scarboro’, Me.
A lino well privilege on said tarm.

open at

are now

SISE

Saco toD’ortlami:
This farm comprises
! ing
about 2^ acres of tyoo^-laJnl, a liue. timber ret, tillage, pasturage, and marsh. lb is within one njile
oi the depot,
lroxu Old Orchard Beach, anil near
tochtiroli, school, and past oftt^*. jThij larrn is in
excellent order, as also the buildings npen it. A
well finished bripk house with all larmiug conveniences, barn BtXuGfeet; wood-house, granary, &c.
There axe two fiue orchards ot choice varieties of
apples, pears am! grapes, •'rtiis firm witlbe sold entire or in lots to suit purchasers.
It is a desirable
location tor a physician or any om* wisMng nr pleasant country residence. For purticularb enquire ot

HOLDERS, &o.,

Jan 21-d2m

bought tor

And

irom

ways reliableThey have raised the highest commendation troth all, and *111 always render eatialhc-

Family Groceries

For Sale.
valuable Farm of the late Dr. J. M. Mi) li1^3113
ken in Scat boro’, wit anted
the main rc-adleadtroin

HAVE

With a full line of

FliESH

PBOVED,

PORTLAND.

CtfSAllTUR.

tire most ample experience, an entire success; Sluipic—Prompt- Efficient, and Reliable. Thev are the only Medicines
perfectly ad 'pted to popular nsc—So simple that
mistakes cannot be made In using them; so harmless
tree Prom dancer, and so efficient :is to be alas to b

A First Class Tea Store

ALL

SIMIL1BUS

Humphrey’s Hommopathie Specifics,

ORIENTAL TEA CO.,

Feb 1-dfcf

Jy22eodtt

Importers and Manufacturers of
New Hair Dressing Saloon.
WILLIAM ffTAMERS,
CIOARS J

CSOS8, NEAR COB. FORI! STREET.

lor Hotel purposes in New England.
The Hotel
can be ready tor
occupancy hv the middle of June.
AnpWcatlnne may be addressed to the subscribers
at Portland,
J. B. BROWN, or
J. 13. BROWN & SONS.

DENTIST,
1-2 Free

GEODJINSKI BEOS,

Mouse,

provided witli all modern conveniences ami
improvements, it is pronounced the finest building

Office No. 13

Square

SIGN OP THE

is to be

Dr. W. E. Johnson,

advisable.

31arket

JLJST i

The subscriber has nearly completed a
large and ,th up\jufbiv appointed Hotel in.
the nouxlsliinz CITV OF 1‘OKTLAMD,
The building is situate*! in a
vt:fgccnTral-hml commanding position ou the
C omer of middle auil l uioa St*..,
two principal thorouglitnrcs; it Is five stories high,
ha* a tree idon froiit,'con tains about 220 rooms, and

and Counsellor at Law,

November 27.

SIMILIA

soma

Terms

DAILY PRESS.

No.'s.

The Central Store

First Class Motel

jtuiuo*dlav*CwM

Imilaiug._

BUSINESS CARDS.

Commercial

311SCELJL AN EOES.

^ >v

Attorney.

_

x_

—

Caursellor at Law, Eoiieitor and

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, Is published at the
e every Thursday morning at Sli.Otl a year,
*nm*
i nvariably in advance.

—•n.'-ap-wm

KEAE ESTATE.

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS Is published
ercrv^ay, (Sunday excepted,i at No. 1 printers’

!

FEBRUARY 10, 1868.

MORNING,

_._

___________---

,'.:J

Jau 3-dtf

as

al*o

Towu

mud County

JOHN COUSENS,
Konnsbunk, Ms.

Gratuitous Textbooks*
To the Editor of the Prese:
It is suggested that pupils in the

$8.0Oper

public

things

win-

system of the State, this feature ought

to ha
any plan that may be adoptIn the Massachusetts legislature, when

incorporated into

ed.
the question was under discussion, a spicy dabate was indulged in. This was opened by the
ottering of two facetious amendments by Boston men: the one
that woma

being

suppying buildings

in

received; which,it i3 alleged, gives the favoraopinion of the board on this question.

ble

Varieties.
—Lord Uanolngh takes a very desponding
view of the state of the English voluntejr fore*
He calls it a “sham”.
“One hundred and

and

eighty thousand or two hundred tbousaudmon
in battalion, without administrative staffs for
its command or supply of
any sort, is,“ ho remarks, “a mere crowd of coated playthings.”

teachers at the public expense is, that, as the
burden of providing them might be too heavy
for those more immediately interested, all
the members ot society may without injustice be

required

to contribute

The widow of General Miramon
has, with
her children, taken up her residence at Vienna.
She is to receiTc a pension from the Austrian

toward mak-

ing their burdens lighter; since all derive
from education at least an indirect advantage
in the greater security of life and prosperity
and the increase of wealth and happiness.
The burden of supplying textbooks does not
however seem sufficiently grevlous to require
the interposition of the public
especially if,
as now seems probable, the
city government
shall make ariungement for supplying books
at wholesale prices.
Any gratuity in the case of textbooks is

Government.
—The child of misfortune born iu the Melun
a few days ago, of tho murderess Frigard, died on January 12 in tba

Prison, France,

hospital ot tha! town.
—There is iu the arsenal at Stockholm a
with which Queen Christina used to
amuse herself shooting at flies iu her
bedroom,
a work which she followed
up with so much
spirit that she rarely missed her aim.

long rifle

—Judy has a cartoon representing Gladstone and Lord Iiussell with mufflers, the latter trying the ice of a pond labeled “Liberal
platform," while the former holds his arm to
prevent his falling in. Derby and Disraeli,
as ice police, are in the
background. Tbe following is tlio dialogue: Johnny—'"Well, what
do you think, Bill?” Bill—“Why, it’ll boa
precious long time before thai’il be safe.’*
—Tbe dog oi a Pittsburg oil refluer recently

much more liable to abuse than in tbe case
of school houses and their
appliances, though
even the latter are not
exempt from it.
Public property is much more exposed than

private to injury, and, (if it be such as can be
stolen,) to theft.
This is partly owing to a laxaty of public
sentiment and partly to a want of
supervision. To steal private property is a crime.
To steal public property (it is as shameful but
true) is too often considered only as a rather
doubtful pracl ice. The direct iuteres t in private property keeps the possessor irom injuring it himsolf, and gives him a more immediate oversight and a keener vigilance in
guarding it from the attempts of others. People will not feel tbe same care respecting
public properly and to exercise the same
vigilance is impossible.
Ko private dwelling is mutilated as are

untimely end in this wise: It seems
unaccouutable dislike to pasaonger
trains, and this day, as usual, he rau iu trout
of the up-train, when his caudal appendago
was caught under the wheel and cut off short.
With a yell lie sprang at tho train, and this
time his bead went under and was neatly
clipped off. For five minutes alter the decapitation, the dog’s jaws moved in the act ot

came to

he had

of our schooihouses. The reason is
that those who do the mischiet are not the
ones who feel the loss.
Tee scholars are the
culprits, but the taxpayers loot the bills. The

disposition

conscious of the loss of his head.
—In order to try the results of tbe French
International Monetary Commission, which
sat at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, tor tha

mischief with enlarged

to

opportunities for its exercise, will exist ia the
case of public property in the
shape of textbooks. School houses are less exposed to
injury than books, and if injured may be repaired. A book once injured will go quickly

purpose of ascertaining if a uniform coinage
conld lie adopted by all the civilized nations of
the earth, a gold piece has just been struck us
a common standard of money in France, England and the United States. On the obverse
is the effigy of the Emperor Napoleon, crowned

to ruin, and the more quickly as the
prospect of a new one will furnish the user a
motive lor hastening the process of destruction. A thing so easily concealed will moreover furnisn a ready opportunity for d. si ion-

esty.
It may be said that leach eis will look out
for the books. It would be
adding a most

perplexing task to their already sufficiently
annoying duties; and besides making their
position uncomfortable, it will be just so
much deducted from their effectiveness as

instructors. Such superintendence as is demanded can be exercised ouly by the scholars themselves.
A thousand little delinquencies, unless they carry their punishment
with them in the shape of loss, must go unpunished, because they are as difficult to he
detected as to be measured. To let each
scholar have the ownership of books he
uses will tend to
develop a spirit of responsibility in the care of them. To furnish them
at the public expense will
probably develop
a spirit of carelessness that wi II make tbeir
aggregate cost much greater than under the
present system without essentially relieving

any one. There are without doubt reasons
that cau be urged on the other side. These

ought
ought

to be

duly weighed. But

to bo

such a policy

entered upon with the greater
caution because when once inaugurated a
multitude of private interests real or imaginary will be interposed to prevent a return to
the present system, however desirable such a

may be.

course

To

3.

Virginia Politics.
Cux.pkpkr C. H., Va., Feb. 5,18(58.

the editor of the Press

Political affairs

:

very quiet about here.
Everybody is waiting to see what sort of a
Constitution the Convention will make for
the “OJd Dominion.” The Conservatives are
wonderfully shocked at Secretary Stanton's
reinstatement in the War-Office, and are waiting to see him ignored by the Executive, and
some of them are furious because General
are

Grant has not be?n court-martialed before
I hear very little about the sup-

this time.

plemental reconstruction

measure.

The Constitutional

Convention is styled
here by the Knights of Gray” the “ Kangaroo” Convention, and is held in derision by
the disloyal portion of the population; and
yet their representatives do not appear to feel
very bad and won’t, probably, as long ns the
fS per diem lasts. I was told by a prominent
member (a Kepubiican) that the Convention
would not probably get through its labors before the last of the present month.
I have had the pleasure of visiting the
Convention, and while there witnessed a very
amusing incident in the proceedings of that
body. On the occasion referred to argument
was going on upon the adoption of a section
in the Bill of Eights. Mr. iiaurxthurst, a
Kepubiican member from Fairfax, moved an
amendment, and proceeded to support it in a
very enthusiastic manner, so much so that
he left his seal and began to advance down
the aisle. At that moment lie was brought
to a halt by a pure and unadulterated scion of
Africa, who said,
“Mr. President, I rise to a point of Older.”
President—“ The Gentleman will state his
of order.”
Member—“ X believe we have a rule that re-

point

quires members of this body when addressing the Chair, not to leave their places. As
the gentleman has left his place and appears
to be advancing on the Chair, I consider he
has clearly violated one of the roles of the
Convention. 1 therefore consider the gentleman ont of order and hope he will be requited to address the Chair from his proper

place.”

President—“ The point of order is sustained ; the member from Fairfax will adress the
Chair from his place”—whicli ho did, looking
not a little chagrined and amused together.
It Is neediest to say this little incident
“
brought down the house.”
While there are a few men in the Convention of ordinary abilities, there arc many of
marked ability.
Mr. Snead, Republican member from Ac-

an

an

barking, though having no lungs to go on, no
sound coaid be distinguished. Just as his eyes
ware about closing in death, a medical gentleman, as an experiment, placed tho severed tall
before them, which immediately opened In
recognition, and filled with tears. The physician firmly believes that ho died utterly un-

some

same

provision

bo appointed “provided no moa can la
found to serve on such
committees;” and the
other “provided that such women he over thirty years of age and unmarried.” Dr. Ordway,
ot Boston, Mr. Goddard, of SpriDgfreid and one
or two other gentlemen
earnestly urged the
passage of the bill; and Mr. Dana and two or
three conservative a opposed it.
Finally, the
hilt was laid on the table—there to remain until after the report of tlio hoard of edneation it
en

which different individuals cannot acquire a
distinct visible property. Combination is a
necessity and society in Its corporate capacity
is the most convenient and
effective instrument yet discovered for
securing this object.
Because these are supplied at the
public
expense it does not follow that the same
principle should he extended to cases in
which the same necessity docs not exist.
Another reason for

advance.

its members of its school
committee.” It ought
to pass, aud since our Legislature is this
ter engaged in reorganizing the educational

respect to

are

in

A Good
Movbmk.nx.—A bill pending In the
Massachusetts Legislature
provides that “Any
city or town may choose one or moro women

schools he supplied with textbooks at the
public expense, the pupils having the privilege of usiug the books while the property in
them is retained by the city government. It
is claimed that the same principle that applies in this case of buildings, teachers <S:c., is
equally applicable to textbooks. This however is a hasty inference.
There are several reasons fur supply ing
buildings and teachers at the public expense
that do not apply with equal force in the ease
of textbooks and several reasons ayainal supplying textbooks which do not hold good .u

buildings &c.
Buildings and instruction

*
annum
9

with laurels, withont any inscription; and on
the reverse tho following: “5 dollars
2J
francs;” and beneath “Or:esjai monctaire.’*
This pieoe is also of the value of an English
—

—

|

sovereign.
new sect, beaded by a woman who elalms
be tlie Virgin Mary, has mado its appearance on the very unpromising soil ot Kussia,
under the name of “Christian anti-taxpayers.”
The foundress has been sont off to the Caucasus, the chapel closed, and the payment cf
taxes sharply onforced.

—A

to

—A San Franciscan has invented a means
of propelling vessels without steam or sails. He
connects three boats together in a lino, and expects the two on the ends, by the rise and fall
of tho waves, to move machinery in tho central
vessel which shall propc[ all three.

—Leopold de Meyer wears exceptionally
large and shocking bad hatband when he lost
one in Connecticut, in [despair of
procuring
another, his manager telegraphed back to
have the missing article forwarded. Tho answer came as follows.- “Down express train
met hat lying on the track two miles cast of
New Haven. Mistook it lor the depot, and ran
right in. Engineer discoverod error and back-

ed out. Freight train despatched to remove
the establishment, and shall forward it in sections as requested."
—A Cincinnati physician reports a discovery
that dusting a patient frequently with lvcopo"
dium will not only allay the irritation in small
poxjbut will prevent pitting. Try it.

—The London Reviow has lost all patience
with the perpetual diatribes against the shortcomings of women, in which nowspapori
nowadays so love to indulge. This is
the way it talks: “The very name of woman
has become a bit of red rag, at sight of which
our intellectual menltors bellow and lash their
tails. The exhibition would be more interesting if it were less theatrical. We can no more
believe in this ^horrible depravity and shamelessness <.f modern women than in the sincerity of the gentlemen who talk about it. Theta
is too much selt-consciousncss, and too much
literary trick in these gravely preferred charges,
tho accusation, like the old accusations of

witchcraft, does notarise trom tho guilt of lhe

accused, but from the mental disease of the
accuser.”
—It is reported that a party of English tourists recently breakfasted on the shores of the
Dead Sea. They had previously provided themselves with a supply of hard-boiled eggs for tho
banquet, hut had neglected to add any salt.
Their guide voluntceied to provide some, and

presently

set before them a flue crystal of rock
salt With this tbo eggs were soon consumed,
but digestion was not the destiny of that breakfast. For, a short time afterward, tho guido
showed them tho mass of salt from which tho

crystal was brokon. They were astounded to
find that it was part of a human figure, and
had undoubtedly once been a portion of Lot's
wife.
This story may be taken cum rjrans
salit.
—A woman in Illinois finding her husband
to hang himself, cut him down, and
after ho had fully recovered gave him a good
thrashing. Poor fellow!
—A gentleman in New York the other even-

trying

ing, detected a boy picking bis pocket; and,
seizing him, bad determined to have him committed, when the boy begged heartily for
mercy—“For indeed, sir,” su'd be, “it is my
first offence; here’s your own handkerchief
take any of those five you like best."

again, and

—Mason Jones said in a recent lecture in
London: “If the Emperor Napoleon or Pres-

ident Johnson

were to land a single boat load
of soldiers on the Irish coast, the country
could not be held for twenty-four hours.”
—It has just been decided in a New York

court that cats arc not property, and a woman
who had a Maltese cat, which sho valued at
§30, stolen is therefore left without redress.
—The last modification of dress is the now
train, for which the front widths of too dress
are cut square at the hem, an inch from the
grouud, and the back widths abruptly lengthfrom the front. It is
en without being sloped
fashion copied from somo old court
a

singular
style, and is not without somo dignity of expression. So says Shirley Dare,
—A waggish editor in Boston proposes to
start an asylum for the useless young women
of that city. He saystho plan should to placed

in the hands of

a

committee

of useless old

County is a very able man, a ready men, whose cxpericnco will qualify them for
speaker and exhibits a goodly share of legal the work. A contemporary would amend this
knowledge; he’is a native born Virginian. proposition by reversing it aftor Ibis fashion.
Let tire institution be for the benefit of tha
Mr. Hunnicutt is a very earnest speaker, but
useless old women—of both sexes—aud lot
his speeches are not well received by either
it be under the caro of the useless young
side of the house; be uses the pronoun “X”
language is spoken so distinctly manifests it- too much and wants to set himself right on men.
—A correspondent of the Pall Mall Guzot'.o
self in increasing love of a constitutional
his remarks are difreedom and the rapid march of a common, the record. Apparently
that America has more power for good or
says
irresistible and indivisible civilization.
rected to the crowded galleries. It is thought evil in tho affairs of Groat Britain than all
his paper will be entirely supplanted as the the European Statos pnt together.
Opening or Japanese Poets.—Mr. Van
organ of the State,by the “Reg—Halifax is plentifully supplied with fresh
Valkenburg,United States Minister to Japan, republican
a new paper
started by codfish, and a good sized one can bo bought for
recently
ister,”
under
from
Yeddo
date
of November
writing
smaller or larger ones at
Mr. Sheldon whose talents as exhibited in twenty cents, and
27, informs the citizens of the United States

that in conjunction with his colleagues he has
made arrangements with the Japanese government by which the city of Yeddo, the
town of Negato on the West coast, and the
harbor of J5 lisa m into on the island of Sado,
will be opened to them for trade and residence
on the first of
to

pursuant

April

treaty stipulations

next.
__

—A woman in Australia crushed her child to
death in her arms in her excitement to see the

Duka of

Edinburgh,

comac

his editorals are of the highest order.
success of the Register Is deemed a

The

certainty.

More

anon.

A One-abjied Yankee.
—The giant specimen of theDracoena Draco,
or Dragon Tree,
growing at Orotava, In the
Island of
daring the
was

Tcneriffe,
Autumn of 1867, by

a

destroyed
gale of wind,

It

was

first brought into general notice by Bumbo.dt,
some sixty years ago, and was computed by
blm to be six thousand years old.

rates.
_The Earl of Dalhousie Is Grand Master of
the Masons in Great Britain. Ho is tho sixth
of the family who has held that ofBeo.

proportional

—Count Taafife, a prominent member of tho
Austrian Cabinet, is another instanca o

now

Irishmen

obtaining high positions

in

foreign

countries by talents which evil laws debarred
thorn from using for the service of their ora.
The count is tenth viscount of tho name iu tUa
and Spain have
peerage of Ireland. France
many

grandees

ef Irish

origin.

National Commercial Convention
National Commercial Convention at
Bostou concluded ita labors on Saturday. The
last day was almost entirely devoted to the
consideration of the report of the Committee
on Currency and Finance, which was adopted
after much discussion, with only two dissent-

Monday Morning.

The

18£a

l’=bruav

to ValPage 7b-day-lugratitude
~Z5TFirst Presentation
the British Minot

landigham;
Textbooks: Varieties.
ister; Grautuitous

Page—Two Sundays;'

Fourth

the Bronte

votes. As the resolutions embraced in this
report indicate the conclusions reached by the
Convention on the most im portant subject.-;
considered by that body, we give them in full: he said of any other terminating here.
Resolved, That the exisiting indebtedness of I It will put us in direct communication with
the nation and of individuals, and the ex- ; northern Eew Hampshire and Vermont, will
changeable values of all proj»erty have been
bring all that section much nearer to us than
practically adjusted to the amount of curren- to Boston, and will develop and create an adnow
at
in
should
not
there
cy
prescirculation,
ent l>e any expansion or contraction thereof,
ditional new business and trade for Portland,
but that the legal tender currency should be
equal to that it now has.
the
to
gradually, but steadily, approximated
This will he the cheapest route between Chispecie standard, by the funding thereof, on and
after the first of January, 1869, in amounts not cago and the Atlantic seaboard for grain and
exceeding three millions of dollars per month. heavy freights unless the route via Buffalo and
Resolved, That the national honor andfgocd the Erie canal should be excepted.
faith alike require that the Government should
It will be far the cheapest and most direct
not avail itself of the right to payoff tbehiyeTwenty bonds until, by a general resumption outlet to the Atlantic for the Lake Superior
of specie payments, the public debt, as it mamiuing regions of northern Michigan and
tures, can be paid in specie or its equivalent.
Resolved, That the inequality in the distri- Wisconsin,and for northern Minnesota, the valbution of the National Bank currency between
ley of the upper Missouri, and the mineral
the different sections of the country requires
territories of Dakota and Montana,
producing
of
some action on the part
Congress; thereand so on to the Pacific.
wrr,
This route will oc constantly improved oy
Resolved, That, to this end, the following
change in the National hanking law be recom- the completion of other projects contemplated
to
Congress:
mended
For instance, the Niagara Ship
or i n progress.
That any persons, proposing to form a new
bank, may present to the Comptroller of the Canal, connecting lakes Erie and Ontario,
Currency in national bank bills, of any banks
transferring the terminus ot lake, transportahaving a circulation of more than sixty per tion for vessels of the largest class from Buffacent, of such bank, the amount
as
proposed
capital ot the new bank, which the Comptrol- lo to Ogdensburg, and the still more important
ler shall redeem in greenbacks.
Thereupon project to us, of the contemplated canal from
the Comptroller shall cancel such bills and rethe Georgian Bay to Lake Huron, to connect
turn them to each bank of issue for redemption, returning to such banks the bonds pledg- with Lake Ontario at Toronto, a distance of
ed as security, whenever a sufficient amount 100 miles, found by careful survey to be emiot bills shall have been cancelled to liberate
nently feasible. The completion of this canal
one or more bonds.
And that, thereupon, the
will give all the vast country west on our parpersons preseuling such bank bills shall be entitled, upon lodging bonds, and otherwise com- allel now just beginning to be developed, a
plying with the provisions of the law, to form short, easy and cheap water commuication
a new bank, and receive from the
Comptroller with Oswego and Ogdensburg, thence by rail
an issue of
currency not exceedit g 60 per cent,
to Portland. This immense business, now in
of its

]

Kepublicaa Ward Caaeasr*.
The Republican voters of this city are requested to meet at their various wards on
Wednesday Evening, February 12,
at 7 1-2 o’clock for the
purpose of electing

delegates irom each ward to meet in
convention, to nominate a candidate for
Mayor to be supported by the Republicans
at the municipal election on Monday,March 3.
Ward 3 will meet at the Republican head-

seven

Congress street,corner of Market;

on

other wards at their various ward rooms.
Per order Republican City Committee.
At a meeting of the Republican City Committee held Friday evening, February 7th, the,
were passed:
Resolved, That in the opinion of this Committee, at all Republican w ard caucuses held
in this city, for the selection of delegates or

following resolutions

the nomination of officers, the selection or
nomination shall be by ballot, under such regulations as such ward caucus may adopt.
Resolved, That the Republican ward caucuses be requested to adopt this system in

making nominations.

Another illustration oi
Democratic n jtions of retrenchment and
economy occurred in the House of Representatives in Augusta Friday. Mr. Balkan) of
Robbinstou moved aud Mr. Dickey of Fort
Ketbenchment.

—

Bent demanded, that the State Treasurer be
directed to pay the salaries and travelling fees
of the members of the Legislature in gold.
Both these gentlemen are Democrats. Mr.
Cram of Brunswick opposed the order on the

capital.
Provided, that

ground that the Constitution prohibits any
change in the compensation of the Legislature during its session. Mr. Cram is a Republican. The House is Republican too, and this
Democratic order

was

indefinitely postponed.

The State Capital.—The order instructing
the legislative committee on public buildiugs

inquire

into the expediency of making
Portland the capital of the State was introduced in the House by Mr. Andrews of Buckfield.
Mr. Bradbury of Hollis moved that the order
be tabled for discussion next Wednesday, but
on objection being made, moved a reference to
the committee on public buildings. In support of this motion Mr. Bradbury said the order was introduced in all seriousness. It appeared that the archives of the State are not
to

safe, and an appropriation is asked for an extension of the capital to protect them.
If
Portland will provide suitable buildings, free
of expense to the State, he thought the proposition should be at least considered. Besides,
he thought the proper location of the seat of
government would be at a commercial and
railway rather than a geographical centre.
The matter was accordingly referred, and
this is probably the last we shall hear of it.
Mr. Brickett of Augusta quietly observed that
this thing had been talked of before, whieh is
very true.
Peak 's Island .—The Argus assures the inhabitants of Peak's Island, that when a Democratic administration comes into power in
this city they shall have a new school house
and a new street at once.
That is liberal.
When the sky falls, too, we shall all catch
larks. But we hope the Peak's Island people
will not wait lor either of these rather unlike-

ly accidents,

to secure advantages which they
need and to which they are entitled. We are
quite sure they do not intend to place themselves in the position in which the Argus puts
them, of threatening to vote the Democratic
tioket unless their demands are granted. II
they have a good case, and it seems to us they

have, they

can

afford to rest it

on

its merits

addressing their fellow-citizens on this side of
the bay as just men and not as partizans. The
question is not political; it can only be damaged by giving it a political compaction. We
trust the members of the city government will
not allow themselves to be
prejudiced by this
ill-advised attempt to construe the action of
the people of Peak’s Island as a threat designed to influence their action improperly. We
are satisfied that there was no such
intention,
and furthermore that the representations of
the resolutions published last week are well
founded and deserving of candid consideration.

Saturday we published the views of several
half-aud-half papers on the quarrel between
the President aud General Grant. We add to-

day

few

paragraphs

from the New York Tribune, a paper which has been somewhat notorious for i?s opposition to Grant:
Arguing from the circumstances we think
these conclusions are plain:
I. When Grant entered the War Office, he
was in sympathy with Congress.
Subsequent
developments show the extent of that sympathy, and that the President knew it.
II. Grant wanted Reconstruction carried
out, and took the War Office to aid in the
work.
HI. He knew there was a law which made
it his duty to resign the War Office after
Stanton’s restoration by the Senate.
IV. He could not remain in the War Office
without giving the lie to his whole career.
We do not see how Gen. Grant could have
taken any other course. We do not
approve
ol many things he has done. We think he
has allowed his amiability and desire for
quiet
to place him too often in a
questionable position, and thus to injure the cause. In this last
business, however, he has shown qualities that
add to Ills great fame, and
justify the confidence of loyal (men. It will, of course,
bring
upon him the howls and implications of the
Rebel and Copperhead, especially when incited
and suggested by the President. Mr. Johnson
has done many things to grieve the heart of
the nation. His last little game is the most
humiliating and unenviable of all.
a

Activity in the Sure ogling Business.—
F. N. Bingham, special agent of the Treas-

Department for the prevention of smuggling in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
reports that between April 25,18(37, and January 31,1868, the property seized, actions commenced and penalties paid through their inStrumentalitty, amounts to §901,037,44.
ury

Political Notes.
The aspirants for the Massachusetts Senatorship, on the expiration of Mr. Sumner’s

term,
Banks, Butler, Bullock and four
others.
The Mobile (Ala.) Register states that Judge
Busteed, lately shot by District Attorney
are

Martin,
nearly recovered, and will hold
court again at an early
day, even if he has to
has

do it at his hotel.
The New Orleans Crescent says that when
the ex-rebel General Jeff. Thompson was in

Boston last summer soliciting the cooperation

of the solid men of the “Hub” in bis commercial enterprise, he was introduced
by his name
and military title to a venerable merchant on
Central Wharf.
the old

“Happy to see you, sir,” said
merchant; “I am proud to meet a gen-

tleman who took

ting down

so

prominent

the rebellion!

part in putTake a seat, sir!”
a

The gentleman introducing the General corrected the slight misapprehension of the old
merchant. “All the same,” was the response,
“I am happy to seo you, any
way; take a seat,
take a seat, sir.”
The following attack upon
Bishop Simpson
is among the gems offered
by H. Clay Dean
to his New
Hampshire audiences: “When,
in the varied history of
mankind, has such a

spectacle imposed itself upon us as the exhibition ot a Christian
bishop—a zealous
Christian bishop, a self-denying Christian

bishop, a sanctified, holy Christian bishop,—
walking up Pennsylvania avenue with lying
Jack Pope, to pay his respects to bloody Ned.

Stanton?”

Quebec paper calls one of
provincial legislature
matous pluralist.”
A

of the

the members

|

a

of the country on General
Grant’s conduct, and whether, in view of the President’s
it
is
not
course,
necessary to clothe him (Gen.
Grant) with full authority in the matter
per-

taining

reconstruction.
rile Boston Post doesn't like the
manner in
which one of its con temporal ies
talks about
Grant and the President.
It says: “The
Sringfield Republican performs a character-

istic

to

flip-flap,

and

gulps

down
impeachment
with a smack that can be heard at

Washing-

ton.”

A Washington dispatch says that it is not
improbable that, if the President should publish a reply to Gen. Grant’s last letter to him,
with the indorsement of four members of the

Cabinet, Lieut. Gen. Sherman may write a letter
sustaining Gen. Grant.
The story that Butler
is engaged on a pamphlet history of the military and civil
history

of Grant is contradicted.
The chances of S. S. Cox’s
confirmation as
Minister to Austria are
decreasing A speech
which he made in 1863 at
Detroit, proposin'*to
raise an army of 100,000 men to go into

bring Vallandigham
pgainst him.

to

back

is

Canada
operating

$1,000,000, perhaps something less. It is believed a liberal individual subscription can he
obtained in this city, and as much more in
town and individual subscriptions upon the
of

line of.the road, ard thatjtbe city in its municipal capacity will willingly subscribe the dif-

sufficient to pay interest and create a sinking
fund to take care of the debt itself within a
few years.
It is believed, with good reason, that the connecting roads and transportation lines, to be
benefitted by the opening of this route, will
furnish substantial aid equivalent to any loss
likely to occur in negotiating the securities
that will be put upon the market to construct
the road, ensuring the building of the road at
the lowest rates for cash.
Such are some of the opinions, right or
wrong, of the writer, who is interested in the
business and prosperity of the city, who desires
to see its financial and municipal affairs economically but wisely administered, and who believes in the Ogdensburg railroad, and did not
Remonstrate.

State News.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Gardiner Reporter well says the fortuj
natc termination of the accident on the P. &
K. road the other day, is but another instance
of the uniform good fortune which has attended this road in this respect. We doubt if there
is another railroad in the conntry which has
had so few accidents occur on its track. It
Bpeaks volumes in favor of the care taken by
the company and its employees.
We learn from the Gardiner Reporter that
Mr. and Mrs. William Wakefield, of that
city,
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of their
marriage relation on Monday evening last, by
a social meeting of friends at their house.
At West Waterville is a shirt factory which
employs forty hands on the premises and work
is given out to one hundred persons. One hundred dozen shirts are made bach month.

its barbarous code. But it isonly
aj question of time. Establish the principles
that life may be taken as punishment for
crime, and sooner or later, some unhappy
wretch through lack of influence or friends,
is executed for crimes of which he is innocent.
the Alabama Claim*.

There is but a subdued friendliness in the
President’s reply to the presentation speech of
Mr. Thornton, the new British minister, which
we print in another column.
In connection
with this subject the following extract from
the Tribune’s London correspondence will be
found interesting:
The actual closing of the Alabama correspondence on the part of the United States has
seriously alarmed a portion of the English public. Coming in any ordinary time it would
have created no great uneasiness, though the
conviction has for some time become general
that the Alabama business is one which England must get out of on the best attainable
But at this crisis the attitude of the
terms.
United States Government is deemed to be
not only annoying but dangerous. No man
knows what the Eeuiau movement may bring
forth, nor what moment it may select to hurst
the bonds which the Government is every day
tightening. What may be said and thought
in Tory commercial classes and wherever an
intelligent opinion can make its way, the possibility of an outbreak in Ireland, w’ith the Alabama claims still unsettled, is viewed with
unconcealed terror. Nobody thinks that Lord
Stanley's case is a bad one. The demand for
a reopening of the negotiations is
irrespective
ot such considerations. It is almost a
cry of
panic which goes up from the press ana the
streetB to the Foreign Office. Kight or wrong,
Mr. Seward’s whole arbitration claim must lie
conceded.
We ate, indeed, sure, exclaim
these various organs of opinion, that the arbitratiou must end in our lavor; but that is not
The claims perse are not what
the point.
trouble us. Wo shall be only too glad to be
pronounced in the wrong and be obliged to
pay for our sins of the past. We must at any
price, wrest from America the sword which
she now holds over our heads. We must cancei tue preceueni oi neutrality wmcn we ourselves established, or there is no future
security for British commerce or tlio
integrity of the Empire. Tho men who say
this are the men who built rams and blockaderunners, who were Anglo-Itebels all through
the war, and who don't like. America much
better to-day than they did then. “Historicus," who lor six years has been the English
oracle on international law, and. above all, on
the Alabama claims, wrote to The Times on
Monday a three column letter demonstrating,
out of Sir. Seward’s own mouth, that his comof belligerent recognition was absurd.
plaint
The great weather-cock primed the letter, but
en the day following
solemnly snubs “Historcus” and exclaims that, though it is all
very
is
true, this no time to he standing on diplomatic niceties or confuting Mr. Seward
the tiling to do is t« have an arbitration.
“NVe must teel above the instincts of pride and
jealousy,” which is another way of saying we
mutt put national honor in one pocket and
national sensibility in the other.and see how
we can get out of the scrape.
The Saturday
Keview, which never stuck at approving piracy, set itsell last Saturday to arguing the
American case, with at least as mnch ability
and zeal as ever Mr. Seward showed. The Pall
Mall Gazette printed on Tuesday a letter from
Mr. John Motley, who has just returned from
America, describing vividly the feeling which
exists towards England, and urging the absolute necessity of concilliating a people which
has “more power for good and evil in our aftaii a
than all the European States put together.”
Only the Tory organ, the Standard, still maintains a show ol courage, and blusters in the
old style, but this means simply that Lord
Stanley has not yet had time to make up his
mind. When he decides to reopen t he negotiation, the Tory papers will he the first to proclaim it the only possible course.
—

port of the motion and Judge Sharkey in opThe decision of the court
versed.

positiouon Friday.

—The Deseret .News reads Eastern moralists a lesson on interference with Mormouism
while the desertion of infants and child murder are so

prevalent

hereabouts.

Penh's Island and the

To the Editor of the Preei :
I perceive by the Argus that the inhabitants
let a
of Peak’s Island are promised, that
good Democratic admi nistration come in this
spring and your streets and school houses shall
be attended to.”

The Democratic party are
good inj making promises of what they will
do, in case the people will! trust them. They
made the same promises to the islanders previous to the election in I860, when a Democratic administration came iuto power, but how
was it carried out?
The residents on Peak’s
Island petitioned the Democratic city council
fora street; and the
city council with their
friends visited the locality and other islands iu
the bay to view the
proposed way, well provided with edibles aud drinkables and other
necessary conveniences for laying out,
ing in said street, and its numerous

or

lay-

angles

as

viewed from Little Chebeague” had such an
effect upon them that they was unable to locate the same, and it remained for a future
Kepubliean administration to lay out the street
according to the wishes ol the inhabitants.
Casco Bat.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Thb Dexter Gazette says that the Dexter &
Newport Railroad Company has completed a
contract with Atkins Brothers, of
Pottsville,
Pa., for the rails, to be delivered on the first of
April next. They are to be 30 feet rails, made of
the very best iron. The grading of the road
has been done in the bjst manner making a
more than ordinary firm and permanent bed.
The sleepers which are being furnished, are of
the best kind, and it is the determination of
the Directors that the whole construction shall
be completed in the most substantial and permauent manner.

SOMERSET COUNTV.

1

Last Friday night a fire broke ont in Skowhegan in a three strry wooden building known as
theExcelsior Factory, occupied by the following
named firms: Alva Abbott, planing mill; loss
$3000—no insurance. M. Willis, slate grinding mill; loss 83000—no insurance. N. C.
Houghton & Co., mill Wrights; loss 81300—no
insurance. J. F, Turner, bedstead manufactory ; loas 81000—no insurance. :C. F, Douglass, architect and builder; loss $700—no insurance. Brown & Barber,carving kuife makers; loss 8600—no insurance. This building
was entirely destioyed.
Owned by M. Willis; loss $6000—no insurance. The fire crossed
the street and destroyed a two and half
story wooden building owned and occupied by
S.L. Gould & Co., machine shop and foundTotal loss on this
ry.
building, including
machinery, $15,000. Insured Springfield Co.
82500, and ltoger Williams Co. Providence,
ft. I., $2300.
Barnet Whorff’s axe factory,
Half
slightly damaged—insured.
of the
bridge crossing tho river was burned. Total
loss by the fire 829,700.
Total insurance

$.5000.

WASUINQXON COUNTY.

The

Eastport Sentinel,

were to leave
on a hunting

that place

says several persons

Wednesday morning
expedition to Grand lake; provisions, ammunition &c., sufficient for a cruise

of ten or twelve days were provided. The
horses were harnessed early, and quite a number of friends collected around the team to see
them off; but they had hardly gone a rod before one of the horses fell with a broken
leg
having received a kick from the leader. This’
horse was owned by Mr. Enoch
and
Bishop,
was a heavy and powerful
animal; and wil
he quite a los3, as It was found that it was
necessary to shoot him.
A man by the name of Vose,
belonging in
Chariestows, Mass., took the stage at St. Croix
Exchange, on Wednesday last, for Eastport,
to meet the Boston boat, and died on the
way
from congestion of the lungs, savs the Calais’
Advertiser.
The Calais Advertiser understands the Baring and Princeton Railroad has paid the interest on the Calais city bonds the
past season
and expended a considerable amount on the
road, and in covering the bridge at Sprague’s

The Calais Advertiser says a man
by the
of S. D. Rhodes arrived]tbere on last
in
Saturday week,
company of a young lady
by the name of Ellen M. Shaw, belonging to
Brewer, and put up at the St. Croix Exchange
The gentleman soon after his arrival procured
a marriage license and
got married. About
the same time he was arrested
by Deputy
Sheriff f'arbox, ou a charge ol horse-stealin"
and on Wednesday last was taken back
to,
Bangor, where he was detained for trial. The
young lady was loll at the Exchange, being
too sick to travel. It seems there was a funeral in the town.the day they came off, and the
girl’s father and mother attended it, and in
their absence she procured the horse and
sleigh
on the pretence ot going to the
funeral also
but instead of doing so, sho put her clothes
into a trunk, and the trunk into the
sleigh,
and met the chap at a place agreed
upon and'
started with him for Calais. When
they got
to Beddington their horse gave out, and
they
came they oame the rest of the
way by stage
The girl’s father is a Baptist
and
a
minister,
very respectable man, and the mother is a
nice woman.
The daughter is
only about
seventeen years of age.
Her folks say they’ll
take her back if she will have
nothing more to
do with the fellow, but not otherwise. How
the matter will end remains to be see.
name

YORK COUNTY.

The Saco Courier learus that Win.
Noyes,
of that city, has made arrangements to
establish a Democratic paper at Rockland.
Mr. Shaw, says the Courier, is anxious to sell
him the Democrat establishment back
again
and has made him a very liberal offer; Mi. N.’
however, has declined to repurchase, feeliug
that he can locate to better advantage in Knox

Esq.,

Democracy.

Vioiulty.

County.

The Courier says a day or two belore the recent fire in Adams’s Block,
Biddeford, Mr.
Walter S. York, Insurance Agent, whose ofnee wiis in the second
floor, had about ftixhuudred dollars of the Company’s money which
he intended to send in in a few days._
Not having a safe he placed it in a
cigar box
which he secreted in his wood pile in the closet. During the tire his room was cleaned out
ot everything but his wood
pile, and on returning and looking over the ruins, he found
the old cigar box and the money all
right.
e learn from the
Saco Courier that on
the
barn
morning
and large house
Friday
owned by Uie Water Power Company, and situated on Nason’s Hill, Biddeford. were burned.
Five French families occupied the house. It
was once an aristocratic mansion in the oldest
settlement of Biddeford city limits.
Water in wells and tanks at the Kittery Navy Yard having completely given out,—half a
mile or so (3500 feet) of hose was laid to bring
a supply from the
pond near Love Lane in
Kittery, on Thursday, across the bridge.

Ocean Steamees.—lu consequence of the
jw storm blocking the Grand Trunk Railway in Canada, the train with passengers and
mails to go by tbe steamer to Liverpool did
not arrive until
Sunday evening, and the

speciajl

notices,

sn

IVew AdTeiUwaMilt this Day.
■HTEBTA1HHSSr

OOLTMW.

City Hall—Fairy Pantomime

Rldfnf Hood.

Bed

steamship Austrian, Capt. Alton,

SEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN

Dissolution—C. F. Moulton <4 Co.
House Lots lbr Sale—W. H. Stephen son.
Money to Loan.
Something New.
e—R. S. C*ti«.
Molasses—Geo. 8. Hunt.
Montreal Ocean Steamship Company.

The Daily and Maine State Prew
be obtained at the Periodical Derot* of Fes-

May

senden

Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Colesworthy and

Chisholm Bros., at Boston Depot, and

on

the train of

G. M. Curtis, and at Portland & Rochester
At Biddefcrd, ot Pillsbury Bros.
At Saco of J, S. Locke.
At Brunswick, of W. R. Fields.
At Waterviile, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham ot News Agent.
At Bath of J. O. Sbtw.

Depot.

Agents Wanted—J. T. Lloyd.
Hotel Proprietor*.
Hotel proprietors who are subscribers to the
Daily Press, or who become so by sending their
names aud the pay for one
year’s subscription
to the office, can have their name, the name
aud location ot their hotel published in the
Press under the head ot Hotel Directory
once a week, during the continuance of their
subscription without charge.

Republican Headquarter*.
The Hall on the corner of Congress aud
Market street is now open day and evening to
all Republicans. All the city papers there on

Regular meeting and speaking Saturday
evening at half past 7.
tile.

Hotel

Arrivals.

COMMERCIAL H0U8K.
E Leach, Gorham
E AJOsgood, Boston
W C Palmer, Buxton
G A Dee ring, Maine
A K P Lord, W Buxton
G M Stevens, Westbrook
J Hobson, Saco
O A Gould, So Windham
C P Mattocks, Hallowell

E G Wood, Boston
N Hubbard, Skowhegan
R B Thum, Conway
L Davis, Windham
K C Carter, Boston
do
E Earl,
A Baker,
Co
Nixon Morse, do
E Town,
do

CITY HOTEL.

E Kinkley Jr, Phillips
G M Stevens, Westbrook
do
J Kearns, Boston
R Dunham.
M
do
EM Harper, Boston
C Me Manes, New York
do
E Smart,
W J Armstrong, do
S Knapp,
do
J Hanuaford, New York
do
J Burns,
G P Ward, Tho ndike
Miss E Robbins, Conway
Mrs M Clary, Waldoboro J Watson, Exeter
Wm Bacon, So WlndhamH Myers,
do
S 0 Bolton, Gorham
J H Schuyler,Portsmouth
Miss F McClellan, N York

Joyce,

PREBLE

HOUSE.

England

do

E Crocket, Gorham

do
U. 8. HOTEL.
Wisconsin
J Gillespie,

G W Crane,
R P Butler, St John
R Turner,
do
R Nichols & w. Bangor

Vermont
S Clark, Freeport
J

S H

Collom, Colorado

Mrs Hopkins, Chicago
A F Woodman, Is Pond

United Slates District Ceurt.
FEBRUARY TERM—JUDGE

FOX

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—The grand Jury came in and reported, in part, and retired to attend to some farther
matters. Court adjourned to Monday morning.
Nnpreme Judicial Court.
JANUARY TERM—APPLETON, J., PRESIDING.
Saturday.—On motion of John Rand, Esq.,

the Cumberland Bar, the name of John
stricken irom the roll of attornies,
he having been indicted for receiving stolen goods,
and avoided a trial by fleeing irom the Stat
The Court wan engaged until afternoon in calling
over the docket and disposing of cases.
President ot
J. Maybury

was

No. 455—Charles H. Stewart

vs.

S. J. Anderson.

for materials and labor
and interest on the same, amounting to $05.05. The
defendant contended that the work and materials
were for another party, and that the price charged
was exorbitant. The case was argued by Mr. Webb
tor defendant aud Mr. Woodman, Senior, for plaintiff. After it was given to the jury Court adjourned

Assumpsit

to

on

an

account

Monday morning.
Woodman—Woodman, Jr.

Police Items.—Five persons were taken to
the lockup Saturday night for drunkenness.
None

were brought in on
Sunday.
Policeman Alonzo S, Day has resigned his
situation. He is to take charge of the Horse
Railroad stables. Mr. Day has been a faithful
and efficient officer.

Those beautiful paintings at Brown’s stu
dio will remain on exhibition for a few
days

longer.

The frames that surmount them are
manufactured in tills city. We mention this
fact as many have supposed that such beautiful frames could not be made here.

Oranges.—Allen,

at No. 11 Exchange street,
has received a lot of oranges Just imported,
fresh and nice, which he is selling at less prices than you can buy apples.

Accident.—Mrs. Noble, an elderly lady residing on Green street, slipped and fell upon
the sidewalk on Portland street an evening
two since, and badly fractured her hip.

Webb—Goddard.

BiisineNN

a

on Tuesday evening, Feb. 11th.
Chandler will be there. Tickets 75 cents. They are
sure to have a good time.
iebl0-2t

Ot?R readers will please notice tlie advertisement of the fairy pantomime of “Little Red
Riding Hood,” in onr paper to-day. The simple
announcement that it is to be presented to the
public by the S. P. Society, of the New Jerusalem Church, will put all the little ones on
that

a

Notice.—An adjourned meeting of the
stockholders of the Portland and New York
Steamship Company will be holden at the office of the Company on Galt’s wharf, in Port-

land, on Tuesday, the

the charge and he was acquitted. Shepley &
defence.
John Brown and John Lary, for drunkenness and
disturbance, paid fines of $3 each and the costs.

Strout for the

Ward Six.
The Ke publicans of this Ward are requested
to meet at Republican Headquarters this evening at 7 1-2 o'clock. A general and punctual
attendance is desired, as business of importwill come before the meeting.
Per Order of Ward Committee.
Portland, Feb. 10,1868.

day of Febru-

thirteenth

ary, current, at ten o’clock A. M.
Hknby Fox, Clerk and Treasurer.
td
February 7th, 1868.
Be Cabeful.—In these days, when tight
hats, hot air and sedentary occupations cause
the hair to fall at such a rate that bald heads
are almost a sign that the majority of men
have hardly passed their majority, it is a matter of no little importance to know which of
the numerous hair washes advertised are really of any value. The majority, as has been
frequently proved by dermatologists, or hair
doctors, are actually injurious, and serve, at
best, simnly to cleanse the scalp and dress the
hair. And with this the purchaser is often
contented, not knowing that all the while the
roots of the hair are being insiduously destroyed. Others are useless as hair-cleansers, though
they are less injurious. When so many spurious are current, it is consoling to those who
are afflicted to know that there is
really one
good article which has been recommended and
used by the first medical authority, and which
has stood the test of many years’ use. This
preparation is Hall’s Vegetable Hair Renewer, a truly scientific compound, which is unquestionably the best thing of the bind now
before the American public. It is warranted
to give to gray hair its original color, cleanses
the head thoroughly, aud will always restore
the hair so long as any germs remain; as they
almost invariably do until extreme old age has
destroyed the roots. This it effects by furnishing the nutritive principal by which the hair is
developed. It is worth noting that this is the
cheapest preparation ever offered to the public,
as one bottle will accomplish
more and last
longer than three bottles of any other preparation.
The number of times that the Sicilian Hair
Renewer has been counterfeited is a sure guarantee of its standard excellence. The original
article is made and sold only by Dr. R. P. Hall
& Co., Nashua, N. H. This firm will send free
by mail, to any applying, an interesting treatise on the hair which should be read by all
who are afflicted with baldness. For sale by
all druggists.—Forney’s Weekly Press.
Debt.
Washington. Feb. 7.
statement of the Public Debt of

Statement of the Public

The following is a
the United States on the 1st of February,
compared with the January statement:
BEARING COIN

Fehruarv.
5 per cent. Bonds..
9 per cent. Bonds ot
1867 and 1868
6 per cent. Bonds of
1881.
6 per cent. 5-20’s...
NavyPens’n Fund

186S,

as

INTEREST.

January.
$204,929,800.00

$207,739,200.00
9,458,391.80

14,690,941.80

283,676,600.00
1,398,488,85*».00

283,676.600.00

1,373,804,750.00

13,000,000.00

$1,912,363,041.80
DEBT BEARING CURRENCY

13,000,000.00

$1,890,102,091.80
INTEREST.

Bonds.,

$22,470,000.00

$20,713,000.00

interest Notes...
3-year 7-30 Notes..
3 per cent. Certificates.

46,244,780.00
214,953,850.00

46,244,780.00

6 per cent.

3-year compound

238,268,450.00

25,040,000.00

23,265,000.00

ance

Republican Meeting.—The meeting of the
Republicans of Portland at headquarters Saturday evening was a rousing one. The rooms
crowded to excess, and hundreds went
being unable to obtain entrance. The
meeting was called to order by R. W. Lincoln,
and F. G. Rich, Esq., was chosen to proside.
Brief but pertinent speeches were made by
Messrs. F. G. Rich, C. J.Morris, C.E. Jose, H.
O. Peabody, B. Kingsbury, Jr., W. H. Smith,
F. N. Dow, J. H. Hamlin, and B. Colby.
The importance of a full and decisive vote
were

away,

at

our

municipal election, presenting

an

abroad. Minor issues should be laid aside, the
best men selected for office, and the Republican hosts rally to their support. The banner
of freedom should be borne aloft and the stout
hearts that, in the days of the nation’s peril,
so gallantly supported it would gather around
it and bear it forward to victory.
It was decidedly the best meeting that has
yet been held, and evinced that the Republicans of the city are aronsed to
action, and will
on

the

Monday in March.
We trust the City Committee
in obtaining a larger room for

will not delay
the meetings.
The present quarters are not half large enough.
The meeting adjourned to Saturday evening
next, when a larger hall will be procured, due
notice of which will be given through the
papers.
Theatbe.—The play of Great Expectations,
from Dickens’ novel of that title, will be produced, for the first time in Portland, at Deering Hall this evening. It was performed in

London for 100 consecutive nights, Mr. Coles

sustaining the character of “Pip,” and Miss
Stocqueler that of “Estella,” in which characters they will make their appearance to-night,
supported by an excellent cast, in which
we notice Mr. Beckett, for that of “Joe
Gargery,” in which he is pronounced immense. The
incidents of the play are attractive and interesting, and we think will please a Portland audience. Certain it is that wherever the play
has been performed in this country it has had
tremendous run.

The

laughable farce

of the

Englishman in India, in which both Mr. Coles
and Miss Stocqueler will appear, will conclude
the entertainment.

Tuesday evening Nicholas Nlckleby will be
brought out. Mr. Coles sustaining the character

of Nicholas.

Accepted.—We feel gratified in announcing that Kev. A. K. P. Small, pastor of
the Baptist Church in
Bangor, has accepted
the call extended to him
by the Free Street
Baptist Church and Society in this city to beCall

their pastor. He is
expected to enter
upon the duties of his sacred office here about
the second week in March. The
salary offered
him is $2000 per year and house rent.
Mr. Small is one of the most able
preachers
of the Baptist denomination in this State.

come

The Free Street Society is to be
congratulated
in securing so excellent a
pastor, especially
when such strenuous efforts were made in
Boston and that vicinity, without avail, to
draw him thither.
Cold "Wlather.—From
midnight Friday
to sunrise Saturday
morning, it was the coldest weather we have
experienced this season.
At 5 o'clock Saturday
morning, the mercury
in some locations in the
bewas 14
low

city

deg.

At the Bolling Mills at
Cape Elizabeth, at the same time, it stood 21 deg. below.
At South Berwick, at
sunrise, it stood 29 deg.
below. At Kenuebuiikport
27 deg. bezero.

low.

At Augusta, it was 20
below.
The weather moderated

Bangor 14 deg.
day

on

Saturday.

DEBT

NOT

Notes,
3-year
due Aug. 15, 1867
Compound Interest

depot,
deg. below,

matured
June 10, July 15
Aug. 15 and October 15, and December 15,1867,
Bonds el Texas in-

weeks past.

6,900,390.00

9,952,810.00

258,000.00

257,000.00

demnity.
Treasury Notes,

acts July 17,1861,
and prior thereto
Bonds April 15, ’42
Treasury Notes of
March 3. 1863....

162,311.64

Total.

162,811.64

6,000.00

Temporary loan...
Certificates of Indebtedness.

54,061.64

716,192.00
2,474,625.53

2.674,815.55

30,000.00

31,000.00

716,192.00

$12,288,169.19

DEBT BEARING

$15,871,040.83

NO INTEREST.

U. S. Notes.$356,159,127.00
FractionTcurrency
32,246,438.61

$356,159,127.00
31,597,583.85

Gold Certificates of

29,619,280.00

20,104,580.00

Total. $416,024,845.51

$407,861,290.85

Total debt.... $2,651,384,686.50

$2,642,320,253.48

Deposits.

AMOUNT IN THE

In Coin.
In

TREASURY.

$98,491,162.70
25,578,150.61

$108,430,253.67
25,770,349.71

Total.$124,069,313.31

$ 1M,200,603.38

Currency.

Amount ot Debt
less Cash in the

Treasury.$2,527,315,373.19
The

$2,508,125,650.10

a correct statement of the Public
appears from the books and Treasurer’s returns in the Department, on the lirst of February,

Debt,

loregoing is

as

Hugh McCulloch,
Secretary of the Treasury

The large increase of the public debt statement of
this month over the last is accounted for by the very
heavy payment of the semi-annual Interest due on
the first of January last on the 5-20 bonds and the
bonds of 1881, amounting to $25,000,000, and the falling off in the receipts from Customs and Internal
Revenue during the month.
The warrants issued by the Treasury Department
during the mouth of January last, to meet the requirements of the Government, amounted, in round
numbers, to the following sums, viz:
Civil, miscellaneous aud foreign Intercourse

pub ic debt.
War.

Interest

on

the

Navy.
Interior, Pensions and Indian.

$4,087,100.00

29,818,200.00
5,397,400.1*0

2,331,400.00
5G5,780.00

Total. $4f,799,800 00
The warrants issued for the redemption of the
public debt are not included in the above.

Foreign Export* at Portland.
The total value oi foreign exports from this port
the past week amounts to $87,780.23. Included in
the shipments were 9,238 box shook*; 5,406 shook*
and beads; 117,720 hoops; 3,383 bbls. flour; 85 do rye
flour; 182 <io corn meal; 300 bbls. oat meal; 105 bolts
duck; 200 bags oat meal; 4 do oysters; 15 bbls. seed;
668 do feed; 8 cases smoked meat; 25 tub lard; 40
bbls. potatoes; 3 pkgs. meats; 1 keg milk; 1 box
butter.

The very inportant and extensive improvroentt*
which nave recently been made in this popular hotel, the largest in New England, enables the proprietors to offer to Tourists, Families, and the Traveling Public, accommodations and conveniences superior to any other Hotel in the city. During the past
summer additions have been made ot
numerous
suites ol apartments, with bathing rroms, water
closets, Ac., attached; one otTol!*’ magnificent pass?nger elevators, the best ever constructed, conveys
guests to the npper story of the house in one minute;
the entries have been newly and richly caineted.
and the entire house thoroughly replenished and
refurnished, making it,in alii ts appointments, equal
to any hotel in the country.
Telegraph Office, Billiard Halls and Cafe on the
first floor.
LEWIS RICE & SON, Proprietors.
Feb. 1,1808.
ib4-cod3m sy
THE

Breech

Boston Boot and Nhoe ITIarkct.
Boston, Feb. 6.
The wholesale Boot and Shoe trade tor the past
week has been moderate In extent, but shows an improved demand on the previous weeks of the past
mouth. As compared with some previous years, the
season’s trado is backward, and buyers arc teeling
their
way cautiously. With the present prospect in
the Leather market, the prices of Boots and Shoes
are quite low, and a firmer feeling In rale3 for Spring
good* seems to be ga nln£ ground daily in this market. For the most desirable goods, which are in
short supply, prices have been advanced somewhat
since the first of January; this with a strong Leather market, for the most part, has a tendency to sustain prices ot all kinds o; Boots and Shoes, and
creates quite a difference in the views of buyers ami
holders ai the present moment, as we have heretofore
remarked. Tuis season’s goods, when taken e
»rly,
will no doubt reap an advantage of from 6 @ 8 per
cent, over late orders. The snipments of goods for
tbolast month have been 25,117 cases; during the
same month last year It was 27,118 cases.
During
the last week 8 563 cases have been shipped against
10,121 for the same week last year.—(From tho Shoe
and Leather Reporter.

__

NEW

SPECIAL.

Loading

Steel Cartridge Shells. Sold at
G. L. BAILEY,
turersprices.

'^i24eodtf3K

45

Bristol Line.

Freight Agent.

H AI IfQ

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

greatly durin g the
Sunday morning auother

HAIR

jSmgwm*

manuiac-

Exchange St

“MESSRS. REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston:—
Gentlemen: We,the undersigned Wnolesale hruahaving for manv years sold your Vegetable
»u Ini* nary
Balsam, are happy to bear testimony to its great efficacy in all Pulmonary ComWe know of no medicine which has deservedy sustained so high a reputation for so long a term
01 years.’*
[Signed by the oldest and largest houses
in the country.] Get the genuine.
Jan 27. eod-SVlm

filaints

try
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WELLCOME’S

Great German Cough Remedy!
It It acknowledged to

be the best in the market.

Price 33 tli. uud $1 per Betile.

£1

For

and

Dyspepsia

Indigestion

USB WELLOOME’S

Recommended highly.

PREPARED ONLY

D J.

Jr.,

L

YARMOUTH, ME.
January 14.

d&wznmn

An Essay for Young Men on the crime ot solitude,
and the Diseases and Abuses which create impedimarriage, with sure means of rel el. Sent
in sealed envelopes, free of charge. Address, Dr. J.
SK1LT.1X
Howard
Association,
BN d&\v3m
Philadelphia, Pa.
ments to

HOUGHTON,

ITCH!!

ITCH! ! !

SCRATCH ! SCRATCH t
in from 10 to 18 hoars.
Wheaton’s Ointment cores 1 he Itch.
» beatan’s Ointment
cores
Malt Rhentn.
Wheaton’* Ointment cures Tetter.
Whentan’s Ointment cures Barber* Itrh
Wheaton’*Ointment cores Every hind
of Hamtr like Magic.
Price. BO cents* box; by mail, 60 cents. Address
WEEKS * POTTER, No. 170 Washington Street,
Boston, Mess. For sale by all Druggists.
SCRATCH !

September

Restore Gray Hair to its
Original Color,
a new

growth where it lias fallen ofl from

disease

or

natural

DODD’S

2;hrn?rt^L*

Dra5ix!m

SJ“B

]IAII<B'EI.DEHBERRY
nov

This Medicine is a NERVE
waste or vitality, braces the

regulates the system.
Loss of

Energy,

Loss of

TONIC.

Nerves,

It slops the
and quietly

Sleeplessness, Irritability,

Appetite, Dyspepsia,

Con-

stipation, local Weakness, and a general tailing ol
the mental and bodily Inactions, are tbe common Indications ol Nervous Disease.
Dodd's Nervine and
Invlgorator is a complete specific lor all troubles.—
it is also the best, s* it Is also the most agreeable,

Remedy tor Female Complaints
ever offered to the public.
Prostration of Strength.
Hysteria—retained, excessive, irregular and palnfiii
to
Its
menses—yield
magic power.
TO MOTIIER8.

Mothersl we also commend the NERVINE tor use
in the diseases which affiict children while Teething,
as certain to afford quick and grateful relief.
The
stupefying Syrups, of which Opium Is the principal
ingredient, are dangerous to life. Impair the functions of the stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of yonr offspring. To
cure Wind Colic, regulate the bowels
sotten the
gums, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will alwavs
be tound safe and efficient.

Don’t Use Anything Else!
Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
Price One Dollar per bottle.
H. B. STOKER & CO., Proprietors,
No. 75 Fulton Street, New York.
October 15, 1867. W&Sly

Jackson’s
AND
A

wink.

27 BN (l&wtt

Reduced Untra.
Tlio Steamship Hibernian, Cap*. Iirown, will leave
this port for Liverpool, on SATURDAY, bob. *5 h,
immedi.vely alter the rrlvalof he tram ot tao jt«.
vious day from Montreal, to Imj follow cd by the 2»o«
va Scotian. Capt. Aird, on the2d February.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cibin lae*
to
£70 to 480.
cording
accommodation)
$23.
Steerage.
Payable in Gold or it* equivalent.
®3T*For Freight or passage ipplv to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 3 Iudi*E<.
Portland, Fob. 10. dtf

_MARRIEIdT
Rockland, Jan. 31, Benj. S. Colson

In

Lucy

Snuff!

Catarrh

TROCHE

POWDEHi

DELIGHTFUL and PLEASANT REMEDY

in

Catarrh, Headache,
uem. Asthma, Hroacfaitis, Cough*,
Deafness, Ac,,
And all disorders resulting from Colds in
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
Dad

Breath. Ilourse-

Remedy does not Dry Cp,” a Catarrh but
I.OOSBNS it; trees the head ol all offensive
matter quickly removing Bad Breath and H eadache;
allays and soothes and burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild and agreeable iu its effects
that it positively
CUBES WITHOUT SEEEZrSG!
As t Trsrhc Pswier, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
givcs~to the Throat and vocal organs a
This

Delicious Sensation of Coolness gad
Comfort.
Is the Best Voice Tonic la tho world!
Try it! Safe, Reliable and only 39 cents.
Sold by Druggists, or msiled free, address
COOPER, WILSON A CO.,

Life Insurance
OF

OFFERS
theflrpt.

Local Agotta Wanted

principal towns in Cumberland, York, Saga
dahoc, Kennebec, Lincoln and southern partot An*

droMCorgin. Apply

for

February

A. A. GOULD
pnrehascd »UI interest in S;cro No. til
Federal Street, tellies lrom our finn i. rails
date.
C. !■’. MOULTON,

HAVING

A. A.
A. L.

Copartnership Notice

Liverpool

or a

Require, immediate attention,

style 01 C. F Moulton & o
C. F. MOULX N,
A. L. MILLET!.
February 10-d3t

Prime Sierra Morena Molasses.
fin HOGSHEADS SIERIIA MORENA KC«
UlJ LASSE j, tor sale by
GEO. S. HUNT,

ed.

be check-

allowed to continue,

II

IrrilntioM .f the
Threat Blmw
Ts often

a
or

Permanent

C*nupli.B,

the result.

Brown’s Bronchial Troches

Having

a

direct influence to the parts, giving Imme-

reliet.
Fur Br«oehiii«, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive and Throat Diwawa,
Troches are used vnth always good success.

diate

SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them
to clear and strengthen the voice.
Obtain only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” and do
not take any ot- the Worthless Imitations that may
be offered. Sold Everywhere.
nol3d&w3msx

The Confessions and Experience oi
an Invalid.
For the benefit, and as a CAUTION
TO YOUNG MEN and others, who sutler from
Nervous Debility, Pr mat are Decay ot Manhood,
die., supplying The Means ot Self-Cure. Written by
one who cured hiruself, and sent tree on
receiving a
directed* envelope. Address NATHANEL MAYFAIR, Brooklyn, N. Y. Also
rost-paid
iree, by the
same publisher, a circular of DAISY
SWAIN, the
w*r

PUBLISHED

great Poem of the
dc31-d&w3m-SN

THE ATTB2TIION OF

Our Druggists Arrested
the thet that

Davis’ Celebrated Catarrh Remedy
Is for sale In this
The
city.

andacity

of the proprietor Is unequalled to assert that Catarrh can be
cured. But we are silent alter reading
car-rally the
testimonials lound on bla circular; thev are from
men ol high
respectability, who hare tested this
remedy tbr Catarrhal 1 omplaintt, and pronounce It

tuccettful ■‘Ihmedy."
W. F. PHII.LIPM * CO.,
Donnell’s Block, Middle Street, Wholesale Agen’s.
A. C. TAPLEY, Propiletor,
No. 17 Andover Street, Lawrence, Mass.
4.
d2wsn*
February
a

Batchelbr'g Hair Dye.

This splendid Hair Dye Is I he beet In the world,
only true and perteet Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects nt Bad Dves Inrieoratea and leaves the hair soft and beautiftil black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers: and
properly applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory 16 Bond
street, New York.
JanHandly
rile

Instantaneous.

Catarrh Can be Cured l
relieved, and in feet every disease
of the nose and head permanently cured
by the
ot the well-known remedy,

HEADACHE
use

Raeder’s German Snuff!
Try it, for It cost, but 25c. For sale by all drug-

gists; or send 35c to O. P. SEYMOUR & CO.. Bo«not, and receive a box by relnrn nail.
septdtms

Why Suffer from Sores?
When, by the

ARNICA OINTMENT
has relieved thousand,
from Burnt, Scalds, Chapped Hands, Sprains, Out*,
and
Wounds,
erery Complaint of the Slcin. Try It,
as it costs but 25 cents.
Be sure to ask tor
you

can

be

use

ot the

easily cured. It

Hale’s Arnica Ointment,
For sale by all druggists, or send your address and
3« cents to O. P. SEYMOUR & CO., Boston,
Mass.,
and receive a box by return mail. W. F. Phillips &
Co., agents for Maine.
aprilL'Olysn
F isheries- —Twine s.
SALE to the trade by the Bale, 100 Bales
FIR
Superfine Cotton Twine, for Herring. Pohagen

Mackerel—fine net.; them* twines grado above
the ordinary quality.
AM. Net A TWINE CO., 43 Commercial St..
Ja29dlaw3m SN
BOSTON.

Moth, Freckles, and Tan.

Tho only reliable remedy for those brown discoloron the face called Moth
Patches,Freckles, and
18 Perry s Moth and
Freckle Lotion,
Prenared only
Dr. B.C. Pfrry, Dermatologist.
by
49 Bond street. New Yark. Sold
by all Druggists in
Portland, and elsewhere. Beware of imitatattnn.
November 16. M W&S3m
ations

No. Ill Commercial St.'oet.

febl0d2w

DESTINATION

New York..New York. .Liverpool— Feb 10
Henry Chauncey.. .New York. .Aspinwall-Feb 11

INTERESTING

Allemannla.New York.. Hamburg-Keb 11

Hecla.New York.. Liverpool.... Fob 12
Nebraska.New York. .Liv« rpoot.Feb 12
Hibena.New York.. Liverpool.Keb 12
Hibernian.Portland. .Liverpool.Feb 12
Arago.New Y ora.. Aspinwall.Feb 15
South America ....New York. .I»io Janeiro... Feb 15
Nova Scotian..... .Portland_Liverpool.Feb 22
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 29

Newly

r'lHfB.r.co

Married folks

House-Keepers Generally,

Miniature Almanac.February lO.
•JUI1 tlfKS.«-Ut

ai

T A K E

Hi«h water. 1.03 PM

MARINE NEWS.

NOTICE.

Nice Worsted Damask

25

»Vf J*.

Saturday, February 8.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick. Winchester, St John.
Brig Mary E Thompson, Warren, Boston, to load
lor Cuba.
Sob Grapeshot, Ward well, Portsmouth.

50 Nice

GivjEjy

100

—

teous.
Bng Caroline E Kelley, D Young, Cardenas—
E G Hleht.
Sch Hannie Westbrook, S H Mariner, Martinique—
Phinney A Jackson.

Mahogany Frame L, Glasses
TO BE

CfIVE.V.fWVlF,

February 9.

ARRIVED.
Sch Shawmut, Ricker, Boston.

%r We have gal CTrry ni.mrablc lUa,
la tbe Hou«f.l urni«hloj Lino, nud will
acll anything in our large .lack at tlio v«ry
Lawral t'asli Price. In v.dditiou to the abort,

Westminster, Tripp, from Akyab tor Falmouth, E. was spoken July 8, lat 34 S, ion 24 E, and
has not since been heard of. Tho W registered l'Jt-6
tons, was built at Kennebunk in 18<U, and hailed
from London. She is owned in Maine and insured
in New York and Boston offices.
Shin

will say
costumer buying Sl(D worth,
tented with a Nice l>uuia-k Lounge.
we

Every

DOMESTIC PORTS*
SAN FRANCISCO— Ar 6th Inst, ship Garibaldi,
Atwood, New York.
Sid 16th ult, brig Deacon. Reed, fbr Port Madison;
I7tb, ship Alice Minott. Lowell. Liverpool.
Cld 6th inst, ship John Tucker, Hullctt, lor New

cuttomer buvtng ?50 worth will be iireseated with a nice Ticking Taattres-.

Every

asy. yoiTK cno,

ron

Kit

tak

use.

cers

srdson, 37*A Congress St., J. L. ltcston, 3d anu 17
Market St., and by
D. B. BICK F.B. & CO
Feb. 8.

General Agttau lor flu#las.

dim

T 11 O S li

>I5AV CJLJP&
AT

*

—-

HARRIS’.
JCST THE THING

ludianola.

February

FOE

THIS

CTEaTEPflt

dlwis

8.

*

.WILLOW PARn

Female

Collegiate Institute,

WESTBORO,’

MAS?.
J. II. IIEKO, Proprietor.
FaoF- ALBERT B. WATKINS, A. M.
Principsl.
Mrs. A. B. Watkins A ssistant
Prlncl, «,j. rh. staid
Exorcise a prominent feature. Fiist t «tm
has in e*.
HR*

<er

,s"rlnAddress
ter oil mlnr rs short.
DR. J. U. B.LRO.

Marcii 0.
Ieb8d3w

in

cowmen,

s#

Evening Ntar of 19lh in-it, say.:
Kkpboduction.—In copying the nh-atidcd arU.
cle Itom the Argus, wo mil'll roitcrat.t tho
statement
made by
cellettce

the other dav, co:nmen..atot' 0f bo e»
Mr. P.’s co.l
lhe coal h
heh*
parlicttlarly referred to we have nr a8 yct crd
the pie sure of trying, but when the sd itoital cal it
made (as ma le t must be), we are n
ou;v Dr.
posed but decidedly Inclined to carr { out tho sui«
gested suggestions of our contiguous
us
ot

Jtcm

more

j

neighbors:

\Ve reproduce from tho column* of tho Press lb*
following, so much lo ihe point, t nil th* wrlioi’i
conviction coinciding wit1- our ovr „
cmelndont U
such a degree that any comment ai .ditional or edit*,
rial seems unnecessary:
Chb*p Coal.—That eight doJU r coal of
Poor’s Is
capital article, either tor stove f ,r open era o
XT.
have tried it in both, and tlud It to be
excellent
1b
the open grate it bun s ilnely, a’ad
throws
U *
opinion, and those who have nfr will scree wlih ni
alter
have tried It.
Mr. Poor koepa all the varieties of coal, and can so It th o wish,, of
customers.
In referring to the abeve, it it

a

entirese

«"twtth£rJ«3

XtZhar

they

FOREIGN PORT**.
Shi tm leghorn Dec 24, ship Glad Tidings, Thomp-

hardly

necc.nry for use to add a word,
only to
mention, that the ‘‘more particularly rt>
ferred to coal » i a it. extensive

son, New York.
In port 20th ult, ship Kentuckian, Knowles, for
Boston 2days;
Devonshire, Drinkwatev. lor
Philadelphia; sch Monti na, Packer, for New York.
Barque Geo 'Treat, Ginn, and brig Jossie, Pettigrew,
to arrive, are chartered to load tor Boston.
At Fayal 9th ult. barque Witch, Hopkins, from
Bangor, repg. lor Messina 7 days.
Ar at Liverpool 4th hist, ship F A Palmer. Baroa-

barque

sale, so
co-snpcl duplication.
Ao
fully appreciated by
many and doubt Ic*. large number,
will
yet gladly make It.
acquaintance, tbu.
.elicited.
much so,

above

bv. Mobile.

Ar at it mida* t Zzu uit, brigs A boy W atson, Allen,
St J. go: J W Spencer, Spencer, St Thomas.
Ar at Chntuegos 20th, barque Alexandria, Snow.
Isaac Carver, shute, Portland; GlenBoston;
dale, Me In tire* As; Inwall; Five brothers, Thnrlow,
St Thomas; Mercedes, Kohl, New York; 22d. bark
Stampede, Jewett, do; 23d, Loch Lamar, Clifford,
Montevideo; bil* Callao. Bucknam. Machias; 24th,
schs Four Si9ters. sheerer, Aspinwall; Starlight,

to

a.

iuiiuinted,

JOS- "• POOK-

200 Coml.
January 30. e*lt(

brigs

i 120,000

Robinson, Barbaioes; 26th. barque Cephas Starrett,
Babbage, Pensacola; brigs M G Moseley, Brown,
Jacksonville; Essex, Baker, New York; sch Edw
Kidder. Philips.Mobile; 21th, barque Pleiades, Williams, Aspinwall.
Sid 2Grh, barnue Sam Sheppard. Evans, Philadelphia; brigNaiu. Richardson, New York; sell Gen
Connor, Connor, Boston.
Ar at Caibarien 8th ulr, brig Moonlight, Gilbert.
Boston; 14th, sch Kenduskeag. Wyatt, do; mb,
C F Young. Richardson, from New Yorki 2uth, brig
Mariposa. Nark, do
Ar at Havana 2bth ult, brig Martha, Peterson, fin
St John, NB.
In port 31st. barque Anna Walsh, Drinkwnter, ior
New Orleans, ldg; btigs Charlotte, Slupell, and Golden Lead, Jones, ter New Y’ork; schs J W Fish,
Wylie, ior Delaware Breakwater; Ringdove, Wooster, lor New Orleans; and others.
Sid 1'ui Matanzas 26th uit brig Riverside, Curt s,
for Portland; 38th, sch John L Tracey, Tracey, for
Holmes’ Hole.
In port 31st. barque Mary C Fox. Ross, for Portland; brigs H B Emery, Small, lor Boston: Bon i to,
Edge It, ior Portland; A II Curtis. Merriman, lor
New York; AnnaM Knight, Knight, lot Delaware
Breakwater; schs R E Pecker, Reed, lor do; Windward. Ellis, tor New York ; Emma L Porter, Sparks

Town of
In Sams of

Dexter

!

Scrip

8100,

8*00 and 8500 !
IB.
■erot payable lu
Dealer, Po: (laud
or Boston.

a

These bonds are amply secured, and are oflerad
price which makes them a veiy tksuable
For sale by
n. w.

-.

l£w«

ment.

pavsox,
_32 Exchange Street
R EMO V A

lT

IF.

F. FHILL1FS <£■

CO.,

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,
Have raorecl into their

New Store in Donnell*s Block

Hatter a**; and recent arrivals.

On

Sid fin Cardenas 21th ult, bri„s Marion, (Br) Dick.
North of Hatteras; H S Emery, Fitts, do.
In port 30th, barques Commerce. Robinson, ding;
Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, lor New York, ldg; Jessie Mildred. Herriman,
disg; Andes, Merriman, do;
brigs Mechanic, Dyer, ior Portland: Geo W Chase,
Bacon; Eudorus, Haskell, and Julia Carney, Carney, ior North of Hatteras; A M Roberts, Doak. tor
N.;w Orleans: Alice Starrett, Hooper, lor New York
ldg; J Bickmorc, Graffam; Liberty, Devereux, and
J Pol'cdo, Plummer, tor Portland; sobs Ocean Traveller. Adams, for New York; M W Hupper, llupper
for Pottland; Chattanooga, Black, difig; and recent

OPPOSITE

Middle Street,
WOODMAN,

TRUE & CO*B.

Feb 5-d3w

Portland & Kennebec

Railroad

Co.

ANNUAL MEETING of tho Stock holla*, of
THE
•ne Portland <fc Kennel.,-c lUUiosil

ou"
Monday,

Islands 10th ult, brig Manzonl, Cook,

Boston.
Cld at St John, NB, 4fh Inst, sebs Golden Dream.
Bogart, Cardenas; Trojan. Reed, do.

iD th*

Dirrctor,‘ no°™ ft t'e

rtrllmi

the IO,h Day of
February
n* J t-J o'clock
P. if

a.-rn
^

,

for the folkmtag
purposes,
lo cQoos' a t hairmau namely:
and Stcr far?.
To near tbe Reports of tho Directors
and
and act th>ruon.

SPOKEN
Pec 18, lat 9 49 S, Ion 22 11 W, ship Eagle, from
Cardiff lot Callao.

y^^-To
4—To

Tr*a*>
cbooae a Board of Dkactors for the
ensuiof
transact

ly be acted

HEWADVERTMEMEimT

such other business

n'ge's’

J. S.
ltW8.

CUSHING,

la
•cnheil

j^-OTICF.

rxot/or.
^

Score ary

Jtis3idi4

ttoodsT

Seizure of

*1,00 per One Hundred.
*SJ.OO per One Hundred.

as may

on.

Au&usta, Jan. 29th,

CHEAPER THAN APPLES!

hereby given that the following da.
were fwizoU at

il
thUt r„,rt on th«
Jto.xls
♦lays hereinafter mentioned lor violation'of th, n™

enue

Laws:

Nov. 1', 1867. at appraisers Rooms
l >
Bran,It; Nov. 12. 1867, on Fore St. i c',a
Nov. 23, 1867, on beard Steamer
Culoiu, 6
Brandy; Dec. 2, 1M»7, on board Steamer nL •
bottle* Whisky; Dec. 3, 1J-67, m tu
Bbl. Molasses: Jan. 10.18GS. nn iELZYW2&J

For sale at

rln*

?0?lei

LI.BN*4 FRCIT STOKE,
Exchange

st.

Sea Foam Yeast Cakes.
sale by most of tht Gr*«
THE Bestin inthis City,For
and wholes Hie bv S B. hidx-

Neptune, Peabody,

No. 11

EATON,

Exchange

Bread! Bread!!

Cld 6th, barque Zingarella, Bates, Belize; brig
Alvarado, Barrett, Cienfbegos.
Sid. ship St James; barque Morning Star.
Ar 7th, ship Samuel Russell, Luce, Foo-chow; sebs
Sarah H Merrill, Benson, Martinique; Veto, Davis,

A

every

N. B. Cash jmid for Second Hand F’.irnilnre.Carpets. Stoves. Are.
decjlcodlf

Providence.

feblOdlw

be present-

article shall be to'd as
bebougat elsewhere of same quality.

130

SAVANNAH—Ar 31st, barque Ukraine, Melehcr,
Antwerp.
Cld 6th, ship Abbv Ryerson, Dennis, Liverpool.
CHARLESTON—Ar 2d, sch D Talbot, Packard,
Camden.
Cld blh, brig J A Devereux, Clark, Boston.
Sid 2d, brig Tangent. Rich, for St Jago; sch May
Mnnroe, Munroe, tor Cuba.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Cld 29.h, brig Black Swan.
Podger, Barbadoes.
PHILADELPHIA—At Delaware Breakwater 5tb,
schs Carrie Melvin, Watts, irom Matanzas tor Philadelphia; Kate Wentworth, Adams, irom Baltimore

o It A

wnrlh will

HOOPER &

Hammond. Liverpool.
MOBILE—Cld 1st, ships W A Campbell, Curling,
and Sandusky, Noiton, Liverpool; sch Maty Fletcher, Pendleton. IVnsatoIa.
APALACHICOLA—In port 29th ult, barque Volant, Castner. Ide; brig Mary E Comery, Coruery.do,
destination not given.

arrivals.
Ar at Turks

buying S2S

Mahogany Frame Looking Ginas.

a

n°bumi>ug;
ns can

LOW

Kerning, Daniels, New Orleans.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 31st, ship Westmoreland,

oi

customer

ed with

Burgess,

tor North

will be prp

Every

York.
GALVESTON—Ar 27th ult, sch Harriet Newell,
Gould, New York.
cld 28th, brig Monticello. Murry. Pensacola; sch
New Orleans.
John H French,
Cld 29th, brig Gambia, Perry, Boston; sch Fanny

NEW YORK—Ar 6th, ship
Cardiff.

Ticking Mattresses,
TO BE

CLEARED.
Steamship Austrian, (Brj Alton, Liverpool— H <&A
Allan.
Steamer Chase, Colby, Halifax, NS
John Por-

HnnXj,

Lounges

TO BE

Sore Throat

and should

/

under the

573 rolls

—

Cityol

lor

OOUbi’,
MILLElT.

We, the uudcrsiened shall continue the Bool and
Shoe Business at th- old atind, No 320 Con;, ja St,

Itch & Salt Rheum Ointment.

Cough, a Cold

cud&n

MB.

leather, 276 bales cotton, MS boxes bacon. 50 tea lard,
cases cough drops. 2 cases preserved fruit, lease
concentrated dye, 2414 hags wreat. 20*) bags pen*,
158 bags clover seed. 700 bids flour, 110 bbls flax seed
250 bbls extract hemlock, 69 bbls potashes, 23*7 boxes
cheese, 174 boxes bacon, 170 pkgs lard, 24 bids pork,
3 tea tongues 6 bbls 3 cases iurs, 16 ex pkgs.

Sun sets.6.25

10.

Dissolution of Copartnership

EXPORTS.

FBOM

to

R. H. CUBTI4,
above Count cs, No. 5 L’e.rlnj
General Agent
Block, Cong- css Street, Portland.

In this city, 9tli in*t., Miss Fannie E., daughter ot
H. and Susan It. Richardson, aged 23 years.
|Funeral services Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
troiu No. 19 Waterville street.
In Westbrook 19th Inst., Mrs Maria Tliomes, aged
72 years.
In Winslow, Feb. 8. Mrs. Cynthia B. Drummond,
wile oi Clark Drummond. Esq., aged 69 years.
In Harpawell, Jan. 29, Mrs.DvlraA.il. Merriman, aged 28 year*.
In Lewiston, Feb. 4, Mrs. Betsy, widow of David
Lincoln, aged 93 years.
In Augusta, Feb. 2, Jason H. Moore, aged 21 years
11 months.
In Rockland. Feb. 3, Mr. Samuel B. own, aged 62
years—formerly of Vinalliaren.
jJUI.J-1 -JL-

KAMI

Liberal Term*!

on

for th?

_DIED.

tor

•

advantage® unsurpassed by any Cam*
paiiy in existenee, giving to ilio asstireu e\e y
advantage consistent with perlect s»i*.ty.
DirU
a^mls made and available to the assured yearly trout

J. Walker.

Austrian,

Company,

NEW YORK.

AMHK.T9,.$1,GOO,000

Cld 7th, ships Am Eagle. Moore, Liverpool; RanProprietors, Philadelphia.
W. W. Whipple A Co, Portland, General Agents.
goon, Thomas, do; brig Maria White. Bryant, lor
Wholesale Ages, Geo. C. Goodwin A Co; Rust Bros
Rosario; Emma Dean, Atkinson, Curacoa; schs TV
H Thorndike, Hall, Kingston, Ja; H M Waite, McA Bird, Boston; J. W. Perkins A Co, W. F. Phillips
ltea, Providence.
A<Jb, H. H. Hay, Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 6th. sebs Alligator, Robbins,
Nor Il-sNeodtwtim
| Calais; Addle Fuller, Anderson, Portland; Ranger,
Cleaves, do.
Turner’* Tic Douloureux, or (Juiversal
Ckt 6th, sob Delmont, Gales, Arroyo.
Neuralgia PHI, Is a sale, certain and speeay
NEW LONDON—Ar 6th, sch Palma, Brewster,
cure for Neuralgia and all Nervous Diseases.
The
lor New York.
Providence
severest cases are completely and permanently cured
NEWPORT—Retained 6th. schs Georgle Deering,
In a very short time. Neuralgia In the fhce or bead
Portland
for Philadelphia ; A C Austin,
Willard,
is utterly banished in a few hours. No form of nervFountain, Wood's Hole lor Baltimore.
ous disease withstands its magic Influence.
It has
in
schs
port
6th,
Lady
the
.Woodbury, Portunqualified approval of many eminent physi- land for Philadelphia; Woodbury
Gen Grant, Orchaid, do for
cians. It contains nothing injurious to the most delL
J
Belfast
for do; EfBaltimore;
Warren,
Hatch,
icate system. Sold everywhere.
Sent on receipt ot
fort. Nickerson, Providence for Elizabeth port.
$1 ana two postage stamps. TURNER & CO., 120
BOSTON—Ar
Jennie
Cushman.
7th,
brig
Pond,
Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., proprietois.
Muscat via Gloucester, where she wan asboie.
For sale by w. F. Phillips & Co., Portland, Me.
East
Cld
7th,
indies.
Borneo,
ship
Smith,
July 18. eod&wlysn
Sid, barque R A Alien; sch Artie Garwood.
Ar 8th. ship Alaska, (new, of Boston, UI5 tons,)
Dr. A. BAILEY’S
W P Stoae. Kennebunk, in tow; brig Wm Mason,
Small, St Vincent via Portland
Below, brig Alton, ashore on Deer Island.
Cld 8th, barque R B Walker, Lawson, Kingston;
schs Galena, Hall, Turks Islands; Oregon, Foun▲ SURE CURB FOR
tain, Rockland.
ITCH. SALT RHEUM. OLD SORES, CHILDSid, ship Borneo; barque Howland.
HOLMES' HOLE—Ar 7th, brig Jesse Khynas,
BLANKS, ULCERS, ITCHING PILES,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin, qf whatTucker, Surinam for Boston.
ever nature.
PROV1NCETOWN—in port 7th inst, brig Arthur
Eggleso. Beattie, trom Africa lor Boston.
Dr. A. BAYr.EY, Proprietor, Philadelphia.
GLOUCESTER—Ar recently, sch Glendale, (new,
Price 35 cents.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
106 tons,) Jos W Collins, irom Bangor, where she
nov28eodtffeN
General Agents.
was built; sch Abbie Dodge, inew, 100 ton9) Capt G
A Johnson, irom Bath
Both owned at Gloucester
and intended for the fisb’ng business.

A

MUTUAL

HOME
Lucv
3 A

and

Drinkwater.
In Camden, Jau. 3ft, Fred Lewis and Georgia 8
Eaton.
In Alt Vernon, Fob. 3, John R. Rundlctie and Mary E. Brown.
In Washington, Jan. 31, Willis Mitchell, of W.,
and Ella A. Day, of Union.
In Windsor, Fob. t, David H. FuIdler and Tauliue J. Erskino, both of Wbitefleld.
In Xorridgewock, Maj. Arnaziah Satvtelle and Airs

NERVINE

AND IN VIGOR ATOR !

decay.

It will prevent the Hair from
falling out.
All who use It are unanimous in
awarding It the
praiseof be ngthe best Hair Dressing extant
Our Treatise on the Hair sent tree
by mail.
MANUFAOTCRED ONLY BY
& COf Naahua N- H., Proprietors,
February 3.
eod&weowlmsN

Tothi-m^hty

Paawngcn Bookcil to CiOinlouJcitj and
I.iverpool. Return TlchctM granted at

PORT OP PORTLAND.

and

and create

pulmonary
juice

eod&wly

26.

MAIL.

DEPARTU KS OF OCEAN STKAMKKS.

Marriage and Celibacy.

ITCHI

CARRYING Till: CANADIAN
AND UM'I KDSTATES

3

BY

BUXTON,

Montreal Ocean ?»teamshipCo

Wine.

Berry

We take pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be found lor sale
by all cltv
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
A« a Medicine Mains’ Wine is
invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
complaints,manufactured from the pure
of the berry, and unadulterated
by any impure
ingredient, we enn heartily recommended It to the
sick as medicine.
“To the .lav, 0t the
a*»d Itaddeth length,
1. adilctli ,tre.,Kth"
Bkk' “ Joy tor the well—
and
Druggists
Grocers buy and sell

Per steamer

Sold by the trade
the State.

generally throughout

JTor !

Mains’ Elder

Liver Regulator & Dyspeptic Curer!

MOTICES._

The steamers Bristol anti Providence having been
withdrawn tor a tew weeks, in order to renovate and
refit them, the Bristol Line will run two first-class
fast profilers from Bristol, in connection with Boston and Providence Railroad, exclusively lor Freight.
Shippers are assured their goods vxill be delivered
with promptness anti despatch.
Mark your goods
‘Bristol Bine.”
Ship by Boston and Providence
Railroad. For (ur<her information, stencils and receipts, apply at Company’s Ofiice, No. 3 Old State
House, Boston, corner Washington and State streeta.
The Bristol and Providence will resume their
trips
at an early day.
GEO. SHIV ERICK,
Jan 1, 18 8.
JaTdtt sn

Double Gun,

HEW ADVEBUSEMEMTS.

Come at Last /

AMERICAN

Carries

to

storm set in, but it was
very moderate
and changed to rain in the afternoon, the rain
continuing in the evening.

some

$2,022,950.00

$1,742,650.00

and at

Sport on the Ick.—\Ve learn that there is
movement on foot to have two tracks cleared
A subscription
on Back Cove.
paper, headed
by men who will see the thing put through
will be presented to those interested
early tnis
week. This will render Congress street rather
more safe for pedestrians tliaij it has been for

$328,491,230.00
FOR PAYMENT.

Notes

snow

a

PRESENTED

7-30

1868.

first

a

MATURED

un-

broken column of Republicans, was urged by
each speaker, not only for the good of the city
but also for the good effect it would have

make themselves heard at the polls

Total. $308,708,630.00

Long nought

B«Mon, Bf ««».

tip-toe, and

ones

will be a warrant to the older
rich tTeat is in store for all.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

amkkicax house.

place

DEBT

tain

Items.

Dance.—The fifth assembly of the Westbrook Good Templar Association will take

Municipal Caurt.
JUDGE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.
Saturday.—Frederick H. Reed was charged with
single sale of liquor. The evidence failed to sus-

or

Sheriff’s Sai.e.—There will be a sale of
groceries at F. O. Bailey’s auction room, at 2
o’clock this afternoon, by order of the Sheriff.

the

H T Merrill, Boston
C D Eaton, Keene NH
do
H Gray, Buffalo
F C Pern*,
W W M<Keany,Nebraska
J S Beckett,
do
do
C T Woodbury, Boston
D M Moody,
Miss Moody,
do
Geo Bachelder,
do
do
C P Bosson,
F C Adams,
do
T L Hoitt,
do
KB Smith. Saco
A G Hills,
do
E W Jadis,Peterborough
E O Towle, Somerville
Mrs Beatty,
do
F Lamprey, Boston
Miss Beatty,
do
J White,
W G Arnston, Montreal
J Armstrong. St JohnNBR Campbell, Whilby Ont
G Davis, Saco
H Bexnie, Boston
J Horsfall, St John NB Col H Cousens, Rochester
Mr Wilson & w, do
F Driscoll, Moutreal

J McCulloch,
E Spence,

detaintime

some

during Sunday night.
Steamship Hibernian, Capt. Brown, will sail
from this port for Liverpool next
Saturday.
The steamer due from Liverpool this week is
the Nova Scotian, Capt. Aird.

t

Oranges—Allen.
Life fusuran

was

It was expected she would sail

ed.

Jenkins, Boston
ference. It is also believed that unless the
HD Cummings. EastportL Smith, Ohio
C K Munson, New.York G Tanner, Pittsburg
will
do
this
the
road
cannot
be
bnilt.
|
city
M A Burdick,
do
L Hoffenbach, Germany
it is
Deueveu mat me valuation ot this
J C Ricker, Cornish
K Zotowsky, Poland
A K Davis, Windham
L B Stewartson, Phila
city will be largely increased by such action, A
T B Brewer, Gorham
Morrison, Minnesota
and taxation proportionally lessened. If the
Miss M B Davis, Boston A Sweetser, Yarmouth
T Perkins, Poland
valuation of the city shall be increased only H Damsell, Conn
C F Swasey, Sandltsh
G W Adams, Worcester
two millions (and it will be many times more)
F J Lee Jfc w, England
W T Banks, Mass
do
LB
at the present tax rate the income will exceed
HRSewall,
Ryder, do
G Mackenzie,
PM Brigham, Cambridge
do
the interest upon the city’s stock, should it be
H McKay, Montreal
A B Carter,
do
entirely lost, which is not probable, and an in- Mrs M H Butler, Skowh'nG S Montgomery, K Falls
J B Peakes, Boston
W M Walker, New York
crease of three millions will afford an income
H O Davis<s w, Maine
S N Wilder,
do

accordingly

Supreme Court by Senator Trumbull in sup-

ment

chants.
It is believed that this road can be built and
opened up to Portland within two or three
years from this time, if Portland and the towns
adjacent to the line will build the road to the
State line of Vermont. It is further believed
that this can be done on a stock subscription

Lynch Law and Legitimate Hanging.—
About a week ago, a mob broke into a jail at
Frankfort, Ky., took out and hung a negro
who was charged with an outrago upon the
It has since been
person of a white girl.
rendered certain that it was simply impossible that the crime alleged could have been
committed at the time and place charged. But
this is no worse than several well attested
cases where innocent men have been sentenced to death and executed iu accordance with
law. One of these is of recent occurrence.
Lynch law is of course more likely to result in
catastrophes of this sort on account of the
haste which is characteristic of the practice

reconstruction are
considering whether any further legislation is
necessary to define the relations between the
President, the War Office and the General-in

Chief. They are also considering whether it
is expedient and
proper for the House to take
any action by way of expressing the senti-

There is reason to believe that the completion and opening of this road will ensure to
Portland a weekly line of European steamships, and make the regular importing of goods
meras a distinct business, possible to her

ceedings of the Convention was truly wonderful, cousideriug the diversity of interests and
of opinions represented by the delegates.

anil

auy other

This road will form a link in the chaiu of the

and fourth, concerning which there was no
difference of opinion. On the whole, the harmony which prevailed throughout the pro-

England

at

great northern route across the continent via
the Northern Pacific railroad.

the currency, and amendments were pfBposed
to all the resolutions except the second, third

The motion to dismiss the McCardlc case
lor want of jurisdiction was argued before the

The sub-committee on

here, will be nearer Europe thau
port in the States.

moderate expansion of

“pachyder-

a

its infancy, can reach the Atlantic by no other
possible route so direct and cheap, and when

national bank currency
shall be issued to any new bank in any State
in which the amount of national bauk currency already issued to the banks of such State
shall bear a greater
proportion to three hundred millions of dollars tnau the representative
population of such State shall bear to the representative population of the country; and
Provided, further, that the aggregate amount
of currency issued to the national banks shall
in no case exceed three hundred millions of
dollars until such time as the banks shall have
resumed specie payments.
Resolved, That a system of free national
banking can be safely allowed so soon as bank
notes are payable and paid, on demand, in
coin, and not before.
Resolved, That i t be recommended to the
Congress of the United States to euact a law
authorizing contracts to be made in writing,
which shall be payable in gold or silver coin,
and securing the specific performance of such
contracts.
Resolved, That the Congress of the United
States should by law supersede the usury laws
of the several States, and make seven per cent.
per aunum the uniform rate of interest, when
no contract has been made for
any other rate,
and authorizing contracts to be made in writfor
the
use
of money at any rate of intering
est upon which parties, able and
willing to
contract therefore, may agree.
A resolution offered by Mr. Nazro of Boston iu favor of the continued exemption of
government bonds from taxation was adopted
as an amendment to the above.
Mr. Davis of Toledo offered a resolution opposing the sale of gold paid to the banks as
interest until it had accumulated in their
vaults so as to enable them to pay all their liabilities iu coin, which was also adopted as an
amendment.
Though there was great unanimity on the
final vote, some of the Western members took
no

ground in favor of

1’ortluaid ami

tance from Portland to House's Point about
212 miles; to Ogdensburg 330 miles.
This road will be in its interests and management a Portland road, which can scarcely

ing

Family.___

quarters

Portland & Ogiicanbitrg Bailroad.
To the Editor of the Pres$:
The Portland & Ogdensburg railroad will bo
the most direct line of communication with
the great lakes and the West, with Montreal
and Canada West, possible to Portland. Dis-

The

PRESS.

THE

?e

Street.

?

Something Hew.
BURNER, just patented, equal
the Comet, and coating only one-halt
A
facture it.
KEROSENE

claiming the same are roA,VLp.er8on or Perwus
,uake "*h vlaltn VEh" «SSSf5
from &,?Pe'tr an,>t

to

to manu-

inaccordancc with the Acts or Con*
in such cases made and provided.
ISRAEL WASHBURN. .T?»
CoUr
Portland J an. 31.1868.
dlaw
wor.

County righto for ?ale, and samiles to be seen at
Middle Street.
February 10. d3t*

grc89

176

House Lots.
State Street,

on Congress near
rpWO
X lota
Lewis
on

sale

Feb

by

Emery,

W. H.

and Thomas

and

To Let,

eight

Second story of
THE
new tdock, opposite Woodir
Said**
die

tho low er

streets, lor

STEPHENSON,

10,18C8-tf_At

2d

and Vino street*.
It has 20 windows in it.
trance on Middle st, *»*

National Bank.

To Loan

$4000
febto-dlw*

Jobbing business,

p“-

S;iccar»ppa,

Maine.

I

tr
*»

store In Doncoll®
s, oornor oi Mld-»
ieot bj $2.
w',k* bands.m®
*°** »or
aay
Apply to

an
■4>om

*’*Y

^ \00

Jet In the
W. F. PHILLIPS

city.

Jr

Co.
M8 For, Street.

LATEST NEWS
BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

_—--

Monday Morning, February 10, 1888.

Legislature.

[Special Dispatch by International Line.J
SENATE.

Avgusta, Feb. 8.—House papers disposed of
in concurrence.
Head and assigned for Monday—Bills, to regulate Ashing in Damariscotta river; toabolishthe June term of Commissioners’ Court in
Aroostook county; resolve for distribution of
books to Richmond Library Association.
Passed to bo engrossed—Bills, to authorize
Ezra Lunt to construct a pier at East Hampden, in Penobscot river; to prevent obstruc-

tions at Weskeag Creek, South Thomaston; to
change the name of certain persons; to author
ize Seth E. Mullen to extend a wharf at Camden harbor; to incorporate the
City Mutual
Fire Insurance Company of
Saco; to regulate
the powers of Bangor Mutual Fire Insurance

give additional powers to Union
Insurance Company; act relative to Alfred
Bank; to authorize Bangor Mutual Saviugs
Company;

to

Bank to purchase and bold real estate; to incorporate Maine Pharmaceutical Association;
to authorize Europoan & North American railroad to build sidewalk across the Penobscot:
to regulate Ashing in Bear ponds, Hartford; to
establish a Superior Court in Cumberland

County.
Besolves relative to sureties of B. D. Peck
were, on motion ot Mr. Farley, laid on the

assigned

table and

lor

Tuesday

next.

Passed to be enacted in concurrence—Act to

incorporate Lee Trottiug Park Association.
Finally p as «(^l—Resolve in favor of Elizabeth S. Dolley; resolves
relating to the shipping Interests of Maine.
HOUSE.

Scuate papers disposed of ill concuiTenco, except resolves relating to surities of B. D. Peck
which the Home voted to iusist.

on

Orders passed—On motion of Mr. May, of
Winthrop, that Committee on Legal Reform

inquire into the expediency of amending sect.
XI, chap. 3, Revised Statute?, relating to town
officers; of Mr. Teague, of Lyndon, that the
Committee

Coast and Frontier Defences
military necessity of a railroad
fiom somo point on the European & North
American railroad in Penobscot county to
Fort Fairfield; of Mr. Teague, that the Com-

inquire

on

into the

mittee on Legal Reform inquire into the rights
of settlers on the public lands; also that it inquire into the expediency of the land agents
permitting the cutting of cedars upon townships; of Mr. Walker, of Machias, that the

Clerk

cause

copy of the act

relating to roads
in unincorporated townships to be published
in the Bangor Daily Whig w_ih this order; of
Mr. Stetson, of Exeter, that the Committee on
Agriculture inquire into the expediency of authorizing town officers to take down fences to
provent drifting of snow; of Mr. Tarbox. of
Farmington, that the Committee oa Judiciary
inquire into the expediency of a law to prea

vent the

taxation of real and personal estate
mortgaged and in possession of mortgager to
the extent of the incumbrance.
Read and assigned—Act to make valid cer-

tain doings of town of Sidney; resolve for distribution of books to town of Cornish; resolve
in favor of

Sackabasin, delegate of Penobscot
Indians; resolve for appropriation of $350 to
State Library; act to change the name of Five
Cent Savings Bank, Portland.
Passed to be engrossed—Act to incorporate
Penobscot Marine Insurance Company; act to
incorporate Siloam Masonic Lodge, Fairfield;
act to amend the act incorporating Augusta
Free Bridge Company; act to establish SagaI
dahoc Petroleum Coal and Mining
Company; j
act to incorporate Lincoln county Union Hall
j
Association; act to amend charter of Bates
College; act to separate the Seminary Department from Bates College; act to amend chap.
81, sect. 49, Revised Statutes; act to authorize
payment of pensions for disabled soldiers and
seamen; net to regulate duties of Iload Superintendents and Higway Surveyors; act to incorporate International Saw Sarpening Company; act to incorporate Peejepscot Mining
Company.
Passed to be enacted—Acts, for relief of town
of Woodstock; to amend the act to incorporate Bangor & Piscataquis Slate Company; to
authorize William Frye to build aDd extend a
wharf at Camden harbor; to establish additional term of Commissioners’Court in Piscatto amend sect. 40, chap. 4, Revised Statutes, relating to elections; to author-

aquis county;

ize Bangor to aid the construction of a railroad
in Piscataquis county; to provide for election
of school committee and superintendent in
of Lewiston; to change the name of Great

city

Works Log Driving Company; to amend sect.
14, chap. 77, Revised Statutes; to incorporate
the city of Auburn; acts to authorize the fol-

lowing

severally to build and extend
wharves in tide waters: Samuel Barrett in
men

Rocksport harbor, Joseph R. Bodwell in
lowed, Clark and Jones at Seal harbor,

HalEzra

Halet at Camden harbor.

Finally passed—Resolves in favor of Rhoda
Kendrick, Chas. A. Rowe, Mary Waitt, John
B. Hayes, Lawrence O’Kief and Perry Thornes.

Printed bills read and assigned—Act relating
to roads in unincorporated tracts of land, to
Friday next; act to amend sect. 2, chap. 11,

Revised Statutes, relative

to justice fees, to
relative to bills in equity brought
to redeem mortgages given by railroad corportions, to Monday; act relating to waver of demand and notice by indorsers of promissory
notes and hills of exchange, to Monday; act to
amend chap. 47, Revised Statutes, relating to

Monday;

act

banking corporations, assigned

to Friday; act
to increase the pay of Penobscot County Commissioners; act providing for amendments of
«turn of deceased officers on certain civil pro-

posies; act to repeal an act regulating elections ia organized plantations, assigned to Monday; acts to amend chap. 86, private laws 1866,
relating to Somerset railroad, and to amend
chap. 11, Revised Statutes, concerning frauds
and perjuries, were laid on the table—the first
assigned for Wednesday. Adjourned.

Papers referred—Act relating to landlords
and tenants; to amend chap. 380, laws 1867,incorporating Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railrood Company; act to amend sect. 4, chap. 1,
Revised Statutes, (rules of Constabulary); petitions, in favor of South Thomaston; for incorporation of Drew Plantation; for the widening of the d' aw of the bridge at Gardiner;
for amendment of chap. 22, Revised Statutes,
relating to fences; lor repeal ol chap. 23, Revised Statutes; for incorporation of Boolhbay
Mutual Fire Insurance Company; for incorporation of Third Parish, Bath; ot Bath Maine

Insurance Company.

MISSION.

Washington, Feb. 8.—The Blairs are urging the appointment of David Dudley Field

.ntticr for Minister to
ol 6tate.

England or

for

Secretary

jjjsVv York, Feb. 8.—The editor of the paper
in*whi.: ^ appeared the charge against Judge
Field. re.’u-seil to disclose the name of the author of tho article to the Judiciary Committee,
and he was tallowed further time'to reconsider
his refusal.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

(IIUki:iti\<;

SONS !

A

ENTERTAINMENTS.

AUCTION IALU.

Povtlnm! Theatre.
business MANAGER,
o. C. CHASE.

Horsts, Carriages, Ac., at Auction
Saturday, at 11 o'clock a. m on ne*
market lot, Market street, 1 shall sell Iloise
&v.
Harnesses,
Carriages,
E. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer
Apl29.

..

rltKSlDENtV REPLY TO GRANT.
to Grant will
but it is not
probably be printed on Monday,
the
Cabinet, excertain that any members of
will
sign it. If
and
Browning,
cept Welles
cot printed by Monday, Eldridge will call for
it in the House. Another special says, on the
best authority, that the President’s responso
to Gen. Grant will be banded the latter to-day.
THE

COUNSEL FOR THE GOVERNMENT.

Mr. H. Carpenter has been retained by Mr.
Btanton to represent the Government in cases
where Stanberry declines to appear.
the

TOBACCO TAX.

The Ways
engaged on

and Means Committee are still
the tobacco question.
They are
fully determined to collect the tax on tobacco,
in whatever form, by a stamp duty, though
how they will manage about cigars has not vet
been decided. They have also agreed that tobacco in bond shall not be tiansported except
fov the purpose of exportation, and each box
so transported must have a fifty cent stamp,
thus constituting a sort of export duty.
THE PRESIDENT REASSURED.

A Washington special says the President's
opponents are determined to impeach or suspend him, but ho has numerous assurances
from his own friends and the friends of the
Constitution generally, of the readiness of the
people and of the officers and soldie's of the
army to sustain his assertion of bis

rights.

legitimate

MORE EFFECTS OF
CHAMPAGNE—QUARREL BETWEEN SEWARD AND THE BRITISH MIN13-

iU*.
The Weld lias the following: Mr. Thornton,

the new British Minister, met Mr. Seward at a
private reception last e-ening. It is reported
that either the

ono or the other of these
diplothird party standing
by, made
some casual allusion to the critical relations
between the British Government and that of
the United States, whereupon Mr. Thornton
stroking his whiskers after the true British
stylo,used Mr. Seward's words to this effect: “I
do not desire, to have any trivial conversation
with the Secretary of State in regard to the socalled Alabama claims or any kindred subject.
Whatever remarks I might make upon such
matters I prefer to reduce to writing and submit at the proper time." Mr. Thorntou’s manner while saying this is understood to have
a

...

Monday Evening, Feb’y loth,
A

KIOHT WITH

Every

_

CHARLES DICKENS.

EDMUNn UOLES and MISS
FANNIE STOCZrEB ln I bo leading characters.
EVBNISG, IERBI till 14),
t celebrated
and popular
»t»ry called

tlO\UA\
the author

Slierifl’s Sale.
CrMBF.HI.AXl>,

S».

on sundry writ* and will be sold at
The mission of Gen. Pujol here for the sale
Public Auction, by ui.r.-etit of parties, on MUNof the Sarnana peninsula is very likely to prove
DAi, February lot!, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon,
a failure.
Tt is now ascertained that Baez, the
at the Auction
of K. o. Bailer, 189 Pore
leader ot the diaffected party in St. Domingo,
I Street, Portland, Itooin
and county aforesaid,'the following
has sent an agent to New York who is at presPip (brouebt up by hand)
Eduinnrt Pot..
property, to wit: Sugar, Soap, Tea, ToML* Ea tells (adopted dauabtere,
ent staying there awaiting further developro, Starch. Ogars, Coffee, Salt, Matches, Canned
MinHaranhacu)
5,,i* Fannie
Tomatoes, Peaches, Whortleberries, Ketchup Saucments before coming to Washington to negotiStocqueler.
es, Jar Uerktns, Brooms, Palls, Tubs, Spicos Saler{Supported by the Jitli strength of the company
ate with Secretary Seward for the sale of Sama’us, a variety of Fancy Goods, Ac
BALLET DIVERTLSEMEXT hr Mile <;«jnzalfs
ana. If Baez be surccseful Pnjol'a authority
E. V PERUY, DeputrjSherltf.
*
and LENA WARNER.
for disposing of a portion of St. Domingo will
P. O. BAILEY, AucUoneer.
Canelz,
are
QuerogaaniCarrajat
organizing
To
of course be repudiated and Baez be allowed
•ouoiudc
with
the
near Camargo, in
JaugbabJt ousted y of tbs
Portland, Feb.«, 1968. tebedtd
Tamaulfpas, preparatory to
the opportunity ot striking a bargain for Sama revolution. Their
kagli.niima.x n India.
agents are in Brownsville
ana with
Tom Tap* (a stag*struck tai»or)r Edmund Col«»».
Secretary Seward. Before contem- i purchasing arms and munitions of war.—
plating the purchase Mr. Seward waits to see j Troops have been sent from Matamoras to
Sally Scraggs(wi(h a grand scone from the opera of
who is destined to become ruler of St. DominRobert de Diaule), Fanuie btncqueW.
tight them wherever lound.
Tueadov. Teh Utb, Ctm*. Dickons’ NICHOLAS
RO.
An expedition which started under Felix
LIZZIE COOPER, pronounced to bo
M
M.
KEAN.
K1CKLEB1.
S.
PKATH OF
300 CouKress Street.
Peza to invade Jalapa failed, owing to deserhandsomest womau on tbo American stage, will
the
tions.
S. M. McKean, disbursing clerk in the Treas',>1eM of any kind ol
ar.
shortly app
proi>erir In the City or tlin
the
Secretary’s office, died
The National grand ball will open shortly.
Scalf: op Pbkb*—Pursue ite ,10cents; Hrserved
clnlty, promptly attended to
ury Department,
on the moat Ifcrorata
term,‘Cortina has threatened a revolution if Juan
Scats 73 cents; Gallery 35 cenM.
here this morning, in the 70th year of his age.
October 12. d<
Box Office open Irora 9 o’clock A M. to 1J\ M.
Jose Do La Gorza was not given possession of
FINANCIAL.
Door s open at 6$; to commence ai 7} o’clock.
THE
FOR
THE
the
seat
of
gubernatorial
which
Tainaulipas,
The fractional currency issued from the
February 10. alt
lo LET.
he claims having won in the last election.
printing bureau of the Treasury Department
during tbs week ending to day amounts to
E IT ROPE
THE
To Let.
$582,500. The shipments of fractional currency during the week was as follows: To New
Koom* suitable lor office., in the third
York $100,000; to Boston 3100,000; to the NaGREAT BRITAIN.
of
the
new
Block ca Middle street opnoStory
sit* the First National Bank.
tional Banks and others *181,937; to the UnitVery pleasant and
OK THE
London, Feb. 7.—Later advice have been redesirable location and will be let on reasonable
ed States depository at Pittsburg, I’a., $60,000
ceived from the British army now
operating
terms. Apply to
DAVID KEAZKR,
in one and two dollar notes; total $441,937.—
in Abyssinia for the
purpose of releasing the
No 80 Commercial St.
The U. S. Treasurer hold9 In trust for the NaEnglish captives. The news is very disconrPortland, l eb. 1. lee*
febtt-djw
Will present Uio heautllul
tional Banks, in Government bonds, at this
aging, and forbids the hope of a successful or
date, the following amounts: As security for sate move this season.
A
tores
to
Let.
1
n
•>
The resignation ol' Mr. Adams, the United
circulating notes $341,150,950, and for deposits
Br'ck Stores, in Merrills Row, Fore St.
of public monies $37 967,950; total $378,918,900.
States minister, has been announced.
The
Rear four Stories.
two Stories
From
high,
orThe National Bank currency issued during
London Standard has an editorial highly comBrick divis'on walls. Slated roofs. Steam power
the week amounts to $152,080, and the total
plimentary to Mr. Adams, and expressing reconvenient. Rent low. Apply to
amount to date is $306,130,831. From this is
gret at his approaching retirement from a poWM. H. JERR13,
to be deducted the following amounts: Mutisition he has so ably filled.
Beal Estate Agent.
Jan2T. d3w
Arranged by ladies of tbe Society,
lated bills returned $6,137,855; notes of insolAT
CITY
vent banks redeemed by the Treasurer of the
EAST INDIES,
To Let.
United States $389,860, leaving in circulation
In Boyd’s Block, on Exchange street, secGREAT FIRE AT HONG KONG.
ond door from Middle At.
3229,603,116. The fractional currency redeemSan Francisco, Feb. 8.—The bark
ed and destroyed during the week amounts to
Also, Booms in second story, corner of'.Middle and
Zephyr,
from Hong Kong, with advices to Dec.
Exchange street—also oyer store No 78 Middio at.,
10th,
3571,800.
Ftb. 17th and 18th.
suitable tor mdes-roorus.
has arrived.
ftreae I. Red Hiding HoodN Home.-Her
Also, office* iu 2d and 4th stories—one of whitA
A Are occurred in Houg
Kong Nov. 27th,
has ft large sky-light tor Photographic Koom.
XLth 09NGRE8S—Second Session.
depurfurr fur her Grandmother'*.
which destroyed all of Jerves street and part
Seen*'II. Itleet* Pea*aut Children—Grand
to
WM. HO YD.
Apply
of Bonham street. Numerous buildings were
Dane**.
Dec 18-dt!
HOUSE.
blown up to prevent the spreading of the con***- Faggot Makers with chorus.
2®*“®
WAftanfOTOX, Feb. 8.—Immediately after flagration. Several soldiers were
Scrtic lb, bnehnaied Boser-^TraDifsr*
injured and
the reading of the
To Let.
niations.
journal, the House went a number of Chinese killed. The district eminto Committee of the Whole for general deMechanics Library Room, by day or evening
hreae V. Meets bb oil*. Is saved by Faggot
braced between Queen’s road and Praya, from
bate on the President’s annual
on very reasonable terms, will seat from 3 to
Makers,
message.
the cross roads to the harbor master’s office
Mr. Hunter addressed the House on the
Apply to Charles P. Kimball or to tbs
HreneVI. Meets bVater Cress bVoraun and 400.
was wholly destroyed.
The fire originated on
subscriber
J. B. THORNDIKE,
Greeu Hunt,manfinance question. He
that
the
cause
argued
in
Dec. 6.
the
establishment
Piaya
street,
Scene
Superintendent.
adjoining
VII.
Wolf
enters l ounge and perot the present
dtf_
depression in business arose Sheeposs & Co.’s.
sonates Grauuy. Ked Riding Hoad in
from
the partial lailure of the crops;
1st,
2d,
To
Let.
nail
saved
ilncgvr
by Green lluntsmau.
ATTACK ON TIIK BRITISH CONSULATE BY CHIfrom the contraction policy of the Secretary
Board, pleasant rooms, at No 39 Danlorth
*c®5* '***• *■ shown (be mysteries of
of the Treasury; 3d, from the action of the
NESE.
Fairy Land.
Fairy Grotto—Giand
,oc26dti
_st._
Democratic party in delaying the reconstruc
I ransformntions.
The British Consulate was attacked by a
tion ot the seceded States. He believed that* party of Chinese on the
of Dec. It t.
night
BSIWANT AND NEW 00ST0ME8
repudiation was not only the desire but the Two of the assailants were shot and are supW'ilb New ti Klegant hennery throngboal.
intention of the Democratic party if it carried
posed to have been killed. It is thought the
After each performance a
Uie^ next election. His own* remedy for the object of the Chinese was murder as no atdifficulty was as follows: 1st, that only taxes tempt to plunder was made.
Promenade Concert ! No. 14H Fore
enough should be levied to pay the interest on GREAT BATTLE AT 8HANG TUNG PROMONTORY—
Ac
the public debt and the current expenses of the
Itt the Granitt Block he twees Market aa4
Will be given.
DEFEAT OF THE REBELS.
v,
.Mirer Ml reels.
Government, leaving the principal until the
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.
Fnil particulars have been received of a
Inquire of
country shall be in a prosperous condition; 2d,
;y refreshment, will be iurved In tbe Antc-lioom
battle
at
great
those taxes should not bo levied so as as to
Shang Tung Promontory, in
elter etch entertainment.
W. .F. PHILLIPS d> co.
which the Imperialists defeated the rebel armake every man pay according to his worth
Tickets AO cents. Children under 12 years old 30
Jan 24-eodtI
mies, with an estimated loss of 80,000. The
but exclusively on luxuries, the favored classes
cents. Vo be bad ol .1. s>. Fcroald & Son under
Frehle House, Feb lath, 141b, istn and 17th.
Imperialists were subsequently defeated in
and the wealth of the country,
Eacb
removing taxa- several
To Let.
ticket secutlng a reserve 1 seat without extra choree.
severe engagements with heavy loss.
tion from the laboring aud
interests
producing
Doots open at 6J o’clock—commence at 7}. telOtd
TENEMENT to Franklin Street, containing 7
of the country; 3d, all the 5-20 bonds which
rooms.
on Lincoln st., containing f
Also
one
SOUTH AIOEHICA.
are payable at the
rooms.
pleasure of the GovernMr. M. LIBBY,
Apply to
ment five years after date, should be declared
ARRIVAL OF STEAMER RISING STAB.
GBA ND
Dec 20. eodtf
83 Franklin St.
due aud payable at this time, and payable iu
New York, Feb. 9.—The steamer Rising
the lawful currency of the United States or
To be Let,
Star, from Aspinwall, brings $1,255,333 in Calexchangable at the pleasure of the holder into ifornia treasure.
rpHK second and fourth stories of Store Ho, Ul
six per cent, long bonds, payable
and
4 Middle street. Hopkins Block. Apply to
Isthmus and Central America news unimprincipal
AT
interest in coin, untaxable, but with a deducST. JOHN SMITH.
sepC3dtt
portant.
tion of one per cent, to be distributed to the
END OF THE REVOLUTION IN PEHV.
States according to
population.
Lima advices are to January 22d.
Mr. Stevens of New Hampshire next ad
1
President Censeco had arrived at Callao and
o*»
dressed the House on the question ot general
would
to the capital that day, where
proceed
politics. He declared that the majority in he would
have a cordial reception.
Feb.
Congress were not responsible for the present
Some minor fights had occurred at the
disturbed condition of the country, nor for the
Sputb,
but tranquility was restored and the whole
nndor
the
direction
of
the
burdens now resting on the
following
people. The re- Republic now recognizes Canseco’s
—AND—
governsponsibilities Jay on the people of the South ment.
iUANACEKMi
and their allies in the North. The rebellion
had been a Democratic
Capt. Edward Hodgkins.
C. C. Bkh,
rebellion, the opposiGUATEMALA.
C. \V. Cullitou,
tion to the army had been a Democratic
3. 3. Waterhouse.
one,
THE
TROUBLE
WITH
C. W. Bean.
MEXICO.
and the failure to restore the rebel States was
Havana. Feb. 7.—The Government of Guatm consequence of Democratic
opposition.
Mr. Clark of Ohio next addressed the Comemala. fearing an invasion from Mexico, has
Have been awarded Sixty-five Prize Medals over all
mittee on the subject of the National banks,
competitors, for the superiority ot their manufac- MUSIC BY WEBB’S QUADRILLE BARD.
placed quarantine restrictions upon passenthe currency, the public debt, &c. He favored
gers. The result of the campaign against the
ture, exhibited by them, at the different Fairs in this Country and Kurope, during the past forty-three
Every effort will be made to make this thk Banco
paying the principal of the 5 20’s in lawful Yaqui Indians bad proved satisfactory. Four
of the leading chiefs had been captured and
years; also the most flattering testimonials from the leading Artists in the proiession.
Of the season.
currency, and the substitution of greenbacks
Tjckiits—Gentleman w ith Ladies 75 cento; Ladies
shot.
for National bank notes, but in such a manner
single tickets 25 cents. For sale by the managers
as not to do
wrong or injury to the banks,
and at the door. All nr* invited.
which he thought could not he wound
up
COMMERCIAL.
February 8 dtd
without great evils to the country. He was in
EXPOSITION UNIVERSELIE.
favor of the free banking
system but would
Domestic Markets.
I.
A.
have no banks of issue, the
currency being
Nsw Bedford. Feb. J.—A sale has been made ol'
We offer to our reader* a translation (verbatim) from tne Gazette Musicale ol 7th
July, Paris, which gives the grand prize* tor musical Instrument*,
limited to greenbacks and currency.
HO bbls. Sperm Oil, as landed from bark Whit©
and
In
the order in which they are given. It will he seen that each bad a gold
Mr. Johnson next addressed the Committee
IV.
A.
medal, no first cr second, or priority, except In the case of Mechlin tor
Wing, and refilled, at $2 1* gal, for manufacture.—
on the general
organs, and Chiekei Ing & Sons for planes.
To their medal was given the Decoration, aa the Paris Journals
political questions of the day, [Standard.
«ay, “To place them above all
after which the Committee
New York, Feb. 8.—Cotton firmer bat leas active;
rose and the
others.”
AT NEW CITY HALL,
House adjourned.
sales 8,900 bales: Middling Uplands at 20c. FlourGOLD
MEDALS.
receipts 5,471 bbls. and 2,200 bags; sales 7,200 bbls.;
Thursday
Evening, Feb. 18, 1868,
State and Western rather more active in part Icr exALABAMA.
Messrs. Alexander, father and son, representing the united houses, organs and
Under the auspices ol the Irish American Relief
harmoniums, a gold medal.
port and speculation, hut withoutdecided change in
PBOPBIBTOB.
THE VOTE ON THE CONSTITUTION.
Association- The proceeds will be devoted to reBroad wood, manufacturer uf Pianos (Great Britain), a gold medal.
price; Superfine State at 8 26 @ 9 00; Extra do at 9 70
of Llbrarv lost at the great lire of July
plenishing
15; Choice do at 10 20 @10 75; round Hoop Ohio
J
Montgomery, Feb. 8.—The full vote of Mont- @10
&
manufacturers
of
Pianos (United States), 4 gold medal. (Mr. Chickeving, beside the
Chickering Sons,
at 970 @ 10 30; Choice do at 10 40 @ 1375;
above, has been decorated with the Legion of 4th, 1866.
Superfine
gomery, Macon, Lee, Klmon, Tallapoosa,
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:
Western at8 25
9
/
common to good extra WestHonor.)
Chambers, Bullock and Coosa counties loot, ern at 9 40 @10@20; 00;
Chas McCarthy,
John Whalen,
choice do at 10 25@1875; good
Ph. H. Herr, Nephew & Co., manutoctureia ot Pianos
up 13,159, of which all were cast by negroes
a
medal.
Thos
It Bnrchill
(France), gold
Parker,
to choice White Wheat extra 1250@ 15 00; Southern
(Messrs. Erard, pleyel, Wolff and H. Herz, being non-competitors, the
but 77. The vote cast in the same counties on
•las McGlinchy,
John Daily,
more active and steady; sales 1,300
bbls.; common to French manufacturer obtained, in the person ot this young house, the first award).
John McKenby,
John Foley,
the convention question was 17,590, out of 30 043
fhlr extra 10 00 @11 25; good to choice do 1130®
Mecklin & Schut, great organ company (France and Belgium), a gold medal. (Mr.
M H Keddy,
Jas
beside
the
wag
decorated
the
California
with
more
above,
oi
1500;
active
Mecklin,
MeLaugb,
voters.
and
It
is
Legion
Honor.)
too soon to estimate,
registered
firmer; sales 31,OC
sacks at 12 30 @ 13 75.
PMcCafferty
Wheat quiet and without deJoseph McLaughlin,
Steinway, manufacturer ot Pianos (United States), a gold medal.
but the indications are that the Constitution
R R Daddy,
Dennis Warren,
cided change; sales Chicago Spring Mixed at 2
will he defeated.
33;
Adolphe Saxe, manufacturer ot brass instruments, a grand prize.
Wm Melaugh.
Wm Deehan,
Bed Pennsylvania on private terms. Corn 1 ® 2c
Jas E Marshall
John Walsh,
hetter.wiih a moderate business doing, In part for
Stretcher, of Vienna (Anstria), manufacturer of Pianos, a gdld medal.
LOUISIANA.
.las
15 Wren,
Cunningham,
export; sales 48,000 bnsb.; new Mixed Western 127
—o#—
Thlbert, manufacturer of wind Instruments, a gold medal.
GEN. HANCOCK ADOPTING SHERIDAN’S METHOD.
Jas McLaughlin,
Thos Donahue,
@ 129 afloat: small lots at 1 30; old do common 137
J
W Rilev
Jas
Rooney,
delivered; White Southern 1 20 ,@ 129; Yellow JerNow \oek, Feb. 8.—A dispatch from New
*
*«»
»*•
Bernard Daly,
D McFadden,
sey 124 @125. Oats more active and firmer; sales
Orleans states that Gen. Hancock
Chaa Mullen,
B O’Rieilv,
yesterday 87.000 bush.; Western 83} @ 84c in store,
aod 8lc
issued an order removing three members ol
Jas Quinn,
81c buyers’ option all next week, and 86c buyHugh Dolan,
afloat,
the Board of Aldermen and six Assistant AlJohn
TIiob
ers 60 days.
Beef Arm; sales 750 bbls.; new plain
McAleney,
Craue,
WH Dwr,
dermen for bolding an election for Receiver in
Dsrrv,
mess 13u0@19 00; new extra mess 18 50
wuimucu w us buom
-—r
@21 50.
~“*““t
wuwm rauiH'rnioc, we
appreciations, bo tut as w**y
Edward Gould,
John Crane,
ma not hesitate to embrace
Pork firmer; sales 12 bbls.; also 1,000 do new mew
the second district in contempt of orders from
completely, lu tne competition about to take place, the cause of the Chickering house. Many Interested echoes of opinions
Andrew McGlinchy,
H J McGlinchy,
t0
2200 @ 23 00, seller March and 26 12 seller April;
t® us—many attempts were made to shake our belief, but
headquarters. Now appointees were made by .at
strong in our faith, we waited the Issue of the combat,
?ur, ?wa w®r® t>roJ|g'ltsatlsfhrtloa,
Thos Hassett,
John Hammond,
new mess 22 75.@ 22 87, closing at22 85 regular: old
mingled with some pride, ihat we write I he first lines of this srtlcle, and proclaims the triumph of
w!thout ife.gveate-t
Hancock.
vs!
David Quinn,
Hugh
Carney,
do 21 60 @ 21 62, closing at 21 62 regular; prime 17 25
a triumph empiric, undivided, anuihilntea all pvrteuhions ou the
purl of his Anserieuu rival* I* a priarily
R ti Parker.
Edward Burns,
@ 18 50. Lard firmer; sales 1,528 bbls. at 18$ @ 141c
Thos McGowan,
MEXICO.
Henry Bovce,
lor bbls. and kegs. Butter firm; salesat 40 @ 60c for
staroithe
ol'
which
wilt
Hoaor
crown
the
Grand
Michael
Legion
John Clusky,
Gold"Medal
conferred
lor
his
Is
which
it
that
will every
Lynch,
Slate.
MOVEMENT IN FAVOR OF SANTA ANNA.
WhlBkey quiet. Kice quiet. Sugar firm;
**lelr 8UP®nor,tri11 is l^at which will shine like a lighted beacon upon his extensive factories,productions;
RichArd Coliliw.
and reflect its light ui>on Ids numerous
ThosSh&nahan,
sales 200 hhds. Muscovado at 13} @ 14c. C«flee quiet
New York, Feb. 8.—Mexican advices via and firm. Molasses
P
Kerr
Peter
Dehan,
firm; sales 150 bbls.: Naw OrWm Gillmartin,
Jas Gould.
Havana, per cable, contain the following:
leans at 82 g 86c. Naval Stores steady; Spirlls Turn|<on ‘»is victory, for it Is at the arms time the glorification of Ideas promnlgatod by
Thos GUI,
WmFineh,
Vera Ciux dates are of the 2d inst. and city
pentine at 60 @ 60k; Rosin at 3 00 @ 6 O0. Oils quiet;
W 11 Kalor
Daniel Green,
Linseed 118 @118; other Oils quiet. Petroleum
of Mexico of the 31st ult.
J J bheahan,
John Hollohan
steady; sales crude at 10}c: refined bonded 24*e
The Mexican Government bad been foreD A Meehan.
Jas Greely,
*
Tallow
sales
fbs.
at
11
quiet;
136,000
@ ll}c. Wool
warned of an intended 'prouunoiamento in
J II Murphy,
D O’Rielly,
dull and in buyers Ibvor; sales 300,000 lbs. at 42 @ 66c
favor of Santa Anna by the garrison of Vera
B O'Connor.
Samuel McMastera,
for domestic fleece; 38 @ 46c for pulled; 19} @ 2«c for
Crux. Troops, however, were sent down from
John Bodkin,
Rodnck Me Neal
Texas; 22}@28}o tor California; and 29c, gold, tor
M McDonald.
Jas Counellan,
Tehuacan, Gen. Porfirio Diaz’s headquarters, Cape. Freights to Liverpool firmer; Cotton
}d per
Thos
Moses McCarthy
McGinnis,
who arrested some non-commissioned offlc< rs
steamer; Flour 2s 6d per sail; Corn lod per steamer.
Conclusive Proof ol tho highest award to Chickering Ac Hons.
Wm Causer,
B E McDonough,
and the ringleaders of the movement. The
Buffalo, N. Y„ Feb. 6.—Flour dull; sales 200 bbls.
R.l Jennings,
Frank
.McGragh,
affair has been hushed np and the journals of
city ground Spring at 10 28 @ 10 50; Amber Western
Thorough and experienced workmen are employThe following letters have Just been received from Parte by Messrs.
John Cron an
Andrew
&
which
and
that
McKenney,.
tho
at
Gold
Medals
Chickering
Sons,
clearly
very plainly prove
12 53; and 25 bbls. White Michigan at 13 50.
Vera Cruz remained silent about the matter.
M Cavanaugh.
Mathew McKenxie,
the
Paris
Exhibition
mere ail alike and of equal
Flour
nominal
8
at
8
and Printing of every description axeoated in
and
that
75.
the
Cross
ot
Wheat
the
23@
ot
Honor”
ed,
was awarded by a higher power than the Juries, vlx:
The excitement was all over when the steamer
value,
quiet: sales
“Legion
J P McGlinchy,
Tho* Murry,
2.000 bush. No. 1 Milwaukee club at 2 25; ©ne car
Win Kelly,
M Reardon,
left.
by the EMPE BOB, as a (‘Superior Award” over Medals for the superior Merit of the Chickering Piano:
load Amber Canada at 2 75; White Canada offered at
the
highest style ot the act, and
Robt l>ow,
Anthony State.
MISCELLANEOUS.
3 00; White Kentucky 3 10. Corn dull and nominal
Copy ota Utter from Moxsibub Fetib, Member and Reporter of the Jury ot the Tenth Class of tho Exposition Universalle, Paris, 1867:
D Thronton,
Peter Laly.
From the Capital we have pews to the 31st at 1 06 on the track for new. Oats inactive and unBrussel e,November 19,1867.
Thos Blake,
J H McCue,
[Translation'.]
refase to declare, as a member ol the Tenth Class, that which Is undeniably established by the Monlteur of the 2d of
changed.
Rye unchanged. Barley—tair lnqultv
ult. One of the members of Congress for
.las Carlan.
John Deehan.
*:•
1 v ? SlE: I cannotclass
oi Gold Medals fpr the exhibitors; that the lieeoration ol the Legion of Honor constitutes a
eiLgle
Yucatan was about to marry the daughter of sales 2 car loads of Canada at 2 00 ; 8.000 bush, do on
P Conway,
B. McGowan
recomiense oiasnpc.ISfSvi
,.°i.nP
rior
and
that
it
canal at 195; 8,000 bush, do at
has been aceorded to y*u by the Emperor lor the merit of vonr Instruments.
order,
Schenectady Port.
On the Most Reasonable Terms.
J H Costello
M Me Parian,
President Juarez. The civil list had been paid
Mess Pork firm and unchanged at 22 25 @23 00 for
Accept my salutations.
■
(Signed)'
FETIS.
Lantev O'Neal,
P. Plunkett.
for the preceding fortnight. Conductors of heavy and 21 50 @ 22 00
for light. Lard llic. Dressed
Member of the Jury ot the Tenth Class, at the Exposition Unlversalle, Paris, 1867.
Geo
Wm
Keely,
McAleney
specie were permitted to go from the Capital Hogs firm; light at 8 75 @ 9 00.
FLOOR
MANAQER8
to Vera Cruz. Gen. Porfirio Diaz had gone to
Copy of Letters from Ambrolse Thomas and F. A. Favaert, members of the Jury:
Chicago, Feb, 8.—Flour dull and
Chas. Mullen,
Parker,
Tho*
Osjacu and Gen. Corona to Mazatlan. In the Wheat quiet anil declined } @ 1c; No. 1unchanged.—
^kATLEMEN: X must tell yon that whatever may be the order in which the names have been inscribed In each kind of
easier at 2 08
J J Sbeahan,
•fas E Marshall,
recompense awarded In the
State of Queretaro the taxes wero six dollars
and No. 2 at 2 01}. Corn quiet at
sljc for new. Oats Tenth Class, the Gold Medal—to speak ot this one—Is the First Mspal. There are not two classes of Gold Medals.
W H Dyer,
R H Parker.
on the one thousand.
quiet at 67}c. Rye qniet and nominal at t 67 @158
tor No. 1 and 1 53 @ 1 54 for No. 2. Barley very duli
Receive my salutations.
AMBROSE THOMAS,
[Signed]
MTJ3I0 BY FOIL POBTLAFD BAND.
DOINGS OF A BAND OP PIRATES.
and declined * S5c; rejected 1 88; No. 2 2 00. bless
I am completely ol the opinion oi my confrere Thomas.
Tickets for Gentlemen SO cents: for Ladleseta.
F. QAVAERT.
[Signed]
The English steam sloop-of-war Cordelia Pork firm and all sorts a shade higher; straight mess
To be bad ot the Commute* oi Arrangements and
had arrived at Sacrifices Island, off Vera 21 50; country mess 20; standard 21 00; extra piimw
at the door. Doors open at 7 o'clock. Concert commess 16 00;
14
failed
shoulders
50;
dry
Rumps
8} ffi
Cruz, and reported that a lot of pirates, under
mences at 8 o’clock.
JanDuttw
8}c loose; green do 8c loose. Hams firm and b'gheir
one Hernandez, had surprised Carmen Island
PREMIUM PIANOS AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION
conntry awett pickled 12 @ 12Jc; city 13c; green lli
and taken away all the military and Govern- @ 12c.
English Meats firmer; short rib io-c loose
ment stores. They intended to sail to TobasCard quiet and new at 13je.
WASTED.
We have read with great pleasure the above accompanying certificates from the Members ol the
Jury ot the 10th Class of the Exposition UniverseHc*
co to depose the Governor.
CisonraATi.Feb S.-Whkkev unsettled and nom- Paris, 1807. we were present during the entire Exposition, and had occasion to see the great crowdB of people who congregated almost daily to hear
There were false Maximilian dollars in cirs
and
inal- Mess Pork firm; new 22
with
what
Chickering Pianos,
delight they hung upon the music discoursed. There can fairly be no d«*ubt that by the Judgment coming'from the
00; old hold at 21 50
culation throughout Mexico.
Bacon unchanged. Lard buoyant; sales prime leaf Paris Exposition, Cbickering’s Pianos stand at the head. Chickering received a gold medal of the same value and importance of three others given: thev
were not classed—one, two, &e., but weie all classed as first prizes.
So far by tho judgment of the Jury, Chickering** Piinos stand on the same plane as
Gen, Escobedo has left the Capital.
i at 14c, and steamed 13jc.
the others; and now we may state wherein Chickering is placed above all other competitors. On the
day of the announcement of the successful compet-Mo., Feb. 6.—Tobacco in (kir demand
CHAOS.
itors for gold medals, in the presence of twenty thousand
and many of the crowned heads of Europe, as well as many other dlgnitaiies, Mods.
GENTEEL RENT of four or six rooms, conpeople,
prices. Cotton advancing and more doing;
A venient
French
Rouher,
Minister
of Sfaie, said, in his add;ess to the Emperor, as follows:—“Tho present
and centrally located. No children. AdThe depredations of kidnappers were not so
solemnity Is crowned by the proclamation of still highMiddling 17c. Flour quiet, firm and unchanged; 7 25
er awards.
Your Majesty condescends to grunt to tne most < istingufched champions ot this pacific struggle the ‘Imperial Order or the Legion ot Honor.* **
dress or call on J. H. F. No. 2 Deering Block.
numerous as they had been
recently. Gen. @ » 25 1 or superfine; 8 25 ® 9 25 for extra; 9 25® Chickering was the only Pianoforte manufacturer
who
received
this
It
was
dlw*
distinction.
conferred
him
as
a
in
Feb.
8.
this
This
upon
champion
great struggle.
Negrete requested protection from the Presi- 11 00 for double extra; 12 00 @13 00 for triple extra award lilt* J4i. Chickering above all competitors who received first class gold wedal9.
by giving him a “still higher” reward. From that day he has
family. Wheat firm at 2 50® 2 70 for Bed and White stood at the head of the Pianoforte manufacturers of the world. As a citizen ot the United
dent to enable him to visit the Capital.
States we iell proud when we heard the award proclaimed,
Winter. Com firmer but unchanged. Cats firmer
Wanted.
Gen. Jimenez in Guerrero had decided not
and we feel proud to-day that one of ear citizens was singled out for this great honor, when there were so manv and such worthy
comnetltors.—[Th*
and higher: Black 67 @C8c; Mixed White
70® 74c.
nation
to heed the instructions of the general GovPARTNER in a Mauuittctmlnu bm-inew. Cap
Barley
unchanged;
nominally
2 25; Fall 2 35
Spring
ltal $1,000. County rights tor sale. Apply at
ernment, and was preparing to settle bis dis- and prime to choice 2 50 @ 2 60. Rye dull and lower
176 MIDDLE ST.
with Alvarez by an appeal to arms. He
at 1 60 for prime. Provisions quiet but firm. Bacon—
pute
Feb. 8. dlw*
intended to march against Acapulco.
clear lib sld.s 11 j; clear sides 12 @ 12jc, Hams 16c
for
cured.
Lard
The result of the election for Governor in
sugar
steady at lac tor choice steam.
the State ot Puebla was that a new rebellion
Nurse Wanted.
Louisville, Feb. 8.—Tobacco firm; sales203
hhds.
was likely to break out in the Sierra.
The disFlour—Superfine 7 75 @ 8 00; fimcy 12 50;
American woman to take care of small child12
50.
The
Wheat
2
Abbe
40
2
Liszt
fancy
baa addressed to the Messrs. Chlckerlng tlie following letter, the only testimonial lu favor oi a piano-forte maker which he haa ever
turbances were very violent in the mountains
@ 45. Oats 66 <i 68c in
ren, and assist in plain sewing. Address with
bulk. Corn 75 @ 78e. Lard 13|c. Mess Pork 22 00*
reference Box 1“30, Host office Portland.
thereabouts.
in Europe or America.
[Translation.]
Bacon—shoulders 10c; clear sides 13c. Bulk should- given
February 8. 1808. dW
The troubles in Guerrero, Jalisco,
Messrs. Chick ebi>’G : It Is very sgieeable tome to add my name to the concert of pTaise ot which your pianos are the object. To be Juatl must deDurango ers Ofc; clear s des 12c. Whlskev, In bond, nominal
and San Luis may cause a general struggle in
at 26 @ 28c. Cotton 10J @ 17c.
Wanted.
clare them pecfrot, andpeifectieeamee [euperlatively perfect.) There Is no quality which Is foreign to them. Your instrument possesses In the supreme
Mexico.
Memphis, Feb. 6.—Colton quiet; Middling 18o>
YOUNG MAN to engage In a light, profitable
sales2,839 bales; receipts 1,204 bales. Flour du?l! degree nobility and power oi tone, elasticity and security oi the touch, harmony, brilliancy, solidity, charms and prestige; and thus offer a harAKABCHY.
business for a Boston bouse. Small capital resuperfine 9 00. Mess Pork 24 00. Bacon dull: Hear monious
quired. Profits from three to eight dollar* oer day.
Mazatlan dates of Jan. 8th report a revoluensemble ot perfections to the exclusion of all defects.
sides 13c. Bulk shoulders 9jo; clear sides 114c Laid
For particulars enquire of
G. A. JONES,
tion in Sinaloa. The opponents' of Gov. Rubi
13 ffi 14c, Com 82 j @ 85c. Oats 78 @ 80c.
Pianists ot the least pretensions will And means of drawing from them agreeable effects; and in £>ce of such products—which truly do honor to the art
febfrilm4*
At Thurstou & Co’3 Printing Office.
denounced him as a usurper, and Col. FranMobile,Feb.6.—Cotton closed active; sales3,000 of the conatruction of instruments—the role of the critic Is as
of
as
that
tho
the
one hasbut to applaud them conscientiously and with ensimple
public;
cisco S. Palacios had proclaimed himself Mili- bales; Middling at 171c; receipts 1,064 bales.
Salesman Wanted
Augusta, Ga., Feb, 6.—Cottou very active and tire satisfaction, and the other but to procure them In the same manner.
tary Governor, and was recognized liv about
MAN of experience, and one who can command
two thirds ot the State.
He was'raising advanced 1c; sales 1,955 bales; receipts 978 bales;
In
the
and
decisive
success
obtained
at
am
upon
great
the
at
I
to
the
continucongratulating
sincerely
you
Exposition
PeiLs,
pleased
anticipate
happy
‘7c * t»'*s of ,he week
a good trade, is wanted by a Wholesale Grocery
5,09u tales; receipts
troops for self defence against Gov. Rubi, who *,-00 v"Fs
oatvs.
ation of the same in all places where your pianos will be heard, and I beg that you accept, gentlemen, the expression of my most dlstingusbed sentiments
House. Address A. B. & Co., Press Office.
had marched against him. In one engagement
6 —Cotton opened firm and closed
5. dlw”*
February
ltubi’s forces were victorous and succeeded in.
VI5'
of esteem and consideration.
F. LISZT.
(Signed)
*»« 3.709 bales; Middling
capturing a number of prisoners and cannon «•*,. •*ceipts2,443balesi receipts
December 26, 1867.
of the week 18,Rome,
Boarders Wanted.
Gon. Corona, in concert with Vega of Colima
010bales: exports 10.171 bales, of which 7,123 bales
T>LEA8ANT rooms to let with board for two genwas tor foreign and 9.051 bales
had made a military movement to put down
coastwise; stock ou
X
tleuien, or ge ntleman and wife, in a prhate
hand, uplands 60,801 bales ano Sea Island 2,409 bales;
It may be satisfactory to our Petrous aad fnemls ernoag tho Public at
the insurrection.
large to state that Testemnnlals have bceu received trout all the Leading Artiste family. Enquire of LUTHKH BRADFORD, 134
sales of cbo week 8,530 bales; ext orts to date 13,018
A conflict has taken place at the Capital beieMd2w*
who have visited orate now residing In the United States, a tew cf whose names we appendExchange atroet.
bales.
tween the police and some military, in which
Charleston, Feb.6. Cotton activeaud advanced
four colonels of the latter were wounded. Thu
Oettaehnlb.
family Sewing
4. HI, bVrbli,
i ® 2c;sales 1,500bales; Middling 18c; receipts2,974
Jalieu,
L«a. l»rMeyer,
Arthur \apoleou,
affair was put down by the authorities.
*. Tbalbtrv,
bales; receipt* for the week 12,187 bales; sales 4,850
at No. 55 Brackett Street.
Alfred duel,
F. Milder
Gaetur Hatter,
bales; exports lor the week, to Great Britain 4.583
Stage robberies were of daily occurrence.
f"MdlW
H. Handeraou.
K. .Unite,
4. HT. Py.how.kl,
bales; to the continent 1,083 bales: coaster lea, 3,523
Senor Morales, who was kidnapped some
R. HofTaann,
.Hat. Lauiw A hr I,
4. Benedict,
bales; total exports 9,186 bales.
timo since, has been shot hv bis cap.ors for reWanted.
W.
O.
C.
Warm.
AAD
HI. Strukdaeb,
Ba.alai,
Wilmington, X. C., Fob. 6.—Spirits Turpentine
fusing to secure tlie required ransom. ConWET Nl USE. APPLY AT 33 DAS FORTH
Lesm—lower grades In good aemiunl;
ASD MAST OTHARF.
gress had taken up the matter and ordered an
STREET.
strained 220; No. 2 at 2 25; low No. 1 at 2 50
leb 4. &jw
Cotinvestigation. They hail appointed a commit- Ion ““ire and advanced *c; Middling ITIe. Tar firm
KishaRC Hotfmas soji| *‘X ploy ufiou Ciuckeriiigi’ Pianos tolely, both In public and 1» private. I use Utkin uiysall tutJ reeountienil them over all
tee to look into the affair ot the forced loans on
Book-Keeper’s Situation Wanted.
others."
Blotiaid Hofflatan’s endorsement of Cblckerlnjrs’ PIreos Is fully autalaed by
the merchants of San Luis Potosi.
active and firmer;
LADY, thoroughly competent to keep
4,!.o'iFel>'
?—Cotton
Middling 19f @ 18h-; sales 5,000 bales; receipts4,16^
There were rumors that the
of War
any ret of liooka, would like a situation. Can
W. lehaifeabam,
I'led'k. Rackemuna.
Jos. Burke,
bales; exports 5,527 bales. Sugar and Molasses firm
furnish unexceptionable reference as to character
had been offered to Gen. Diaz.
Ossa liyewL
B. J. I.ang.
with an upward tendency.
II. f.eouhard,
and ability. Address Box 1G6^, Portland P. O.
Latest accounts state that the merchants at
A, C. A. BarRer,
Q. T. Bristow,
Joseph Poauanski.
February 3. d2w*
San Luis Potosi had been released from prison.
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Foreign Markets.
The forced taxes had been reduced.
Who Wants Business ?
Fob.
Havana,
Sugar 7}@8 reals. Molasses
Sinaloa elects Garcia Morales as Governor.
0 reals. Freights on Sugar and Molatquiet at 5
are offering the best inducement* now for
The resignation of Gen. Mendez had been
es are higher and small craft are In demand.
W£ JUDGE FROM THE MANNER TRaT THE
one smart man in each town in the United
accepted.
States to canvass tor us with a new and usef ul inLiverpool, Feb. 7—5. P. M.—The Cotton market
TUB YUCATAN REBELLION,
closed active and firm; Mi idling uplands In port 8d
vention which is needed in almost every house and
and to arrive 7£d; Middling Orleans 8}d; sales 20,000
business place throughout (he country. Demand
Details of affairs at Yucatan state that au
bales.
The quantity of Cotton afloat on its wav to
and steadily increasing. Warranted 90 cents
large
forces
the
and
action between Gen. Allatorcs'
England is estimated at 238,000 bales, of which 135,profit on every $1 received.
Yucatan rebels under Col. Villafana, tcok
0<i0 bales are from the United States. Breadstufie—
Write your name and address plain, giving name
place at Maxcaoie, a town of about five thous- There Is a better teehng in the Com market; Mixed
of Town wanted, also name of County and State.
and inhabitants, in the districtof Menda. The
Western 3d higher, closing at 43s ^ quarter; Wheat
Address with three red stamps.
f
Feb.
1.
The
Provisions
and
UNION NOVELTY CO..
battle was fought on Saturday,
unchanged.
Produce of all kinds
unchanged from last quotations.
West Buxton, Me.
rebel CoJ. Villafana was killed, as also Gens.
Have been received, and the encomiums lavished upon them since we have been their agents, that the Jan'94w
Pana and Cepeda of the National forces. The
London, Feb. 8—A. M.—Consol« 93} @ 933.
public
old
have
that
American
the
thvorite
securities—United Stat« ? o-SO’s fl} t Erls
instruments
latter was brother to the Governor of Yucatan.
appreciate and welcome
shares 47}; Illinois Central shares 88.
The rebel Governor Cauton abandoned the
d
\l,rE Want first-data AyoutB to Introduce
Frankfort, Feb. 8.—United States 5-20’s 751***
capital, Merida, on Sunday, 2d inst., and fell
<a
\\ «i« STill MUITTLB .*»!*«
baok with his remaining adherents and their
75 j.
to
inducement,
MAC HI'S UK.
Kxtraorulnary
ammunition to Peto, a town of the interior, to
London, Feb. 8—Evening.—American securities—
good salesmen. Further particular, am. Sample
the district of Tekox.
S
UnitedS
tates5-20’s
Illinois
O.
WII.SON
w.
71ft
71};
Central
to
6000
shares
work furnished on application
containing about
inhabitants. It is a good
securities unchanged.
AMD STAMD
* CO.,Cleveland, Ohio; Boston, Mom.: or St. LouU,
strategic point. Be- 87}; other
fore the rebels left Merida they euforced
J»n 25.-J3m_
Mo.
Liverpool, Feb. 8—Evening.—Cotton elrsed acheavy
loans in oisal. and seized a Mexican
tive and higher; sales 18,000bales; Middling uplands
the
brig,
8 @ 8|d on the spot and fid to arrive; Middling OrBoarders Wanted.
Oriente, on board of which some of the leadleans 8} @ 8ftd. Breadstuff's—California Wheat l&s
FEW Gentlemen boardeis, or a gentleman and
ers are supposed to have sailed tor Cuba, or
6d. Provisions—Pork dull: Lard54s 3d. Produce—1
can be accommodated at No. 20 Myrtle St.
wife,
the
to
some point along
coast,
unite with the
common Rosin Gs; Spirits Turpentine 30s.
November®, dt*
We lmve a large assortment of these instruments constantly on hand at our
and should
lugitives who fled to the interior. On MonAntwerp, Feb. 8—Evening.—Petroleum at 39}
be ploased to exhibit them to all who may lavor ns with a call.
day. 3d inst., Gen. Aiatorre was to enter the francs.
capital of Yucatan with his forces and replace
lost amp found.
Manuel Cepeda Persza in the gubernatorial
Honan Stock
chair. Later accounts state that the rebels
Sales at the Brokers' Board, Feb 8.
were disposed to submit to Gen. Diaz. Col.
Villafana’s aid, named Mendez, another officer United States 7-SOs, Jnne. 1074
small. 1071
rebel
named Calderon, and fifteen
prisoners
house ol J. M, Hall, In
July. 1074
Cheap as the Cheapest
Shaplelgh, wa» enterwere ordered to be shot.
united States 5-20s, 1RC2. ...
ed Monday night last, and the lura of twelve
Ill*
There were reports of a naval engagement
hundred dollars stolen. The above reward of three
1«65. 107*
Jnly.
*j
having taken place at Sisal.but the details are
hundred dollars will be pa*d for the thief or money,
United Slates
wanting as the result is still unknown.
J. M. HALL.
-AT TABRutland 2d Mortgage Bonds.
52
February 5. dlw
RUMORS OP REVOLUTIONS, ETC.—UNSETTLED
Boston and Maine Kaiiroad.
13a
CONDITION OF TFE COUNTRY.
'Sales at Auction.'].
w
----i»a.
Galveston, Feb. 8.—The bureau of Mexi- Bates Manmacturlng Co.
I’eppereil
Manufacturing
Co m nan v. SA
can intelligence at Brownsville sends the folPastern Railroad.
news:
lowing
New Hampshire State Sixes, 1*4”'..!"". .ij;
Another revolution has broken out under
Curls, and Ornamental Hair Work, done
Portland Citv Sixes, 1877
ox
to order at No. 8 Congress Place.
Yaldez. A detachment of government troops Eastern Rajlroad Sixes, municipal.
1874., SO
Jan 23. dim"
{ PortUfgd, February C,-16#8, iw
w
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FIRST

Great

ATTACHED

Expectations

Ksonai

LEGION

GRAND

C. W.

v

OF HONOR

In,

(bickering Piano

PRIZE!

Highest

Award !

HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER

**•

Society

TWO

flew .1 erusiilem Church

AND GRAND

GOLD

MEDAL !

FAIRY PANTOMIME
Red

Riding

THREE

Hood!

HALL,

Monday

and

Tuesday Evenings,

STOKE

THE

WITH

Store

GRAND,.

SQUARE

Let!

to

Street,

UPRIGHT

■

A

SOCIAL

ASSEMBLY!

Mechanics’
—

PIANO

FORTES!

CHICKERING

«fc

Hall,

BOOK, CARD,

—

Monday Evening,

10th,

SOIVS

Job

Priiiting Office,

109

Eiehange St,

Xi.

Grand Promenade Concert!

FOSTEfl,

.-

Ths Latest

and

Best Styies

Wood aud Metal

_

Type,

MmSalj1”111*1

workmenf'**111
th^Otv^Me Muska??.—t*Gaie<tto M* s'icale, Paris,0Jul°y 7A8S8?1'1'*

THE

,,

Job

Work.

PIANOS.

_

jJlanunotli

Posters,

WANTED.

PROGRAMMES.

A

CIRCULARS,

THE CROWNING MUSICAL TRIUMPH OF THE YEAR.

AN

HAND-BILLS,

A

Bill-Heads,

A

™

Reports,

Catalogues,

Labels,

WANTED
_

The President's rejoinder

or

PEKIKSULA

NEW

Blanks,

AN OBSTINATE WITNESS.

matists,

THE PROPOSED PURCHASE OF THE
OP 0AMAKA.

ha* been recruited by the revolutionists, and
expedition from the North State of Tobasco has Mar1 od under the command of one Bastia, to march on the Capital. Mendez is reported to be the prime mover.
Gen. Sanchez Ocha, an Ortecast, has been
a Tested and imprisoned at San Luis Potosi.
A movement is afloat in the State of Vera
Ciuz to detach several villages from that State
and iorm a new State.
From all parts of the interior come reports
of robberies, kidnapping and murders.
Francesco G. Pallacio has been elected Governor of the State of Durango.
The Gife Politico of Puebla has ordered the
suppressmeut of persons unable to pay their
debts.
Two Americans named Cook and
Pillow, en
route for Tehuacau, were murdered
by the
Mexicans near Victoria.
were emigrants
They
from Waco, Texas.
an

Town

WASHINGTON.
THE ENGLISH

not be amiss for the Minister from Great Britain to return and obtain from Her Majesty’s
Government at home such definite ideas upon
! matters now pending between the United
! States and Great Britain as would render him
less ostentatiously indiscreet."

:

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Maine

been so irritating as to induce Mr. Seward to
respond, if not directly to Mr. Thorutou.at
I least aside, substantially as follows: “It would
i

_

A

___

_

_

AYOCNQ

Ministry

Moolt

Work!

WE

Business Cardsf

CHKCK.ERING

PIANOS!

Address Cards,

Agents Wanted.

“Stood the Test of Over Forty Years of Wear

and

Criticism

UNRIVALLED IN THIS COUNTRY AND UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE

Tickets,

Tagsf

!

A

Wardrooms,

BAILEY & NOYES,

_

Ten-torties.^?.! 104j

booksellers

Exfihange Street,
Sole

Agouti

and

Wedding Cards,

Checks,

$300 Reward*

&c.

THE

stationers,

Portland, Maine,

for Clilckerhig & Sons Pianos,

Hair Work.

BANDS,

Portland Press Office,

4

Poetry.
Two

So SU11

a

woodbta.^^®
M«®Se u,*” begun;
sparkling Run
The kitten pouui^d in the
trie to (an;
At steShv Baders that
tbreatemng eye
The big dog kept a
Oil mo, UB I lingered,

ARE NOW

ir.

knew every one of the Brontes well:
“No,” he said in reply to some ot my quesmuch
tions about them,
Lhey did’nt visit
were
tm#ng the people in the village. They
themselves
on
fonder of taking long walks by
the moors. Emily (Ellis Belli was very reserved. Anne was the loveliffit, sir. Whenever they were baking at the parsonage she
always took care to make me—I was a little
lad, then, you know, sir—an apple pasty; or,
If she couldn.t make me ODe, then she would
give me a handful of raisins, or something of
that sort.
“Did you know BranweD, tlis son?” said
I.
Was he not very clever?”
“That he was. Sir! I’ll Rive you an instsmceuf it. I’ll tell yon what I’ve seen him
d) ot.en and orten. I have seen him take two
quills, one in each band, and write two letters
et once on two different subjects, while some
llo wrote just as
one kept talking to him.
easily with the left hand as with the right.
The way he first began to write with both
hands, lia told me, was this. One day he waa
at a railway station, and he wanted very
much to get two letters, written before the
t aln came up, and it occurred to him that Be
might as well write them at ouce. He tried
and found he could do It quite welL”
Sirs. Haskell, in her “Lite of Charlotte
Bronte,” has slatod that one reason of TJrsnwe.l Bronte’s having 60 early contracted those
habits or intoxication which blighted his career. was to be found in the fact that when a
traveller for a commercial house came to stay
at Haworth lor the night, and complained of
the dullness of the place, the host of the
“Black Bull” would then send up to the parsonage “with the traveller's compliments,”
and beg Hr. Branwell to come down to tho
tan aud spend an hour or two there. The
sexton, however, informed us that this statement was quite untrue.
“Mrs. Haskell,” said
he, went too lar there,” The host of the
“Black Bull” had never thus sent lsr Branuell; “lor,” as the sexton observed,

grimly,

“he (Branwell)

tierer wanted no sending for,
ki
he went fast enough ol himself.”-'
“Oid you know Mr. Nicholls, the curate,
who married Charlotte Bronte ?” asked my

i.ienn.

“Yes; I knew him well. A nice man he
Quiet, you know, but very kind, and a
real good bard-worker.”
“How long was Mr. Nicholls at Haworth?”
“Why, altogether, be was how lor about
was.

seventeen years.
Ten years bo was' her®
alore he married Miss Bronte, and abont seven years a iter ward.
Four months alter Mr.
Bronte died be went away.”
“D,d he apply Jbr the living after Mr.
Bronte’s death ?” we asked.
“Yet; be did, Sir,” *J
£w>wcr«l tUestxton;
“but he didn't get
But surely,’ said we, having been curate
here for seventeen years of bis lilt*, having
known the Bronte family so long, and having
married Charlotte Bio ate, be was the most
suitable person to haVe'been appointed.”
“Well, 1 don’t know bow it was,Sir,"responded the sexton; “but all I know is, be
sent in his application to the
trustees, and,
hearing that there was going to be some oppo>
sition to him, he withdrew th*
Ho showed us the communion pew, in tront
of which Charlotte Bronte was married, and
under which she now )ie3 buried, almost on
the very spot where her feet must have stood
during the performance of the marriage rite.
All the family, also,
except Anpe, are buried
close beside her.’ The sexton then-point«!ont
to us tha Bronte
pew, which is close before
the altar, and
especially showed us where she
(Charlotte) used to sit.
“She was,” he said,“very
little, and had a
footstool tor her feet. Yes, the pew was in exthe
same
state
as
when they sat in it.
actly
Ah, sir.” continued the sexton, “f once saw

it.’*

Thackeray awl an American, who, they tell
mepls a great man over there, cafled Emerson,
and Miss Martineau and Miss
Bronte, all sitting in that pew, one Sunday. Thackeray and
Emerson came to visit Miss Bronte lor a day
or two, fliat was how
they all sat there on the
Bund ay.”

Will bo Completed ill
Was

Portland,

cosslmcUon has proved ample, and there is no
ot funds for the most vigorous prosecution of tlio enterprise. These means are divided into four classes:

1.—EXITED STATES ItiJXDS,
Having thirty years to run, and bearing six per cent,
interest, at the rate of $16,000 per mile for
BIT miles on the Plains; then at the rate of $48,COO
per mile lor 160 miles thrpugh the Ilocky Mountains;
then at the rate of $82,000 per mile lor t lie remaining
distance, for which the United States takes a second
lien as security. The interest on theso bonds is paid
by the United States Government, which also pays

cnriency

Company one-half the amount ol its bills in
money ior transpsrtatmg its trelght, troops, mails,
&c. The remaining half of theso bills Is placed to
the Company’s credit, and ioreis a sinking lund
which may finally discharge the whole amount of
the

lien.

this

2—FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
By
Its

MORTON,

Boston.

own

Goods to the

the

same

amount

by the ’’government, and

no

as

more,

only as tne road progresses. The Trustees tor
the Bondholders, are the Hon. E. D. Morgan, U. S.
and tho Hon. Oakes Ames,
Senator from New
I member ot the U. S.York,
House ot Representatives, whs
ore responsible for tho delivery of those Bonds to the
Company ia accordance with the terms of the law.
3--THE

LAND

GRANT.

The Union Pacific Railroad Company has a land
grant or absolute donation from the government ot
12,800 acres to the mile on tho line of tho road, which
will not bo worthless than $1.50 per acre, at tho lowest valuation.

STOCK.

4—THE CAPITAL

The authorized capital of tho Union Pacific Railroad Company Is $100,000,000, of which over $8,500,000 have boon paid on the work already done.

Means Sufficient

to

Build the Road.

Contracts for the ontire work ot building 914 milos
of first-class railroad west from Omaha, comprising
much of the most difficult mountain work, and embracing every expense cxcopt surveying, have been
mado with responsible partieB (who have already finished ovor WO miles), at the average rate of sixtyeight thousand and fifty-eight dollars ;($68,058) per
This price includes all necessary shops lor
mile.
construction and repairs ot cars, depots, stations,
aud all other incidental buildings, and also locomo-

tives, passenger, baggage, and freight cars, and other requisite rolling stock, to an amount that shall
not be loss than $5,000 per mile. Allot ing the cost
of the remaining one hundred and eighty-six of the

914
186

us

miles, at $6^/56
miles, at $90/00,
on bonds, surveys, Ac,

$62/05/12

Amount,

$83,445,012

Availnble Cash Resources for Building
Eleven Hundred Jliles s
U. S. Bonds.
$29,328/00
First Mortgage Bonds,
29,328/00
Capital Stock paid in on tho work now done,8,500/00
Laud Grant, 14,080/00 acres, at $1.50 por
acre,
21,120/00

Total,

$88,276,000

of the

Company.

present, the profits of the Company

are

derived

its local

other is based upon a larger
certainly
valuable property.
The Company’s
no

First

Mortgage

Arc

ottered at „ar.

now

or

Bonds
Tliey pay

13

BARRETT,

EXCHANGE

STREET,
Office,

No. 20

CONTINENTAL NATIONAL BANK, No. 7
sau Street.
CLARK, DODGE & CO., Bankers, No. 81
Street.
JOHN J. CISCO & SON, Bankers' N«. 69
Street.
HENRY CLEWS & CO., Bankers, No. 32

Nas-

Wall
Wall
Wal

the Company's advertised Agenta throughout the United States. Remittances sliculd be made
In dratts or other fuuds par in New York, and the
bonds will bo sent free ot charge by return express.
Parties subscribing through local agents, will look
to them for their safe delivery.

NEW PAMPHLET AND MAP, showing tho
Progress of tho Work, Resources lor Construction,
and Value of Bonds, may be obtained at the Company’s Offices, or or its advertised Agents, or will be
sent free on application.
Join a. cisco,
JanUd&wtmTreasurer, New York.
A

VERY CHEAP BY
Bt. McKE.MJtEV,
Corner of Congress and Center Sts.

and Melodeons

Of the latetUmproTsl Style acd Tone, Manufactured bv

Portland,
The Subscriber is Agent for tho sale *f the celebraPtmioM, made by Steinway 6c Noun, who
awarded tho

ted

were

First Premium over all Competitors
At
the groat

EXPOSITION.

And consequently stand ahead ottbe WORLD in the
manufacture o! PIANOFORTES.
keep a large assortment, of other FIRST_/
CLASS MAKERS, which I can sell at tho manufacturers’ lowest prices.
The Ore an Is the beat Heed Jnstrnmont now In use,
▼oleed with a rich, mellow and powerful tone.
The
aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
pioasc the eye and sails y the ear.
0 ,ait*oved
Mclodeons. the latest of which Is a
Which (iOCS IlOfc J>Ut lit¥ tostrumr-nt out of tune.

Old Pianos taken in exohan^e for New.
Pianos to Kent.

peat

Wareroom 337

hind Plano Fortes of tho best styles
p- HASTISOS-

BURT

EIGHT horse POWER
1 >ortable Engine,

WE

W. SI. 6*EI |
I.Mpg,
Commercial St., loot ol Part
St
ralk St>

Button Boots at cost. These roods are from the celebrated manufactory of E. C, Burt, New York.—
They are male fom the best of Glove Calf, and all
warranted, which we shall sell as low as they can be
bought at wholesale in New York.
Any one wishing to buy a nice Boot, will savo
money by calling on us ben re purchasing elsewhere.

Ointment

being
IBtable.
No enro,

MUViodlBi

Portland, Maine*

TRY

MORTON’S CARPEDJAM
“--

FOR

BOOTS

AT COST :
are closing out a lot of Ladies’ and Misses’
Polish and half Polish, Glove Calf, Lace aod

Portland, Apgz^-jjt

~

Congress Street.

«'.n. o. TwonnLv.
(Formerly ortlieflrm ofC. Edwards*Co.)
augUdtt'

^oSTsALii.

Proprietor,

Lumber and Coal.
undersigned

Laths,

have

hand

on

Shingles,

Spruce and

Clapboards,

1000 Gallons
Bleached Winter
Whale Oil.
2000 Gallons Spindle Winter Oil.
3000 Gallons Elaine Wool Oil.

EVLLEH,

deet7-d3m

DS Fere etreet.

Bricks.
1
nnn BRICKS Fot sale at a bargain.
Xtl\/*vV/V For particulars euqnire of
SAWYER & VARNEY,

!

Novcmboi

elm ell a butler.
No. 11 Market Square, Portland, Me.

23.

dtf

TO IRON-WORKERS, et als.
CUMBER.
"KCBIUED,
*«*K«E COAL. This Coal is
*:A!NB or m*n®
and
board vessel
on
delivered
nw.Ii? t?a on
.i11 «nd»i.>g
whan at Georgetown, consecargo

fbTooilm

W. It.

MOBl’Jy, B.^^.r|c0'

Pork 1
KA BARRELS RUMP PORK and Pigs Tonrues
lust received and lor sale bv
**
CHASE BROTHERS,
janatsouJw
Head Long Wbarl.

Alao, carg.,

and egg size?.
HAltL®*«H,egg and broken

Sizes—leblgli.
BTThe above

named Coals need no
praise.
JAMES M. BAKER.
Dec 9-is dlt
Uichnrdwuis tvimrf.

l?nnk Notice.
cpnE liability Of tlio South Berwick Bank

to

&

p
170
237
27

123
Olllce 168 Fore Street, Portland.

Munger

<£

Son, Agents.

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance. Company.
gation Bisks.

-The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
are divided annually, upon the Premiterminated during he
year; and lor which Cerare
tificates
issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, lor 1867.

Assured, and

*13,108,177

on

trustees;

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

Henry Colt,
PickersgUl,
Lewis Curtis,
Clias. U. ltussol],
LoWrel! Holbrook,
B. Warren Weston,
Boyal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,
Wm. C.

LOAD,

O’BRION, PIERCE

&

CO.

A. P. Billot,
Wm. K. Dodge,

Portland, Dec 17-dl f

Bryce.
Charles P. Burdett,
Daniel S. Miller,
Paul Spofiord,

Wm.H. Webb
B L. Taylor,
Sheppard Ganby.

Bob’t C. Fcrgussoa.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Brest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

CENTRAL

being rapid I y earned forward by an unprecedented working force; and It Is reasonably certain that

writer, who

H

respectfully invited

to call at Our

II. The actual

GRAPH from all parts of the tvorld.
Preference given to;vesseis using Ritchie’s

JOHN E* HOW &

Underwriters and General Insurance Agents,
STREET, PORTLAND, ME.,

No

34 William St, N. Yt, nud of

Fisk

Ac

Hatch,

$15,997,23100
---——

Oar friends, ns well ns the public
generally, are hereby informed Ihnt we still
continue to write Policies in the Absro
Companies, for any desired amount* and at
the LOWEST CIIBUENT KATES.
JOHN DOW,
J. IT. COFFIN,
F. W. I.IBBV.
Portland, January SO, 1807. eodtw

S T A T E M E N T

OP NEW YORK,

prepared

prosecuted.

Amount of Cash on hand and on deposit
In Fhcenix National and Manhattan
Banks, N. Y.,.$27,202 37
Amount due from Agents,
2,058 16
Amount of Real Estate owned by the Co.
tn the City of New YoA,
90,000 00
Amount of 1st -Mortgage on Real Estate,
52,300 CO
Amount of Loans seeurea by Collaterals,
S3,t50 00
Amount Invested In Bank Stocks(at market value).34,000 00
Amount invested in State,City and County Stocks (at market value)
59,075 f>0
A mount invested In United States Securities, (market valne)
382.000 00
Amount of unpaid premiums,
2,004 28
Amount of all other assets,
...
4,537 CO
Amount of Interest accrued and
Rents,
5,709 73

General Agents
British Prorinces,

...

—OP TUB—-

...

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Accumulated
Over

Office

Assets

$18,060,000.00.
30 Exchange

JYo.

Strict,

....

PORTLAND.
Jan lS-d!t

Total

THE T (JUTLAND

LIABILITIES.
Amount ol Losses acknowledged,

Comp’y,

Ro-

A deem Us bills wilt expire March 29,16C8.
A. C. ROBBINS, 1
Bauk
R. E, WEBB,
J Commissieneri.
Nov 1887.
doSJsui

Kerosene

AND

OF

Brewster, Sweet & Co.,
Nov
S0-d3m__

Company*

Portland, Me., Aug4th, 1867.

Gas Fixtures!

JOS. M.

Gas Fixtures !

Wo hate connected GAS FIXTURES with
ness

our

of

busi-

Steam and Gas Fittings,
IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,
and

are

Grazing*, Pomps, drc., drc.,
now prepared to fUrnish them as low as tho v

be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected from the
latest and most fashionable styles.
\ye invite persons who inteud to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.

can

Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union
September 12. dtt

SWAN &

been in this Jine of business lor four
HAVING
years,and having usually given my customsatf-

good
Action, I thinlr tiiat with better lacilities for buying than
ever, I can now show gentlemen
who want ROOD KKLIxBLE BUSINESS
houses, a tine lot to select from.

ers

FIFTEEN NOW ON HAND,
All YOUNG and SOUND, at my stable,

84: Federal Street.
Any Horse not preying, as reprefen ted

N, 13.
can be returned and
money will be refunded.
Bill, BAND.
1.
dtf
February

Corns!

Corns!
more

Corn*;

Bicepless nights Irom Bunions: no
more limping Irom Ingrowing Nulls.
Briggs' Cura,
tin? does not eat or burn, but soothes, sottens and
heals all pedal ailments. Sold by Druggists and sent
Du. J. BIUGUs & CO.,
by mail. Sue and si.
2io. *08 Broadway, New York.
Jan31~dly
no more

Medical Notice.
G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will deTote special at
tention to Disoa es ol the Eye. No. 301} Congress St

Ottice

hours trom 11 A. 11. to 1 F. M.

May

u

tions,

at

5,P.

NO.

StrStfpStUm^^c.

From

M.

Lewiston,

Auburn and South

BROKERS,
STREET}1,

STATE OF MAINE BONOS.

CITY OF POKTI.AND
BONDS,
♦ TTY OF ST. l.OClM BON DM.
tITY
t.UR'A«0 7 PEB CENT.

SCHOOL BONOS.

Tttiis bond is protected by »n ample sinking
Innd,
and is a choice socurlty lor those
seeking a sale and
remunerative investment.

June and

July 7.30’s
Converted into New 5.20’s,

Very Favorable Terms.
of SK VE2?~ THTH TIES

On

Holders

gain nothing by delaying
conversion.

Holders
3.20’.of 1863, will find
nlnrge
profit in eMlmigng for Siher Gtr*
irnmeut Bond«.
dtf
20.
September

Tilton

<6

McFarland,

Desire to call the attention to the fact that more than

4 O
Of their Safes gave AMPLE PROTECTION In the
late ire. parties desiring a

First

rate safe,

2.15 P. ii.
8.00

P. li.

portlandi^ochesterr.r;
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oil and altar Monday. April It, 1887

13-13 P. hi.

8<y*£tagesconnect at Gorham for West dorh.n,
Blandish, steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Bobao,
Brldgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brovmiield, Fryebcvz,
Conway, Bartlett. Jaokson. Llmington, Oornfrh, Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Bnxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny. Kayle
Booth Idmlngtpn. Llmington, J-imiriok, KewCcBii
'trtonsfi^d and Osslpoal

AtSaooarcppalorSouth Wladiam, Windham EDI

tnd :'or*.h Windham, daily.

J«y order oi the President.
Portland, April 12,1867. Utl

CENTRA!

At a MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
-Middle Street. PortlandOr at HO On.Ibary Street, Boston.
W“Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Parties (lastring Sanborn's Steam iru movement attached to Tilton & McFarland’s
Sales, cun order oi
Emery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan 15—enlsiw In each monadv remainder of time

G1BBENS, Secretary.

rT

R.

On and

after Monday, April 151b,
will leave Portland tot

itfLl»^18ycarrcnt. trains

fian/or and all Intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 P. M. dally. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at
7.40 A. M.

S2?~Freight trains for Watervilleand all intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A. M,
Train from Bangor is duo at Portland at2.15 P. M,
in season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston ami Auburn only,at 8.10 A.M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
nofcltt
Not. 1.18€C
HOLDEttHOP

TO

terms and

*

OTIir.E

Office

Ag’t for Maine!

49 1-3 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

Jan. 7,18CE.

Jan

14.

dtf

Insurance.!

Life

NATIONAL

Travelers’ Insurance
OF

NEW

Comp’y,

SOCK.

OFFICERS:
JAMES K. DO”', P.
E. K JOKES,

lent.

Vice-PreifMimf?

J. H. TAYLOB, Secretary.
J. A. WHITE, M. D, Medical Examinar.
TUla Company if anas all Uiide M Life, Endowment,
and Johit-Llfa PoliclW, Annuities, die.

Special Features.
It issues JVItOLE-JVOtlLD POitClES, permitting
unrestricted Freedom in Travel and Change of
Residence without Permits or Extra Premiums.
REGISTERED POLICIES, Guaranteetl by the
State Qf Hexo York.
It allows TIIIRTY DAYS* GRACE In Paymentqj
Premiums.
THE PREMIUM may remain
Lean.

ONE-Tiling

un-

paid as a
$225,000 deposited with the State Insurance Department of the State of Nev^ York as a perpetual Security for impolicy -holder s.
NO €IIA RGB for Policy-fee nor* Medical Examination.

FOB

TUB

DEPOSIT OF VALUABLES

THE CITY OP NEW YORK,

$309,000 00

209,903 71

s’946

$509,963

71

Amount of Losses unadjusted or waft-

ing proof..

ing is a tme and correct statement of the affirirs of
said Company on tho 1st day of Janua
ry, 1868, to the
tost ol tholr knowledge and belief.
EDWAKD ANTHONY^ President.
JONA. K. ST. JOHN, Secretary.
Sworn to before me, January 2tst, 1S68.
THOS. L. THOBjfELL,

.Votary

January 28.

Pub fie.

MAINE.

CAimoll,

PKJVATE MEDICAL KOOK ',
1Vo. ii Feeble Street,
Near the Preble Hsutj
be consulted private)*,
:J»
the utmost confidence t-y the a tlkt-.
J, at
liours daily, aud ircm 8 A. hi. to 9 P. M,
Dr. H. address*;? tbo^e who are stuferin? nnicr t'“ 3
•ttuction or i mate diseases, whether at mu
impure connection or the uriiblc vue oi ?lJ *.-:!• -l»«.
Devoting his entire time to that partic ular tran- > «t
the medical proies.don, be tej’s warrant'd *n Guar-

For a vear or less period
Government and all other Coupon Securities, or thnso transferable by
$1.00 per $1000
delivery, lnclud ng Lank Bills.
Government andailother Securities,
not transferable by delivery,
Gold Coin or Bn)lion,.
Silver Coin or Bullion,.
Silver or Gold Plate, undcr seal, on
owner’s cstimato of lnll value, and
rate subject to adjustment for

0.50 per
1.25 per
2.00 per

Shoes.
4. oodu

February

Cai>es,

wiiti’ia o* it

n-.*

0383.

Cisilon t© cioPcfcUf,

Every intelligent arid thinking person must know
Tiat remedies handed out lor general use should iiAV«
heir eflic* *y established by well u-si.-d
til -.
the bands of a regularly educated pb\Fi iau, whom
preyiaratory studies til him lor all the duties he miu-t
iulHl; yet the Country is flooded with poor nostruxcB
and cure-alls, purporting to bo the ht?t iu the v.
»,
which ore not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be paRTiemua it»a seh
n *
his physician, as it is a lament'd le yet ineentrov .-ruble fact, that many syphilitic patients are made r_:.
erabie with mined couFtituttoni by r ail.
from inexperienced physicians m pen* ral practice; vjt
jt Isa point generally conceded by the best evphilo-irapbsrs, that the study and management of these coma
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure, 'ihe inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor tine to makWmSelf acquainted with llieir pathology, ooiunonly
pursues one system of treatment, iu most cases mairing an indiscriminate nge of that antiquated ani dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Hot* Confidence.
All who have committed an excess or any kin*,
whither it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer > jars*
814KK

FOli

AH ANTIDOTE

IN

FEASON.

The Pains and Aches, ard Latitude and Kervctu
Prostration that may lo’low Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to tlio whole eystonn
Do not wait for the consummation that is ixd to fhilow; do not wait tor Unsightly lilt or?, icr
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss oi Bi.au;y
and

Complexion.

Hovr re”any Tltoiioaida Ceu Testify to aST£J.i

bfPafcRjjy Experlrflce!
Young men troubled with emissions tu sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by on# ox
more young m.n with the atove
uiseare, eov.e of
whom are as wc it aii I
iafttla
had
the consumption, and by their iricndj are supp j-i to
have if. All touch cases yield to tba pro|n.r and only
correct couree of treatment, and in a sLoutici# is*
made to rejoice in perfect beaita.
»

3d,
There are many men of tho n„'e of thirty who rj
troubled with too liwiiient ev "nations n.in ii,c
o.
n:
der,01 ten nccompuuied by o slight ttii.m
inning benbution, oml weakening the syeteto "n n c. a«
nertlie patient cannot account for. On t.v
niog
the urinary deposits a ropy te-Linenl wid o t u b.
n: _u.
u or nj.
found,and eouetin.ee small pnrti
bnmen will appear, or th color will be or u rk
i*h hue, again (hanging to a dark anil ttnt.id ;
<-r«
anee. Ihero are many men who die of tb'j Clk : ^"
Ignorant of the cause, which:a the
■

■

....

SIAOBOff bt^lt. AI, WEAISirKI,

SECOND

I can warrant a pernct cure in to h ca .enl a
fell and healthy restoration of the urinary orcans.
Persons Who cannot personally o.n. u.t t.-j 0r
can do soby writing, la a plain manner, a d
npl
end too appropriate rsmetl:*]
jIon of their 'its'a
wiH be forwarded i’oini diati iy,
AH correspo’id iisa strictly coafldcatial, sad Fill
be returned, if dcrired.
Address:
DJI. J. B. HUGHl
Ko. l4Pratle Street,
fieri door to the Preble House,
Port anJ, Ur.
HP Send a Stamp lor Ci rcular.

Electic Med'cal

Infirmary,

DK. HUGHES particularly invite- all la'll;;, V7ha

Adviser,

need a medical
to call at liis room", So, H
Prebio Street, which they wil hud arnui^eu lor then
accommodation.
l>r. H.*» Electic Renovating Medicines ero unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue inregn!:i;.r< ; til
Female ixregoJarmies. Their action m tpueitic
certain of producing relief m a short tin e.
LADI’KS will linJ it invaiuairlo in all case* of ot>etructiona alter all other remedies havo Utn tried 'n
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing
the least injurious to the health, and may La taJc?*
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with MR directions

especial

*aad

No.

DB. HUGHES
H PraMe Street, Portland.

$100 Add. Bounty 2
For
Soldiers who enlisted previous to JTaiy 2J.
186
and discharged in lews than tw,« years!
tor disability, can now obtain the.r BOUNTY" on aj*
plication to ino undersigned, m person or v »eitcr.
F. O. PATTERSON,
Late 5th Maine Vols., Collector ol C'aiinj.
1.
isd&wtf
January

fertimIMeeB
arc now prepared to fill orders for
CUMBERLAND

a

reduction in price of

Five Dollars per Ton.

Bradloj'a,

Coe’s and

At raamifac'tirci'n prices.
Portland

Mu
•

Feb. 1, ISOS.

0. E.

MILLIEElf,
Me.,

Portland,

ASfD DEALER

public the Star

Match,
them tho following advantages to tho
INtorottering
other
via:

we

We have in store

onooi

claim

cord matches.
The lull count P equals lo about six hunches more
In a gross than other matches.
They keep in any cL'tStte. other
Sulphur Match.
They bavo loss odor thauany
Card
They are longer than aify other bttlptmr
Match.
Matcf.a
They manor both for Splint atfd Card
on it.
They do not black the wall when tubbed
In cams
They are puked iu flue alnpplnz order,
m
1-4
30
each,
grotspaekproas
contain.nz 10, 20 and

*Vh"e above named
for tlio corporation.
E. P.
J. S.

aro

Ibe aolo

GKUrJLSlT.

Selling Ajenta
1

5 Directors
MAKltETT,
MANASSEH SMITH, )
__

___

new

low.

Apply

*«

January 23, 1661.

tlie iinest

n:

«<vinjonfe of

same.

M. H. REDDY, Proprietor.

LUMBER

Drying

and

Planing Mills,

Ji. J. I). Larrabee & Co.,
West Commercial street,
Kiln-Dried Lumber for Sale.
Dry Pine Lumber planed and ready

JpURFECTLYPine and

Spruce Hoards pu:red and
hi
ou
-fax*

for floors. All kinds of lumber lurid
Jointed,
i r
low
ices. Varionn W< oil Monl liti
pi

1A and tor i^eturo frames on hand ami
c to ocm
der. We can do job work, such as jig aawing. turn*
in*, planing, sticking mculding, &c, iu u*o beat
EXfPrompt personal attention.
B. J. 1>. L ABBA BEE & CO.,
Woet Commercial bt.,
rMard.

d«24J2m

cengum-

Match,
er, tMrerany
Each J*unch is full count, one hundred.
Each gro.'* contains 576 more than the common

firm

I 'I

GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS,
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.

manner.

GENEBAL SELLING AGENTS.
to the

ttb S*ri3n

buddy,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

Dry Norway

Match_ Corporation.

w. &

Pivr :'

KENDALL & YfrHrXNET.

JanMtf

Only the manager or Mnb-IVXanaccr an.
tborlzcd toaign Deposit Receipts.
Letters and applications should be addressed to
HENRY LEE, Manager.
Jau. 1C. 18CS. dtf

Star

Llojd'j

A!»n
Lodi anil Eiki Fonilreiio

the

|o bulk.
Collection and Remittance of Interest or Dividends,
1 per cent, on the amonnt collected.
NO CHARGE LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR.

»»

litn exchange tv/r
U. <1. PALMER.

ill

CUfcE.
He would cnll the attention of the afflfc«°d to tta
(het of bis longstanding aud welJ-esniai
rtpmalioa
furnishing suniuMit asouiuace or his elnii ?•-«»* j-l-

“ASS SoE'is,”
SORTS, ora Pur- Seine, ono hundred f 'li.
omlong, liberal in depth. couple*. In |„
purternoces JOT immediate use, not wei
550 lbs., capable ot being i end ed by aim.',
hoys in a dory. Adapted to Merrier, 6 a,-' .”"0J
°*
Poha;on. C at SKA
AMEIUUAN NET AND TWINE CO
ii Commercial
»
..
baect, lie .''a.

ALL

v'

January 15, dlwt2atv3iu
HR.

Sea

GEOBGE S. HUNT.
No. Ill Commercial Street.
d3w

JOHNSON’S
Foam
Dentifrice t

Preparation Is TceoTnmem’rri l
THIS
Demist*, Physicians and Chemists,;

ccnd to none

in use,

^OctoberSO.

d

r

fTn!m%r|

b

clean*ii g. ]*v I
1
preserving the teeth harikiiiii; th.> pun
|«%,
porting a pleasaut odor to the breath; uicfj \ n,
not bo excelled. It arts not cnl us 1: pnv :v •, i,
a soap and wash, three In one.
t’onta.us m
ons grit or acid.
Try it. For ml. n> nis ,\v
M. D JOIU&JOK, DuuUiil
"
for

~.

^~Tcnts.

now

““‘’It and

in

or recently controcted.eutireh remor-n
standing
;
dregs ox disease from the sysuoi, aud'mak'ai w
foct and PEILMANEN1

ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH ami UG;*:i;sTf3
i>.
CLOTHS, OASSIM EUES, &n ., mut c:: 11 toi
Portland. These goods lmve h on se?,vred with e- it
care and especially adapted to the tinU^nai•,
and at prices that cannot thil to i lease, and all
1000 thoroughly fbrun!
1003
A call is reepe* tiullj
1000 •for past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance of

for Sale !

te

'•an

anteeing a Cuke

2.00 per
100
bulk, on a tnl» of.
Deeds, Mortgages, Valuable Papers generally, when
of no tixod value, $1.00 a year each, or according

October 1. dtf

Curren.y.

he

WHERE

TEBUlSi

T

Kgveinber n-d3m

CAB BE BOCHD AT HIS

At

Brig
9U S, ^AliBOEIS,
,n tbeemeloyr
of the «orte
mwtanr.
sha'1 be pie*red to
GEORGE AMO?, 159 tone,
Somp“y.1
General Agent for Maine, frien^im
at 'tty
mont,
SuobStobe, 132 } Jlddlwstreet, wi'tere BRIG
lytnj at Berlin Mills Whart,for tale
it'I.u euiitlnueiho
to
purchase of Mutilated
30 Exclianjjro street.

r>re. r. B.nooar-:s

'!

A Card.

i‘?a“
orit uot too
badly torn will ta

BILLUS'9». A-ra>-

Raiv Cone Phosphate of Lime,

.C. LEE, Sub-Manager.
William Minot, Jf \
Fuaxcis V. BAL.cn,
} Solicitor..

**ORTXAIVI>.
dJjr

U

September 19,1867-dtt

GEO

18,150 00

City, County and State )
of New York.
f
Edwaud Anthony, President, and- sfONA. It. St,
John, Secretary of the Lamas Fib b Insubamok
Company of the city of New
York:, being duly
sworn, do solemnly depose and say, tb At the forego-

JOHN B.

Freight taken as usual,

HENKY LEE, Manager.

and will act ns attorneys in tho collection and remittance of income, when desired, upou the following

1808.

$509,903 71
ASSETS.
Cash on hand and in bank
...
8^70 96
Bank Stocks In tho City of York, par yal.
$40,000 00, Market Value
...
45,000 0
40 Bonds and Mortgages on
Property In
Cities ofN. York and Brooklyn, mostly
dwellings, worth In each case 75 to 15(*
per ct. more than am't loaned thereon
120,05$ 00
Loans on Demand, fully secured
6,000 00
Bdls Voceivable 'or Inland Insurance,
9 321 25
Amount with Agents,
71
Premiums in course of collection,
-2,618 74
Interest accrued but not yet due,
1,408 55
City of New York for overpaid taxes,
3,617 97
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Kotos,
$285,000, m arket value, ......
299,419 59

AGENT IN

fare.,.,«!*/)
Deck.11»3

The Subscribers

ASD TUB

LEE, HTGG1NS0N & CO., otter for rent, (the lesexclusively holding the key,) Sale* Inside their
Vaults, at rates varying ironi $20 to §100 each, per
annum, according to size and location.
They will al«o receive on special deposit, as bailees,
the securities ol fersons residing abroad, or out ol
the city; those temporarily from home; Oflicers of
tfto Array and Navy; Masters ol Vessels, and others;

Amount of Capital, all paid In Cash,
Amount ot'hurplus, Jan 1st, 18t8,

Cabin

see

Lamar Fire Insurance Co.,

POLICIES N0N-F0RFE1TADLE.
PROFITS OF THE COMPANY ANNUALLY
DIVIDED.

BOUTON,

OF

STATEMENT

January 1st,

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland at7o*cloci
India Wharf, Boston,
every day at £ ,/olot
M, (Surutays excepted.)

•nd

ALL

Deposit Vaults,

Union Safe

The new and stm^Tlor «oa-going
steamer? JOHN BROODS, a:
MONTH FA Ij. hating l.oni i:ii„I
»,r e
m» at gieat eipen^ with n
orbeaulilul utj Boons,

Soldiers of 1SG1.

Securities and Valuables.

Office Hours from 9 A. HI. to 3 P. I?l.

—or—

ample territory.

JAMES M. PALMER, Gen’l

MAINE,

1
T*- !{^\

hi

try addrcGEMug
laniq*63d&w.

GOVERNMENT BONDS
AND

Arrangement /

TO TEE LADIES.

January 25.,13w_

OF

Fall

STRING ARRANGEMENT.
□GSEBSSanci

no-

for boston.

R.10 ▲. x.

The Company are not responsible tor baggngtffo
any amount exceeding $50 in value (an+that
al) unless notice is given, ami paid for at tbe rate cl
one passenger for every $500 audiiioua value.
C. J. BRYDOS8, Managing Director,
B. BAILS Y, Local Superintendent.
*
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.
dtf

PORTLAND.

wishing to insure their lives or the lives of
their friends, in a safe Lite Co., are invited to inquire
into the principles and workings ot this Company.
Also persons wishing to Canvass for this company
as local or travelling agents, will be offered liberal

OFFER FOR SALE

_

Paris,

From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Watcrville, &c., at
Local Train from South Paris anti intermediate siaions, at

MAINE

r.nd

r>JI!TOO

will, until auilicr
lo,to»‘s:

Leave Galt's Wharf. Portland, every WertnornTne
Saturday, at 4 o'clock P. M., at i IcmvIVt :;3
K»h River,New York, every Wednesday and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Xhe Dingo and Franconia arc ft ted upwftli f.ra
accoiniuc! at ions lor passenger#, mak inert hi • • ? m. t
speedy sale and comfortable route lor tra -•‘Her -*otween New York aud Maine. Passage instate Kjon
♦c .00 Cabin passage S&.IW. bleak? extr*.
Goods forwarded by this line to »i
from
treat, Quebec,Bangor. 13aibt Aug-jr.i, Ezotport and
St. John.
Shippers are requested to rend thetr freight to t' 9
•teamer* as early as 3 P. SI. on the day that tk.y
leave Portland*
For freight or passage apply to
k <**' wMfs Wharf, Po.tland,
▼ JT?£52f ^
F. AhLLS, Pier 38Kasl iuvtr.
J.
August 15, »h£7.
CU

RENTING OF SAFES,
Union Building:, 40 State St

JOHN B. CARROLL,

men.
Persons

*

IS EXCHANGE

run as

No baggage can be received or checked after timo
above stated.
Trains will arrive as tallows:—

THOS. L. THORNELL,
Sotary Public.
AGENT IN

Tills Ib one of the oldest and roost healthful Life
Insurance Companies in our country.
It docs its business in an economical and honorable manner; such as will bear the light of inspection:
thus commending itself to the good judgment, and
meeting with the approval of honest and intelligent

BA1IRETT,

BANKERS &

feb 1 ’OS

brought into thl* Market.

lSea,-l

BEK J. F. STEVENS, President.

aug24dly.

vVITn THE BEST LOT OF

Ercr

appeared before me, till* 20th day of
January, A. D. 1863, Henry A. Oakley, Vice-President, and Theodore Keeler, Secretary, of the Howabd Xrsvbanoe
Compart, of New York, and severally made oath that the foregoing abatement by
them subscribed, is true to the best of ti'icir knowledge and belief.

LIFE INSURANCE COMFY

Boston.

BUSINESS MOUSES

tallows:—
Express Train tor Lewiston and South Paris at 7.40
A. M.
Mail Train ior AVsterriile, Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate statrains will

Til E

Canada 5-20’s of 1864, 1865 and 1867 !

Just Arrived from

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and niter Monday, Not. 11.1807,

rjEESSS^D

284 12
370 00

Personally

Mutun}

Kerosene Oil

RAIUNM

CANADA.

61

$7,048

...

The prevalence of a large quantity of Inferior and
dangerous 'oils in the market, at a cheap price—#
many of which are little better than Naptha itself—
and the existence of false reports in regard to the
AHSKTH AVER
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL, render it a matter” OttCAJim,
in 1843.
$3,009,000
of justice
to
ourselves, as well as safety
to
consumers, that some notice should be
New England
taken of these
facts.
Therefore, we again
and
would
call
present an advertisement,
to
attention
the high standard of our Oil, the
fire test of which Is 135 degrees of Fahrenheit, and
BOSTON, 91 AS S.
often reaches considerably higher; also, we would
PURELY MUTUAL.
say that we are determined to maintain Its long esDividend* Annually in Cash, #si Contributablished reputation.
lion Plan.
Portland.

Financial Agcntsof Ibc C. P. R. K, Co.,

N. Y.

OF

3,500 00

Total amount of Liabilities,
03
HENRY n. OAKLEY, Yice-Pres.
THEO. KEELER, Sec’y.

Oil,

GRAND TRUNK

From Albert Coal Exclusively*

—AJND—

Street,

$4,494

unadjusted,

all other claims against the
Co.,
Cash Dividends unpaid,

Would Inform the public that they continue
Manufacture

Portland

Assets,.$683,197 23

.

W* HATCH* Superintend*-****
novl2dtf
5,1807.

Nov.

tratne will run as foil own:
trains leave Saco Elver lor Portland at
8.30 anti 8.00 A. hi., and 3.10 P. hi. Leave Portland
tor Saco Elver 7.18 4. M.. 2.0 ami 5.30 P. hi.
i'relgbt train* lcav^ Saco Elver 6-50. A M.; Portland

ASSETS.

B. PLUMMER & SONS,

ragggrSSn Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
9S9E ah stations on this line, and tor Lewiston and stations on tlie Androscoggin Road.
Also
Bangor aud stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P
M",
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 6.10 P
M, for Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8JO A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morning at 7 o.tdock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, "VTaterville,
Kendall's Mills.and Bangor as by the Maine Ccrdral
road, and tickets purchased in Boston for Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall's Mills only, and alter taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Ceutral load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath: and u r Belfast ot Augusta, leaving daily on arrival ol train from
Boston, leaving Pt7.30A. M.; and tor Solon, Anson,
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowhegan, and lor China, East and North Vasralboro' at Vassalboro*; for Unity at Kendall’s M ill's,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.

MB!“SB*
^Passenger

Whole am’t of actual Capital and Surplus,$683,107 23

Uo30d2aw8ia

Kerosene Oil

Winter Arrangement, Her. 11, 1887.

Augusta,

118

follows:

LUMiMSan

CAPITAL.
Authorized Capital,
$300,001)
Amount actually paid hi,
Amount ot Surploz,

Don’t Check Your Lumber Conn, Mutual Life Ins. Company,

Bunkers and Dealers in Gor’i
Securities,

No. 5 Nassau

*

Co., Hartford, Assets
$4,833,543 00
Home lips. Co., New York, “
3,623,896 00
Continental Ins. Co., New York, Assets
1,523,703 00
Insurance Co. of No. America, Phil., Assets
1,696,050 00
Lorillard Ins. Co. of New York, Assets
1,414,810 00
Narraganset Ins. Co., Providence, Assets
627,754 00
Market Ins. Co., New York, Assets
563,523 00
Putnam Ins. Co., Hartford, Assets
576,055 00
People’s Ins. Co., Worcester, Assets
443,384 00
Norwich Ins. Co., Norwich, Assets
405,977 00
Standard Ins. Co., New York, Assets
288,536 00

?tcuncr»

CON IA,
rnn

wwfisfe^^numiNr
will run the season as

Portland & Kennebec R, R,

,

LI N £.

and

d’l

Leave Boston (or Portland and Intermediate Stations at 7.30 A. M., end 3.00 and5.00PM.
Freight Tralus daily each way, (Sunday excepted.
I'ttIMilboJiaSh, aunt,
Portland, Nov 8, 1867.
no9.ltl

SON, Agents,

Total

West,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing iVLoaduy, N«>r 11th. 1SB».
Pnsaenger TralnB lexvc Portland dally
*^5r3"e'-£5-(-'’l>mbtys excepted) (or Saco auil Biduoloril, at 6.45, 8.40 A. Al, 2.55 and 5.20 P 11.
For South Berwick d unction, Porismoulb, Boston,
and mtermediatu Station* at 0.45,8.40 A II, aud 2.55

Liquid Compass.

Represent the follovrioj; Companies

North

PORTLAIiK

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,

NO. 322 CONGRESS STREET.
.and have opened an office at
E. RARTJLETT’S’ No. 27 Fra
Stioot,

NO DANGER FROM FIRE. Simple, Sure,
Speedy, safe and economical. State, County and
Shop Rights lor sale.
Agents Wanted.
Apply to J. H. OSGOOD, JR., Room 6, Nc. 20
Court street, Boston, Mass.
CSp-All infringements on ear patent rights will be

DeclL

amount taken as usual.

NO. 15 EXCHANGE

anti

*ce'

w

Exchange Street.

RISES in any

“•*
,,

w. D. LITTLiE & Co., Agents.

without

DYER’S_NOTICE.

were moi e

Holders of Government Securities have an opportunity of exchanging them for Central Pacific Bonds
bearing an equal rate oflntcrest, with the principal
abundantly secured, and of realizing a profit ot from
ten to fifteen per cent. In addition.
Orders sent with ther funds through responsible
Banks or Express Companies will receive prompt at.
tention. Bonds sent by return Express, to any addross in the United States at our cost. Information,
Descriptive Pamphlets, Map3, &c, lumlshod on application at the office of tho llailroad Company,

cheerfully given

s E HI I- W E G ti LI

RAILWAY

By all the principal Routes, via. Boston noil
W orcester lo Albany and the New Work
Central Muiiwuy to UalTalo or Niagara
Falls; thence by the Great Western or Lake
Shore Railroads, or via New Sorb City and
the Brie, Allaulie and Brent Western and
Pennsylvania Central Knilwny*.
For sale at tho Lowest Rates at the Only Talon Ticket OUce, No. 49 1-3 Exchange
Sit.,
Portland.

any

RECEIVE DAILY REPORTS BY TELE-

I

earnings from local business in 18C7

than four times the annual interest engagements.
III. The hard part of the work is now
done, and
tho prospects of rapid completion are favorablo.f
IV. Ihe Company have liberal subsidies, which
enable them to prosecute the Work with great vigor.
V. The management has been exceedingly prudent and frugal.
VI. There Is already a large and growing settlement on the completed and graded line.
VII. The lands promise to bo of immense value,
37,038 acres having been already sold.
VIII. Both principal and interest are explicitly
made payable in gold coin.
IX. Both the aggregate amount ot Issue and their
standing in Europe will insure for them continued
activity and a high rank among standard securities.

Office where

charge

be

TRUNK

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R. R.

required will

BY

.

AT TIfE

of

infor^nation

For aiaino aud the

T

r-Kisis
by any other Route, from Maine
PoiotH West, via the

South

West,

Snip Owners and Merchants

It £f *1
J)
JEtna Ins.

STEAMSHIP COMlMXr.

Lowest Rates
Via Boston, New Vork Central, Boflalo and Detroit
For information apply at yu Confess st. Urami
trunk Ticket Office.
Jn3'U8dk>vly P. K. lll. t.M lIARD, Agent.

.

S8

&

YOFli

PORTLAND AND NEW

Ticket* nt

(JOLLY, an experienced Marine Underloilidevopc io it his exclusive attention.

as we

E

GRAND

in

is under the management

WOULD inform the citizens of Portland and vl
cinity. that 1 have removed tho old Portland Dva
House Office from Mo. 324 to

Boasting in a Dry Heat. OSGOOD & HANNA’S Process Seasons wood of any kind or dimensions without injury, in two to roun DAYS.
One inch Black Walnut seasoned in
Jorty-eighthours.
Pine much quicker. The proem is now being generally ueed and appreciated.

W

Offices, for the

01 the Condition of the

to reo**ve order* and execute
them in the best manner, at short notice, ani at
pric
es defying compeiition.
As I have had more than
twenty-five years experience in the dyeing business.
1 flatter myself that I am
thoroughly acquainted
with the business. Please call at either office and examine my list of prices, and take my card.
H. BURKE,
Sole Proprietor of the old Portland Dye House.
January IS. eod6m

P. M.

dcCdn^

TICKETS

ALL TARTS OF TTTE

ThroughTickets

Oa the 31st day ot December, 1807,

am

Passengers will connect at Eastport wiJi Sta
Coaches lor Kobbinston and <’:i!' '»•*.
Will connect at St. .John with J£. & N. A. KoLw.i y
for Shed Sac unciu ermedu'o slatio s.
CQf“Freight received on day ol tailing enti! 4 o'elk
will be at Eastport to taUo freight
Andrews and Calais.
Winter rates will bo charged on and alt
a. Xi. StC’iiiiS.
D*cJ6n».
Agent.

To Travelers

Hade to the Secretary of the State of Maine, January 20th, 1868.

wliere I

TO

Agency.

Howard Insurance Co,

&

THROUGH

Than
•SSCTiSHs1® nil

John W. monger.
Office 166 Fore St., Portland.
Feb 0—dlm*eodtoJanr69twGw

the

WEEE.

Sailing vcsj-els

BISKS

ApplicationsIot Insurance made to

Tiia Ba*t and
Principal Portion of the
National Trank Line Across tlie Continent

Exchange St.,

No. 4, up alnira,
WOpen every day but Sunday, lrom 0 A. 51 to
5**-MJ anted4'V

_

and Paid at this

J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

Pacific Railroad

tages:
I. They are the first mortgage on one of the most
valuable and productive lines of railroad In the

Mlnturn, Jr,

Low,
Stephenson,

James
Geo. S.

James

THE

First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds
Principal and Interest Payable in Gold Coin.
In snms of $1,000 each, at par and 'accrued interest
from January 1st, In currency.
These Bonds, it is believed, possess tbe elements ot
Bafety, reliability and profit ina greater ^degree, than
any other class of Corporate Securities now offered,
and are therefore very desirable lor steady investments of surplus capital.
Investors will bear iu. mind the following advan-

Bobt. B.

Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Clianncey,

Francis Skiddy, |
David Lane,

Price Advanced-Par and Interest!

continuous overland Railroad connection from
New York to San Fraucisco will bo made in 1870.
The United States Government furnishes, upon a
subordinate and contingent lien, hall the means for
constructing the Main Steam Line; and besides an
absolute grant of 12 800 acres of valuable public lands
per mile, the Central Pacific Railroad Company have
received from California sources, donations and concessions worth more than $3,000,000.
The available resources of this company are thercloro abundant tor tha purpose, amounting to
$17,000,000, on the
first 726 miles ot the Line, including Loans secured
by a First Mortgage upon the whole property, to the
same amount only as the U. S.
Subsidy Bonds.
The results already attained, although under comunfavorable
paratively
circumstances, afford substantial ground for believing the CENTRAL PACIFIC to be the
Most Favored, Productive, and Valuable
Railroad Enterprise ia the Country.
In consequence ot the large and rapidly
increasing
demand, the price ot these Bonds has been advancand
the
are
now
ed,
Company
offering for sale, a
limited amount of their

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. iiogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Halliard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
CorneliusGrinneU.
C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,
Bcnj. Babcock,
Fletcher Wes tray,

TRIP PUR

juneddtt

Room

#1,250,000.

Promptly Adjusted

WILLIAM

ums

The eompanv has Assets, over
Thirteen
million Dollars, viz:
United States and Stato of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,861185
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,173,430
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
•leal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
and other securities,
3,694,*68
Cash in Bank
373,374

-Assets,

DEPARTMENT

EIRE

ONE

from Hou>e-

German Lunch Room,
At iV o. 10

OPEN POLICIES to and
from any ports
the world issued
upon the most LIBERAL TERMS.

Arc

aid

ZITKOV’S

office in tlie

To any amount desired placed in
Reliable
or
the
Year.
Voyage
by

.THIS

v.

$o

ntTT.JL,
1

Carrtoge
*

#1,750.000.

ft

January, 1868.
Insures against Marine and Inland Navi-

FOR SALE BY

Freights?

Lowest Hates of First Class
Companies!

51 Wall SI, cor. William, NEW YOBK,

c ORJy

THE

Secretly.
Fifty Cents pCP Bottle.
For sale by all Drugzists, also at my 0ffiC0
No ,«
Elm street, nr sent to any address on

2
2
2
S
3

Commercial St.
Portland St.

<i2

or of Vital Cassant, at the kiln
November 1. dtf

BY THE CAB

I
X

&

228
300
12
96

a

1
1
2
2

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

for Sr.

if A

-^Losses-

Company!
\

2
t»

Winter

Bleached

Sperm oil.

A. F.

a

293
329
3
49

Feb 3-eod3m

Extra Farafine

Oft.

lOOO Gallons

S?

2
>*

John IP.

Oils, Oils, Of is!

okeeVA&& SKf&ZJfig?ceg “d
OTTRATIVE for Cora., Bunion.,
Cnre of'the Lore of
Drink.
BIUOGS'
Strong
Ingrowing Noil*. Fro.toil Fed, &«.
i£».SS8n£U“M«* ^AV, 8,0V0 surpasses
Con be Giron
all other remedies.
No
pain irom
Price

»
10

at

2500 ®*J1Ions

i>

At the

BOSTON.!

£5
UO

Pine Lumber. Spruce Dimensions sawed
short notice.
PJEUKINM, JACKSON A CO.,
High Street Whan, 302 Commercial,
foot of High street,
pr»dtf

to order

1

Capital, 83 001,738.16, Dec. lSfe?.

<M

for deliverv, the
various sizes of SUPERIOR COAL, at LOWEST
MARKET PRICES. AIM

Tuning nnd Kepairing promptly attended to.

aJ»ran5t (,.Sw^1»

O. A. HILL,

Ho. (0 COMMERCIAL, ST.,
Head of Maine Wharf.

Cargos.
Utra and Skiuicrs.

Manhattan Ins. Co. of New York,

^

by

this time they yield nearly
Nine Per Cent, upon the Investment.

PARIS

®

All Policies Non Forfeiting. CASH
•bution ot Surplus MADE yearly to the policy hfikl-^
era.
No policy issued by this Co. is lortelted until iffc
value is worked out in insurance, by law ot 1861.—
The lollowirg table will *diow the time that a life
this Co. will continue iu force after
policy issued
tho annual cash payment of premiums Las ceased,
1 Payment
2 Payments
3 Payments
g
In cash.
iu cash.
iu cash.
PS .5
®
O S
a!
to

At

WM. P. HASTINGS,

oMd V.ith groat euecees. Entirely vegeno pay.
Sold by all Druggist*.
I'gico 35 cents per box.

and soft
wood
Delivered at any part of the city at alpw* notice.
Kami all, McAllister & Co.,

/■

and

|. Madcl^imlipg^atthte

world.

Street.
And by

McKENXET,

IIill's Pile

purchasing.
hard

may3dtf

Insurance

Foundry Use!

tor

We keep constantly on hand,a full assortment of
Choice Family Coal,
lime wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give tre a call before

lG,7t0,000
4,500,000

the U. S. Bonds are equal [to money, and the
Company's own First Mortgage Bonds bavo a ready
market, wc have as the

York at tho Company
Nassau Street, aud by

OLD FRAMES RE-GILDED !

b

Life

Lehigh Lump,

i

r

None.

~~NEW ENGLAITp

1HG7.

1,

Cb

OaJaJa St. Jolm.

PMtport,

JFSB

RLING, Proprietor.
™te» *2.00 to 2.50 per day,according
to^”rrans;fnt
FKJiB

Phenix Ins. Comp’y, of New York,

$7.

Coal.

STREET,

augcsta, tas.

None,

LFHIGH,

As

and In Now

Corner of Congress and Center Sts.

t«Jieep*

Cheap

On the Grand Trunk Road

follows

Add discounts

NO.

SOLD TP.BY LOW BY

on

$7.

The Total Cost of Eleven Hundred RVileo
will be

C

MmT&k

hmJ|red

eleven hnndred miles assumed to be built by the
Union Pacific Company to be $90/00 per mile,

SWAN <£

French & German Mirror Plates

MAINE.

|

Hulls? Cargoes

ILlliS 77
Loss* unadjusted and loese: is Suspense
waiting for farther proof,
159,840 C3
All oilier claims against tho Company,
7,070 21

the following prices,

2000 Gallons Extra WUtter Lard

THE

Six Per Cent, in Gold!

^

&o. IS Chestnut Street,

creditors,

i International Steams!Ip

J• H.

$l,e;.9,780 53

other
?

or

STATE
UK-OPENED

Total Lfabilities,
$ 157,974 9I
The greatest amount insured in any o$« xisk; The
Dtlitared at »ny part of the City, rigi
greatest amount allowed by tho rules ot the company
to be insured in any one city, town or
The
2,000 Founds,
$8,50 greatest amount allowed to be insuredvillage;
in any one
No arbitrary rules on these points.
This
block;
«...
8,07 company is povered by a prudent regard for the con1,900
«
struction, occupancy and exposure ot risks.
"
1,800
STATE OF NKW-YOBK, County of Now.York, sg.
f
*
A
Ami so cn down to flv#
pmtidB. Our
Gcorgp W. Savage, President, juid Will am J.
Coals are all lirst class, preparedTa taebest'ol OTaer,
Hughes. Secretary, of tlio Intel national Tnsuram o
Company,of the city of New York, being duly sworn,
And warranted to give pwfeoUatisfaciloa.
depose and *ay, that the foregoing is a full, true fcn 1
correct statement of the affairs of said company; that
Also the best qnjbrttiaa HART) and SOTTP WOOD,
the said Insurance company is the bma fida owner
as cheap as the cheapest.
ROUNDS & CO.,
of at least One Hundred Thousand Hollars of actual
Head franklin Wharf Cuiiuuereiat Street, V eash capital, invested in State and United State*'
I Stocks and Bonds, or in Bonds or Mortgages ot Beal
August o, dtf
Kgtat^, unincumbered and worth double the amo unt
tor which the same is mortgaged; and that thoy fcro
the above-described offeers ot said Insurance Co.
GEOBGE W, SAVAGE, President,
[L. 1.]
TATE can covr offer nice OHENTNIIT COAL
WILLIAM J. HUGHES, Secretary.
T T at $7.«t per ton, delivered at any part oi the
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25tk <Jny ot
Also
for
sale
at
the
lowest
market
As Witness, mv hand an 1 official
1868.
city.
price,
January,
Bead.
THOMAS L. THORNKtZ,
Old
Co.
Lelii-li,
i~-.
Notary Publlir,
Portland Office 166 Fore street.
J. H. HUNGER A hON, Aceut*
SVGAH LOAF
Feb 6. eod3w
a
For Furnace*.
Far Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’s White
Ash, Uium oud) Red Anil) which are free of all
iaipurities and very aioo. Also Cumberland ! A
cargo Just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

THE

and bave thirty years to run before! maturity.—
Subscriptions will be received tn Portland by

HI. MfltElWNB*,
Corner ot Congress and Center Sts.

Grgaus

Mortgage Bonds to

the Bends issued

& MANSON

A LARGE LOT OF FRAMES
Jut received, Block Walnut, Gilt and Itosewood
Moulding*, Will te sold very cheap by

A.
<*C'5-eedfctrt il a

First

and

more

Of all klnd3 made Cheap by
A. in.
McKENNEY,
Comer of Congress and Center Sts.

M.

charter tho Company is permitted to issue

ed, and

PHO T O GRAPHS

A

its

built. It is not doubted that when the road is
traffic of the only line connectihg the Atlantic and Pacific States wi 1 be large
beyond precedent, and, as there will be no competition, it can always be done at profitable rates.
It will bo noticed that the Union Pacific Railroad
Is, in faet, a Government Work, built under the supervision of Government officers, and to a large extent with Government money, and that Its bonds
are issued under Government direction.
It is believed that no similar security is so careftilly guard-

TUN TYPES
Made as Cheap as any one in the City by
A. M. mcKEANEY,
'Oprasr of CongTots and Centre Streets*

A*

provided for

completed the through

Arc rrcparcil to mate IlficraT advances on all kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
torts of tbp Island, end their connections with tbe
first class Houses of (lie Island, make this a desirable mode fox parties wishing to ship Goods to that
J

lar

lack

Island of Cuba.

Dec. 1MT,

menus so

were

(Formerly Banker & Carpenter,)

1C

The

trafic, but this is already much
than sufficient to pay the interest on all the
Bonds th ,; Company can issue, if not another mile

Manufactured by

market,

at

:,

Lorres adjusted and due,
lsrsses adjusted and not due,

Fnrnaccs, Ranges & Cooking Stoves

1870,

more

They

Mesars.OHDROHLL,BROWNS

better.

never

only from

wet
by using tbe best article over intro need tar keeping water out of boots and
•no*?.
can bo polished
immediately alter applying tbe waterproof.
ibis article will preserve leather in
any form, and
Is especially adapted lor Harnesses, as they are kept
vary MU by this means.

ou

L!

SriTABLB FOB

Grand Line to the Pacific

Earnings

4

Advances made

Total Asset*,
Liabilities.
Amounts due or net due to Banks

is

Leather Preservative.
VOID
feet

Street*

A

<>

be sufficiently
permits thojroad-bcd to

The Company have ample facilities for supplying
any deficiency that may arise in m«Ms tax construction. This may be done wholly or in part by addlditional subscriptions to the capital stock.

WATERPROOF

Staff

O

soon

as

are now

augustThouse,

INSURANCE

*

Market value.
$889,015 00
Loans on Bond and Mortgage, being tbc
first lien on-unincumborod real estate,
worth double the an ount loaned.
50,0% 00
Debts otherwise secured.
27,515 00
Debts ior premiums,
*
17,11.5 86
All other securities,
20,063 Jl

ofleiing our customer* and the public
generally, all the boat quail tits of

We

ot the Interimof the City oflfew

$866400

oct22dtf

Street,

oondUign

jJoqo

U. DEEBI^G,
ArrialWeet, HolWi ’Aban, foot ol

Particular Notice!

packed to receive the rails. The work
be pushed forward in the rock cuttings on the westand a much larger
ern slope with unabated energy,
the current year than
i»rce will be employed during
that the whole
ever before. The prospect

At

107 & 100
Jan I3d&wlm3

liluh

hand and for sale by

on

continues to

•

&

eather

w

Ml con.

No

COMPLETED,

remaining ten miles will bo finished

the

as

Family-

CARPENTER, WOODWARD

ContinieiiS,!

Rocky Mountains.

of the

family presided,

-flL

constantly

Within Ten Miles of the Summit

There U very little that is new which can
be told ot that most interesting of English
literary families, the Bronte girls; but an
Englishman who lately epent“a winter day at
Haworth,” their former home and present
burial place, resurrected a son of the old sexton of the church over which the father of
and who staled that lie
the

NAIAD

Jiltnds !
Doors, Sashes and

THE TRACK BEING I-AID AND TRAINS RUNNING

1 he

__

Onto.
75.000 Seasoned Pine
to order.
tIT- Spruce dimension, all kinds, sfrved

West from Omaha,

Hanning

Across tlie

Two strong men, through the lowly door,
Wgth uneviin slops the baby t°re j
t
They had set the bier on tl|e F^X
The lily she left was crushed and dead;
Tne b'ow, sad bells had Just begun;
The kitten crouched, afraid in the sun,
And toe poor watch dog, in bewildered pain,
Took no notice of me as 1 joined the train.

»

Boards

Pacific Railroad
j

STATEMENT

50.000 Clear Pine Shingle'50.000 Seasoned Pine Shipping

TJIVI ON

TLo lilies giew bi?h and slie reached up,
On ii<iy ilp-tjes to each gold cup;
And laughed aloud, and talked and clapjKjd
Her am dl brown hmda,tt&tbo tough tscuiH snapped,
And floweis icll till the broad hearth stone
■Was covered, and only the topmost one
Oftho lilies left. In sobered glee
She said to herself “That's oldc than mel

The Bronte

I

of the

tiounl Insurance Co,
York, on the 31st day ot Deccmbei, 18*7.
The name ot the company is “International Insurance Company.-* Itis located in the oily of New
York.
The amount of Capital Stock is.
$1,000,000
The ain’t oiita Capital Stock paid up Is 1.000,000
The A nets of the Company arc as fbUows:
Cash on hand and in the hands of Agents
or other perrons,
$55,401 10
Heal Estate unincumbered
Nouo.
Bonds owned by the compauy, to wit:
U. S. 5-20bonds, partial,
$720,0n<j
U. S. 10-40 bonus, par value,
l‘J3 im
Virginia State Bonds.
-n’lnn
Wisconsin War Bondij

50.000 'X'Zt -P'“

-...

walking by.

Miscellany

THE

OF

lower,

HoTEES.

MAINE.

pike' suikgues.

MILES'

540

Sunday*'

INSURANCE.

__

__

I.

A baby, alone, In
Which climbing
Sa*. playing with

JUWBlUkiANCJt.

JIUllOllAXDISE_

KISSCELLANEOIJ8.

FULL »np5iy of Touts, of ail MiM,f <- nra
Commercial burnt, head ...
•,
Wbari.
;.g

A •tor*

